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INTRODUCTION
Livestock production has increased to a very marked
degree in Mississippi during recent years. This increased
production trend was most noticeable soon after controlled
cotton acreage began in 1933, and is attributed to an attempt by the farmers to offset the decreased acreage and
income from cotton. This trend has increased, however,
during the past few years probably because of more favorable prices of livestock products.

In addition, the scarcity

farm labor has caused farmers to divert more land
growing of livestock and dairy animals in order to
the maximum of their farm land.
of

to the
utilize

Thus, with a considerable increase in production of livestock and dairy animals, there has likewise been an increased demand for feed.
Since it is generally agreed
that pastures afford some of the cheapest feed to be had,
increased livestock production has resulted in an increased demand for pastures, both for increased acreage and
for better grazing on pastures already established.

The program of pasture improvement and establishment of new pastures has been accelerated by the fact that
the Agricultural Adjustment Administration has extended certain payments for pasture practices such as clearing, seeding, fertilizing, terracing, and mowing; and the
acreage on which the payments could be made has been
unlimited.

As a result of this increased production of livestock together with the increased demand for pasture improvement practices, there has been a great demand for information from workers in the various agricultural agencies which might be used in teaching farmers and farm
boys the probable value of each pasture improvement practice and the extent to which it would be economical to
use the practices.

An

attempt

is

made

in this bulletin to bring together all

the data, especially experimental data, available on pasture practices that seem to be applicable to Mississippi
conditions. Since the amount and variety of such data are

very limited it was thought that it would be advisable to
supplement these data with information on improved pasture practices being used by farmers in the various sections of Mississippi.

Thus, a survey was made on 86 farms in 4 areas of
namely, (1) South Mississippi, (2) Northeast Mississippi, (3) the Brown Loam Area, and (4) the
Prairie Area.
Farmers' reaction as to the value of improved pasture practices was obtained, definite observations were made, and in this way some very definite indications were obtained as to the probable value of the various
pasture improvement practices.
It is thought that this
type of information on farmers' practices will supplement
the experimental data in a very helpful way.
Mississippi;

A summary
detail

shown and discussed in
Part II of this bulletin.
also referred to and discussed in part

of these surveys

by areas and as a whole

The survey study

is

is

in

in other sections of this bulletin.
It is

hoped that this information

will

be useful to agri-

cultural workers and, in turn, to farmers of Mississippi,

as a guide in helping
to

which

it

them

to decide the probable value

improvement practices and extent
might be most economical to use each practice

of the various pasture

on individual farms.

Improving Pastures In
Mississippi
PART

I

THE VALUE OF PASTURES IN LIVESTOCK
PRODUCTION*
The lowering of the

cost of production and the efficiency

any other
type of industry.
In this economic sense, the efficient
production of livestock and livestock products is directly
related to the production of pastures.
of production are as important in agriculture as in

That pasture production plays an extremely important
part in the agriculture of Mississippi is shown by the
practical results obtained by various departments of the
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.

The Dairy Department at Mississippi State College has
conducted many tests which show that no other method
of providing feed for livestock offers as great returns as
the use of good pastures. Pasture made on eroded land
was found to furnish nutrients per cow per day, equivalent
to those found in 8.5 pounds of good hay, 25 pounds of
silage, and 4 pounds of concentrates.
Other results obtained by the Dairy Department show that a good pasture
alone will provide for animal maintenance and the production of at least 15 pounds of 4 percent milk per cow
per day. The matter of maintenance is quite important
as a milking dairy cow requires nearly half the nutrients
in the feed she consumes merely for maintaining her body.
The experimental test below shows the value of good pasture for dairy cattle at State College, Mississippi, from

1924 to 1926.
Taken from
in

Mississippi,"

Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 356, "Pastures
4, State College, Mississippi, July 1941.

page
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Value of Pasture for Dairy Cows

Conducted by: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: State College, Mississippi.
Period: 1924-1926.

Purpose: To compare the production of milk cows with
and without pastures.

Procedure and conditions: During the summer of 1924,
cows on good pasture were compared with five cows on
poor pasture for a period of 168 days. This test was repeated in 1925 with two lots of four cows each for a period
of 161 days. The average results of these 2 years preliminary work indicate that a cow on good pasture can secure
sufficient feed for maintenance and for the daily production
of 14 pounds of milk testing 4 percent butterfat. In 1926,
a test was made by dividing 12 cows into 3 lots of 4 cows
each. The cows were fed for three periods of 8 weeks each
as follows
Lot 1 was on good pasture during the first and
third periods and in a dry lot during the second period. Lot
2 was in a dry lot during periods one and three and on good
pasture during period two. Lot 3 was on good pasture for
all three periods.
One week was allowed between each
period for making the change from one feed to another.
five

:

The

results of these tests are

Table

1.

shown

Value of pasture for dairy cows, State College, Mississippi,
1924-1926
Lots 1 and 2
No pasture

Number cows on
Days on

in table 1.

.l

Lot 3
Good pasture

4

4

4

168

168

168

27

529

365

12,142

13,071

13,772

3.95

3.96

test

test

Gain or loss

Lots 1 and
Good pasture

in liveweight

-

Production:
Milk, pounds
Fat, percent

Fat, pounds

479.5

518.4

4.58

631.7

Feed consumed:
Gain, pounds

Hav. Donnds

4,508
1

2,114

2,107

0.97fi

Reference: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station
Management of the Dairy
Cow," page 13, State College, Mississippi, January 1928.
Bulletin 259, *Teed, Care and
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Value of Pastures for Livestock, Poultry and
Erosion Control*
The Animal Husbandary Department, in an experiment
comparing methods of feeding mules, has found, when
mules were allowed to graze only at night and on idle days,
that there was a saving of 25 percent in grain and a 50
percent saving in hay consumed, as compared with the
barn and lot-fed mules. These results take on considerable
value

when

mule

will

one' considers that a properly fed, 1,000-pound

consume 2 tons

of

hay and 60 bushels of corn

per year.

Other experiments carried on by the Animal Husbandry
Department have shown something as to the value of
pastures. More pork has been produced per 100 pounds of
feed where grain-fed pigs were allowed to graze than when
fed on dry lot. It has also been shown that more cottonseed meal, a home-grown concentrate, can be fed to grazing
pigs than to pen-fed pigs.

The Poultry Department has found that more eggs are
produced, there is less mortality in the flock, and the efficiency of production is increased when poultry is allowed
pasturage.
The value of a pasture is almost inestimable when viewed
from a soil conservation standpoint. The Agricultural Engineering Department of the Mississippi Station in cooperation with the U. S. Soil Conservation Service conducts experiments testing the rate of soil losses under
different slopes and cropping practice^^. A typical example
of the results obtained from these tests may be cited.
As a result of 24 inches of rain over a period of 3 months,
the amount of soil lost from a 9 percent slope covered with
sod was only 0.08 tons per acre, while a crop-cultivated
7.5 percent slope lost approximately 5 tons of soil per acre

during the same period and with the same amount of
This gives a value to pastures which amounts to
rainfall.
huge proportions when one considers the average rainfall
and the topography of many of the Mississippi pastures.

These examples are given. to
\n

cite the value of pastures,

*Taken from Mississippi Agricult\^ral Experiment Station Bulletin
Mississippi," page 4, State College, Mississippi, July 1941.

356,

"Pastures
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not only from a general farming standpoint and for the
economcial production of livestock and livestock products,
but also as a means of stabilizing and utilizing the many
eroded and erosive acres of Mississippi soil thus enabling
the realization of more income and food products than
formerly. These examples show, further, that the generalcrops farmer, as well as the livestock farmer, needs good
pasture for his milk cows, beef cattle, hogs, poultry, and
for his

work

stock.

PART

II

IMPROVED PASTURES
One has but to travel the highways in Mississippi to know
that pastures, generally, need improvement.
In a large
percentage of these pastures can be seen weeds, briars,
bushes, and other undesirable plants which greatly hinder
the growth of desirable pasture plants.

Farmer practices have shown that such pastures can be
improved even where the only practices used were clearing the land of bushes, weeds, etc., and controlling same by
mowing regularly. For instance, on the farm of Marshall
Rivers at Union, Mississippi, in Neshoba County, a 14-acre
pasture was cleared of such growth and mowed twice a year
for 2 years, and the carrying capacity was increased from 8
animal units to 18, according to statements of the owner.
Results of other practices might be cited on C. C. Harveys'
farm, Winona, Mississippi, in Montgomery County. This
65-acre pasture was carrying 30 animal units without any

improvement practices. An application of 1,000 pounds
was made.
Dallis grass, white Dutch clover, and lespedeza were sown
and the pasture was mowed twice a year. About 2 years
later it was carrying 65 animal units.
These results were
obtained on bottomland which was better than average in
fertility before it was fertilized.*
special

of lime and 500 pounds of basic slag per acre

Special Study of Pasture
In order to better determine

Improvement Practices
what can be done

in the

of improving pastures in Mississippi under everyday
*From

reports to the author in

making

the survey for this publication.

way
farm
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conditions, a survey of pasture conditions,
practices used, and practical results obtained,

improvement
was made on

86 Mississippi farms.

These surveys were made in four general soil areas of
Mississippi, namely. South Mississippi, Northeast Mississippi,

Brown Loam, and

veys made

Prairie.

The number

of

farm

sur-

each area varied somewhat according to the
number of farms in the area and the amount of experimental data available for the area.
in

No attempt was made to select the best nor the poorest
farms surveyed, but some of all types were selected with
the idea of securing a fair cross-sectional sampling for
each area; however, in spite of this, some of the better
farms were probably surveyed because farmers were selected that had done one or more pasture improvement
practices and it is natural to assume that farmers who are
interested to the extent that they had done some improvement practices might have been in the better farming
group. Too, the farmers surveyed may have better soil
than the average farmer, and did have, in most cases,
special technical help and guidance in carrying out the
practices. It is believed, however, that the improved practices used by these farmers will indicate possible improvements to almost all farmers. For the stated reasons, however, all farmers should not necessarily expect to secure
the same results by use of the same practices as are shown
in this study.

The survey ascertained

the practices done during the
past 5 years as well as the pasture conditions before treatment and at the present, and the approximate results obtained as a result of pasture treatments. An analysis and
discussion of this study by soil areas and for all the areas
all

as a whole, follows.

South Mississippi Area
Thirty-two farms were surveyed in seven different counThe pastures varied in size from 12
ties in this area.
to 1,120 acres.

A summary

from this area is shown in
the conditions, practices, and results

of the surveys

table 2; however,

all

MISSISSIPPI
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shown in the summary because some of these
were rather indefinite and could not be recorded in actual
are not
figures.
Table

Summary

2.

of

pasture conditions,

and

treatments given,

results in carrying capacity in the South Mississippi

Area
Number

Item

or

amount

Number
Number

of

farms surveyed
farm in pasture:

32.0

of acres per

a.

Hill land

44.0

b.

Bottomland

50.7

Terrace land
d. Total acres
Average percent slope of

7.4

c.

hill and terrace land
Average number acres fertilized and rate of fertilizing:
Acres
a. Lime:
Rate, pounds per acre
b.

Phosphate:

Acres
Rate, pounds per acre

c.

Potash:

Acres
Rate, pounds per acre

d.

Basic slag:

Acres

Rate, pounds per acre
Average number of acres seeded and rate of seedings:
Acres
a. White Dutch
clover:
Rate, pounds per acre
b.

Lespedeza:

Acres

c.

Yellow hop

Acres

clover:

Rate, pounds per acre

Dallis grass:

Acres

Rate, pounds per acre

d.

Rate, pounds per acre

Number of farms on which pastures were mowed
Acres mowed per farm
Number of mowings per year
Number of farms practiced rotational grazing
Number of acres required per animal before treatment
Number of acres required per animal after treatment

102.1
4.5

8

73.3
66.0

58.2
155.0
1.0

183.0
20.0
562.0
42.3
3.6

54.0

14.0
8.3

3.6

50.0
10.0
24.0
8 4.0

1.5

12.0
3.8
1.6

As shown in table 2 the average size of the pasture was
about 102 acres, 44 of which were hill land, 50.7 bottomland, and 7.4 terrace land.

On

the average 3.8 acres of pasture land was required
an animal unit before pasture treatments were
made and only 1.6 acres were required after treatments.
This is an increase in carrying capacity of approximately
to carry

IMPROVING PASTURES IN MISSISSIPPI

140 percent.
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In other words, the average pasture which

was 102 acres

in size carried about 30 animal units before
treatment and 64 after treatment.
This obviously is a
good increase in carrying capacity of pastures due to improvement practices however, the carrying capacity of
these pastures was comparatively high before treatments
were given. For instance, where 3.8 acres were required
to carry an animal unit in the South Mississippi Area,
4.6 acres were required in the Brown Loam Area which
is generally considered better adapted to pastures.
This
might be partially explained by the fact that about half
of the pasture land surveyed in South Mississippi was
bottomland and the hill land had only a 4.5 percent slope on
the average; whereas, only 23 percent of the land in the
Brown Loam Area was bottom soil and the average slope
;

hill land was 8.8 percent, all of which indicates that in
South Mississippi, on the farms studied, soils well adapted
to pastures were devoted to pastures.
The response to
treatment, however, seemed to be better in the Brown

of

Loam

Area, in that the number of acres required to carry
in both areas was very

an animal unit after treatments
nearly the same.

Practices used in securing this increase in carrying
capacity in South Mississippi are as follows: Approximately three-fourth of the land was limed and about half
of the land had an application of phosphate but only a small
percentage had basic slag. The rate of applying lime and
basic slag was comparatively high while the rate for
phosphate was low. About half of the pasture land was

seeded to white Dutch clover, lespedeza, and Dallis grass.
Twenty-four of the 32 farmers mowed their pastures, about
82 percent of the average pasture being mowed an average of 1.5 times per year.

The increased carrying capacity, which, as stated above
was from an average of 30 to 64 animal units, is thought
not a true indication of the increased value of the pasture,
First, when farmers made one or
for several reasons.
many of them would imimprovements,
pasture
more
livestock and/or dairy
their
of
size
the
increase
mediately
resulted
in over-grazing
cases
number
of
which
in
a
herds,
and low gains as well as poor quality products. On the

MISSISSIPPI
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other hand, some farmers were not over-grazing before
treatments were given, and after treatments their pastures
would have carried more animals than were carried; while
some farmers were over-grazing before any pasture improvements were made and with the same number of animals following improvements, the animals were carried
adequately.
It might be noted here, that according to
observation and experience of agricultural workers contacted in this study, over-grazing hinders the establishment of new grasses and eradicates more grasses and
clovers already established in pastures than any other
undesirable practice.

No definite part or value of the increased carrying
capacity of these pasture practices can be assigned to
any particular practice used because in most cases two
or more practices were done at the same time with no
attempt to determine the value of each one separately.
However, it is evident that all the practices together were
of definite value. The farmers' reaction, as well as that
of the agricultural workers who assisted the farmers, was
that the use of the mowing machine gave quicker and
greater returns, especially when considered in the light
of costs, than any other pasture improvement practice;
and the use of fertilizer was probably second in value.
Statements made

in the

two preceding paragraphs apply

equally to the other soil areas discussed in this section
and will not be repeated in the discussions for each area.

should be pointed out that every farmer in South
should not necessarily expect the same results from pasture improvement practices as shown here,
even with the same treatments. One reason for this is
that, as already indicated, the pasture land included in the
surveys for this area was comparatively good land and
probably better than the average in South Mississippi.
Many other conditions and factors vary from farm to
farm. Yet, these results do indicate that improved practices adapted to each individual would result in better pastures in every case. Thus, it is suggested here that each
farmer estimate the cost and value of treatments for his
individual farm, taking into consideration his conditions.
It

Mississippi

IMPROVING PASTURES IN MISSISSIPPI
situations, etc.

basis of the

These estimates

summary shown

may

15

be somewhat on the
It would be easy

in table 2.

to calculate the cost of the practices

shown

in this table

which would apply to any farm in the South Mississippi
Area if the same practices were anticipated; however,
the returns expected would probably vary and could easily
be less than shown here for reasons already given. The
form shown in table 15 might be of value in helping individual farmers estimate the cost of pasture practices,
returns expected, and in trying to determine the practices
and the extent of each practice to be used.
Northeast Mississippi Area

Twenty farms were surveyed in four different counties
The size of the pastures varied from 6 to

in this area.

72 acres, the average being 32.3 acres.
these surveys is shown in table 3.

A summary

of

As shown by figures in the table, 2.5 acres were required to carry an animal unit before the above treatments
were given the pastures and only 1.4 acres after these
treatments were given. Thus, the average pasture of 32.3
acres in this area carried almost 13 animal units before
treatment and about 23 head after treatments were made.
The percentage increase in carrying capacity here is not
so great, comparatively speaking; however, the carrying
capacity of the pastures was high before any treatments
were made. This is probably due to the fact that the
pasture land in this area, on the average, was fairly high
in fertility, a probability borne out by the fact that only
about 30 percent of the pasture land in this area was upland.
Since a high percentage of the pasture land was
in the bottom, it is reasonable to suppose that it was better
than average land, and thus the chances for increased
production due to use of improvement practices were
Another factor
less than if the land had been less fertile.
were
in pasture,
hill
soils
better
indicates that even the
was
only
hill
land
4.2 perof
the
in that the average slope
here
that
the
carrying
pointed
out
cent.
It might be
capacity of pastures before any treatments were given was
Thus,
higher in this area than in any other studied.
capacity
of
these
pastures
carrying
high
in the light of the
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before any treatments were given, the increase due to pasture treatments was favorable.

Summarizing the practices used

in securing these

im-

provements it should be noted: (1) A high percentage of
the land had an application of phosphate and basic slag and
the rate was in line with generally accepted practices.
(2) About one-third of the land was limed, although the

was comparatively low. (3) About half
was seeded to white Dutch clover, lespedeza,

rate of application
of the land

and Dallis grass.
Table

8.

Suiiiniary

Eighteen of the 20 farmers

(4)

of pasture

conditions,

mowed
and
Area

treatments given,

results in carrying capacity in the Northeast Mississippi

Number
Item

or

amount

Number
Number

of

farms surveyed
farm in pasture:

2 0.0

_

of acres per

a.

Hill land

-

9.8

b.

Bottomland

12.9

Terrace land
Total acres
Average percent slope of
c.

9.6

d.

3 2.3

Average number
a. Lime:

hill

and terrace land
and rate of

of acres fertilized

Acres

4,2
fertilizing:

11.8

-

Rate, pounds per acre
b.

c.

d.

Phosphate:
Potash:
Basic slag:

402.0

Acres
Rate, pounds
Acres
Rate, pounds
Acres
Rate, pounds
of acres seeded

Average number
a. White Dutch

18.2

per acre

2 7 5.0

per acre

8 3.0

3.6

8.9

per acre

and rate

4

of seeding:

Acres

clover:

Rate, pounds per acre

b.

Lespedeza:

Acres

c.

Yellow hop

Acres

clover:

Rate, pounds per acre

Dallis grass:

Acres

Rate, pounds per acre

d.

58.0

Rate, pounds per acre
Number of farms on which pastures were mowed
Acres mowed per farm
Number of mowings per year
Number farms practiced rotational grazing
Number of acres required per animal before treatment
Number of acres required per animal after treatment

16.0
3.2

18.5
10.5

19.9
10.0
18.0

28.0
2.0

13.0
2.5
1.4

IMPROVING PASTURES IN MISSISSIPPI
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their pasture twice a year, and approximately 90 percent
of the pasture land was mowed.
(5) Thirteen farmers

The treatments given were
with what has been considered generally as accepted
practices. In fact, the percentage of land phosphated and
the rate of application was unusually high. Noxious weeds
were well controlled and the pastures w^ere exceptionally
practiced rotational grazing.
in line

good.

Every farmer in Northeast Mississippi should not expect
the same results from pasture improvement practices as
are shown in this summary because about half of the surveys made in this area were made in Lee County, and the
soil in this county, on the average, is probably more fertile
than in some other counties in this area. Too, the farmers
in this county are more intensively engaged in dairying
than in most of the other counties in Northeast Mississippi
which probably has increased the incentive for building
better pastures. However, the figures in this study indicate that most any farmer might expect favorable results,
on the average, by use of good pasture practices, but it is
suggested here that each individual farmer estimate as
closely as possible the cost of anticipated practices and the
probable returns. Figures shown in table 3 and the suggested form in table 15 should be helpful to farmers in
making these estimates.

Brown Loam Area
Twenty-three farms were surveyed

in four different
varied from
pastures
counties in this area. The size of the
A
summary
acres.
17 to 900 acres, the average being 131

of these surveys

is

shown

in table 4.

According to the table 4.3 acres of pasture land was required to carry an animal unit before any pasture treatments were made and only 1.6 acres were required after
Therefore, the average pasture
treatments were made.
in this area, which was 131 acres in size, carried about
30 animal units before pasture treatments were given
and about 80 head after treatments. These figures show
an unusually good increase in carrying capacity which was
presumably a result of pasture treatments shown in this

MISSISSIPPI
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However, the acreage required to carry an animal
was higher than in any of the

survey.

unit before treatments

other areas. This is probably due, principally, to the fact
that only 25 percent of the pasture land was bottomland
compared to about 50 percent in South Mississippi, 40 percent in Northeast Mississippi, and 20 percent in the Prairie
Area. In addition, the slope of the hill land in this area
was 8.8 percent, which was much higher than in any
other area. At the same time, the carrying capacity after
pasture treatments were made was comparatively high.
Table

4.

Summary

of

pastm'e conditions,

results in carrying capacity in the

treatments given,

and

Brown Loam Area
Number

Item

or

amount

Number
Number

of

farms surveyed
farm in pasture:

2 3.0

of acres per

a.

Hill land

b.

Bottomland

c.

Terrace land

102.0
29.0

-

-

131.0

Total acres
Average percent slope of hill and terrace land
Average number acres fertilized and rate of fertilizing:
d.

a.

Lime:

8.8

Acres

9 6.8

Rate, pounds per acre
b.

Phosphate:

912.0

—

Acres

.

Rate, pounds per acre
c.

Potash:

Acres

d.

Basic slag:

Acres

92.3

282.0

Rate, pounds per acre

Average number
a. White Dutch

Acres

5 7.8

-

Rate, pounds per acre..
of acres seeded and rate of seeding:

5 3 5.0

-

-

-

6 6.1

clover:

Rate, pounds per acre...

b.

Lespedeza:

Acres

Rate, pounds per acre

14.3

c.

Yellow hop

Acres

4 6.6

clover:

Rate,

Dallis grass:

Acres

6 3.0

Rate, pounds per acre

10.5

d.

5.2
6 5.2

-

pounds per acre

Number of farms on which pastures were mowed...
Acres mowed per farm
Number of mowings per year
Number farms practiced rotational grazing
Number of acres required per animal before treatment
Number of acres required per animal after treatment
:

1.8

21.0

—

12 3.0
2.0

16.0
4.3
1.6
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The exceptional increase in carrying capacity of the pastures in the Brown Loam Area was probably due, in the
main, to the fact that practically all the land had either
an application of phosphate and lime or basic slag, and
the rate of application was as high or higher than recommended by pasture specialists. It might be noted here that
the rate of applying phosphate and lime was higher in this
area than either of the other three areas studied. Another probable effective factor in the marked improvement
of these pastures was that practically every farmer mowed
his pasture twice each year to control undesirable plants.
Other treatments which contributed to some extent were
that more than half of the farmers practiced rotational
grazing, about half of the land was seeded with plants
generally recommended for this area, and seedings were

made, at recommended

rates.

Since the percentage of improvement was greater in
the Brown Loam Area than in any other area in spite of
the fact that, as shown above, a larger part of the pastures was hill land and of steeper slope, the survey data
seem to indicate that Brown Loam soils are particularly
adapted to pasture plants and that they respond well to
good pasture practices.

should be pointed out here, also, that every farmer
in the Brown Loam Area should not expect the same
results as shown in table 4, even if they use the same
practices. On the other hand, it would be better for each
farmer to calculate the cost of each practice which might
Of
be done on the basis of figures shown in table 4.
of
the
basis
estimated
on
the
course, the returns could be
figures shown in the same table; however, it would be
best for each farmer to estimate the returns as well as the
cost on his particular farm. The form suggested in table
15 of this bulletin might be used in calculating and estimating costs and returns of pasture improvement practices.
It

Prairie

Area

Only eleven farms were surveyed in this area, which was
fewer than in any of the other areas. The size of the
pastures varied from 2 to 145 acres, or an average of 55.7
acres.

A summary

of these surveys

is

shown

in table 5.
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Table

5.

Summary

of

pasture conditions,

No. 419

treatments given and

results in carrying capacity in the Prairie

Area
Number

Item

or

amount

Number
Number

of

farms surveyed
farm

of acres per

11.0
in pasture:

a.

Hill land

44.7

b.

Bottomland

11.0

Terrace land
d. Total acres
Average percent slope of
c.

5 5.7

and terrace land
Average number acres fertilized and rate of fertilizing:
Acres
a. Lime:
Rate, pounds per acre
Acres
b. Phosphate:
Rate, pounds per acre
c.

hill

Acres

Potash:

Rate, pounds per acre
d.

Acres

Basic slag:

Rate, pounds per acre...
acres seeded and rate of seeding:

Average number
a. White Dutch

Acres

3.2

3.5

761.0
3 8.8

233.0
7.5

200.0
9.5

57 6.0
22.2

clover:

Rate, pounds per acre

b.

Lespedeza:

Acres

25.8

Rate, pounds per acre
c.

Yellow hop

Acres

21.5
20.2

clover:

Rate, pounds per acre.

3,0

Dallis grass:

Acres

3.1

d.

Rate, pounds per acre

Number of farms on which pastures were mowed
Acres mowed per farm...
Number of mowings per year
Number farms practiced rotational grazing...
Number of acres required per animal before treatment
Number of acres required per animal after treatment

3.0

17.0
9.0
4 9.0

1.7
6.0
2.4
1.7

According to the table, 2.4 acres was required to
carry an animal unit before pasture treatments were made,
whereas 1.7 acres were required after treatments were
made. For the average farm surveyed in this study, this
means that the average pasture of 55.7 acres carried
about 23 animal units before treatments and 33 animal
units after treatments, or an increase of about 43 percent
in carrying capacity.
This increase in carrying capacity
is smaller than in any of the other areas although it is
about the same as the increase in Northeast Mississippi.
There are probably several reasons why this increase is
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comparatively small. First, the land devoted to pasture
seems to be some of the better land on the farms. As
shown in table 5, only 11 acres or about 20 percent of the
land was bottomland; and even though the remaining 80
percent was hill land, it only had about a 3.2 percent slope
which indicates that this land was some of the better
hill land on the farms.
This is further borne out by the
high carrying capacity of the land before treatment. Another factor which is not shown in the summary is that,,
from observations and contacts with agricultural leaders
in these areas, the pastures were not over-grazed as much
in the Prairie Area as in some areas. Thus, these pastures
might have supported more animal units and still not
have been over-grazed.
It is interesting to note the practices used in securing
the above results. Phosphate and basic slag were applied
on a very high percentage of the land and the rate of

was also high. White Dutch clover, lespedeza,
and yellow hop clover was sown on over half of the land
and the rate of seeding was comparatively heavy. Also,
from observation made, undesirable plants were apparently
well controlled, and the figures in table 5 show that 9 of
the 11 farmers mowed 90 percent of the land an average

application

of 1.7 times per year.
It

seems

to be the consensus

among farmers and

agri-

area that fertilizer is very important to the production of good pastures, especially
phosphate, and on some soils, lime and potash are giving
good results also. It is also their reaction that the mowing
machine for the control of undesirable weeds is very profitable but that seeding is not as necessary, especially on the
The prairie soils seem to be particularly
black lands.
adapted to the growing of desirable pasture plants. Many of
the desirable plants are already well distributed, if other
conditions are made favorable they come in naturally in

cultural

leaders

in

this

a short time.
in the Prairie Area would not be justified
expecting the same results by use of the practices shown
As mentioned before in this bulletin, so
in table 5.
many factors vary from farm to farm such as fertility

Every farmer

in

MISSISSIPPI
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soil, type of soil, etc., that the percentage increase might
be even more or less than is shown here. Nevertheless, it
is suggested here that each farmer estimate the cost of
pasture practices anticipated and probable returns which
may be done somewhat on the basis of figures shown
in the table above.
A suggested form for making these
estimates is shown in table 15.

of

Weighted Average of the Four Areas Combined
Eighty-six farms were surveyed in the four different
summary of which is shown below in table 6.

areas, the
Table

6.

Summary

of

pasture conditions,

treatments given, and

results in carrying capacity in the four soil areas

combined
Number

Item

or

amount

Number
Number

of

farms surveyed
farm

of acres per

8 6.0

in pasture:

a.

Hill land

51.7

b.

Bottomland

3 2.2

Terrace land
Total acres
Average percent slope of
c.

4.9

d.

88.8

hill and terrace land
Average number acres fertilized and rate of fertilizing:
Acres
a. Lime:
Rate, pounds per acre
b.

Phosphate:

Acres

Potash:

2 2 7.0

Acres

2.0

Rate, pounds per acre
d.

Basic slag:

151.0
26.0
53 8.0

Acres

Rate, pounds per acre
Average number of acres seeded and rate
Acres
a. VV^hite Dutch
clover:
Rate, pounds per acre

57.0

863.0
55.0

Rate, pounds per acre
c.

5.5

of seeding:

40.0
4.2

b.

Lespedeza:

Acres

44.0

Rate, pounds per acre

14.3

c.

Yellow hop

Acres

18.0

clover:

Rate, pounds per acre

Dallis grass:

Acres

d.

Rate, pounds per acre

Number of farms on which pastures were mowed
Acres mowed per farm
Number of mowings per year
Number farms practiced rotational grazing
Number of acres required per animal before treatment
Number of acres required per animal after treatment

2.2

40.0
10.2
7 2.0

76.9
1.8
4 7.0

3.7
1.6
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These figures may not be significant since the soil type,
and other conditions vary widely in the different
soil areas studied.
On the other hand, farmers might be
interested in comparing all of these factors along with
pasture treatments and results obtained in their par-

fertihty,

ticular area to those for the four areas combined.

The above table shows that the average size of pasture
on the 86 farms studied was 88.8 acres and that 3.7 acres
were required to carry one animal unit before improvement practices were used, whereas, after treatments only
1.6 acres were required.
In other words, the average farm
carried 24 animal units on 88.8 acres before treatments
and about 55 after treatments, which is an increase of
approximately 130 percent. This is an exceptionally high
increase in carrying capacity by the use of pasture improvement practices and it is improbable that such favorable results could be obtained on every farm.
Yet these
results do indicate improved practices adapted to each
individual farm.
;

It is

interesting to examine the practices used in bring-

ing about these exceptional results as well as the conditions
that may be contributive to same. First, the soil type was

probably an important factor in that only about 42 percent of the land was terrace (second bottom) and bottomland which means that approximately 58 percent of
the land was upland. Since upland soils, on the average,
are less fertile than bottom and second bottom soils, the
chances for improved production due to the use of fertilizers
were much greater. Even though the study shows that
the percentage improvement as a result of improvement
practices was greater on upland or thinner soils, the best
pastures were found on the better or more fertile soils.
This was true before improvement practices were used as
well as after they were used. Over 60 percent of the land
was treated with lime and phosphorus and about 30 percent
was treated with basic slag. The rate of application for the
three elements was about the amount that has been recommended generally by pasture specialists in the past. About
half of the land was seeded to white Dutch clover, lespedeza
and Dallis grass, while less than 20 percent was seeded to
In addition, about 88 percent of the
yellow hop clover.
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pasture land was mowed an average of 1.8 times per
year, and 47 of the 86 farmers practiced rotational grazing. It can be seen from the figures on fertilizer practices
in table 6 or from figures just quoted above, that, in
reality, practically all the land surveyed had had one or
more applications of some kind of fertilizer. Usually where
basic slag was applied, no lime or phosphorus was used
unless applied the following or in subsequent years.
On
the other hand,

lime and phosphorus were applied, and

if

they usually were applied together, basic slag was not used

on the same land the same year.

shown that about 60 percent

Therefore, since

of the land

it

is

was treated with

lime and phosphorus and 30 percent with basic slag, this

would indicate that about 90 percent of the land had
phosphorus and lime applied

in

one form or another; how-

ever, this is not literally true because in a

and phosphorus was applied one year and

few cases lime
in

subsequent

years basic slag was applied on the same land and vice
versa.

In summarizing,

it

would possibly be safe to say that

75 to 80 percent of the land was fertilized and almost half
of

it

was seeded

to a regular pasture mixture.

90 percent of the land was
in

mowed about

Almost

twice a year.

All

the practices used by the 86 farmers surveyed seem

all,

to be well in line

with what have been considered good

pasture practices, and apparently they were effective from
the results secured insofar as the results can be measured

from figures shown.

It

has already been mentioned in

this bulletin that the increase in carrying capacity
in this

study does not

mean

shown

that the pastures increased in

value to the same extent because the values of the pastures in terms of gains or production before treatments
as well as after treatments are not known.
sults

but

it

Thus, the re-

here are more or less approximate and indicative

can safely be said that there was a pronounced im-

provement

in

improvement

the pastures as a result of these pasture
practices.
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Pasture Improved by Fertilizing and Seeding
The 2-acre pasture shown in the picture below belongs
to Vivian Carter, Louisville, Mississippi.

This pasture had 5 tons of lime and 1 ton of 4-8-8 applied to it in the spring of 1940 and was seeded with white
Dutch clover, yellow hop clover, lespedeza, and Dallis grass.

During the grazing season of 1941, an average of five
head of livestock was carried on each acre of this

to six

pasture.

Figure

1.

White Dutch, hop

pasture, Vivian Carter

clover, lespedeza,

Farm,

and

Dallis grass

Louisville, Mississippi

Experimental Results on Pasture Improvement
Practices
Tests from various agricultural experiment stations comparing the value of improved to unimproved pastures are
shown here. This information is unlike the survey study
above, in that the results are measured in pounds of products produced and the tests were run mostly in other
states.
However, they are similar to the survey in that
no certain value can be assigned to any particular pasture
All the improvement practices needed,
were used at the same time.

practice.

cases,

in

most
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No. 419

for Dairy Cattle

Conducted by: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: S. B. Hartsell farm, Claiborne Parish; N.
E. Moncrief farm, Lincoln Parish B. E. Alford farm, Washington Parish.
;

Period: 1937-1940.

Purpose: To show what the added returns would be from
improved over unimproved permanent pastures on Louisiana dairy farms, and was not a test to determine the actual
fertilizer treatment necessary for best results.
Soil:

Claiborne Parish

—Norfolk

sandy loam.

— Ruston very fine sandy loam.
Parish — Cahaba sandy loam.

Lincoln Parish

Washington

Procedure and conditions: Each test pasture was divided
and each half was treated alike except that one
received fertilizer and the other did not.
The fertilized
half received a complete fertilizer (4-12-4) at the rate of
350 pounds per acre during October or early November
of each year. In addition, 50 pounds of nitrate of soda per
acre were applied during May of each year. The amount
and kind of fertilizer used was not considered the very
best for each particular pasture. There was evidence, however, that each test area had soils deficient in both phosphorus and nitrogen, and possibly potash. Also, previous
work in the State had shown that best results were secured
when all three major plant food elements were applied at
the approximate rate used in this test. Two of the three
into halves,

areas received applications of limestone to correct
acidity.
Details regarding the amounts used as
well as the time applied will be given under the discussion
of individual tests.
test

the

soil

Test pastures, including those not fertilized, were seeded
and Dallis grass. The clovers included white
Dutch, hop, and bur. Annual fall seedings of either oats
or rye grass were made for 2 years on one test and for
3 years on another. Weeds were controlled by two or more
mowings each year. Producing Jersey cows grazed each
test pasture and were rotated between pasture areas in
order to graze the fertilized and unfertilized halves to the
same degree of closeness.
to clovers

A good idea of the benefits obtained from improving
permanent pastures can be derived from the 4-year average results secured from the three tests located in widely
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scattered dairy sections of the State of Louisiana, which
are shown in tables 7, 8, and 9.
Table

Yearly grazing days,

7.

Louisiana, 1937-40

all tests;

4-year
1938

No. days grazed, unfertilized

56

72

75

79

70

No. days grazed, fertilizer

83

99

123

137

110

101

114

121

171

127

164

212

266

Cow days per acre, unfertilized*
Cow days per acre, fertilized*

X average number cows

*Days grazed
days per acre.
Table

8.

158

number

-:-

Yearly milk production per acre,
1937-40

1939

all tests;

1940

average

1937

acres

200

=

cow

Louisiana,

Pounds of milk produced per acre
4-year

Unfertilized

plot

Fertilized plot

average

1938

1939

1940

1827

2225

2092

3226

2342

3138

3195

3722

5350

3851

72

44

78

66

64

1937

Percent increase

During late May and October of each of the 4 years,
hay was harvested from protected areas of the test pastures. This was done in order to secure a check on grazing
results and to determine the effect fertilization had on the
mineral content of the herbage.

The
Table

results of this check are

9.

The

effect of fertilization
content of

shown

in table 9.

on the yields and phosphorus
hay
Year

1937

1938

1939

1940

Average

.95

1.35

1.61

2.80

1.68

1.51

1.32

2.69

3.27

2.20

Yield of air-dry hay per acre:
Unfertilized

tons

pasture,

Fertilized pasture, tons

Average increase of

fertilized

31.00

Percent phosphorus in hay:

Average increase of
plot,

percent

.37

.43

.47

.54

.45

.42

.86

.38

.63

.56

fertilized

24.00
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In the fall of 1940, basic slag

was applied

No. 419

at the rate of

600 pounds per acre to the previously unfertilized half of
each test pasture. The halves receiving the annual application of 4-12-4 and nitrate of soda were treated the same as
in the past, with the exception of one test (Hartsell), in
which case no fertilizer was applied.

The added response from the previously unfertilized
halves as compared to the 4-year averages for the test pastures is shown in table 10.
Table 10. The 1941 response of pastures receiving basic slag compared to the 4-year yield of fertilized and unfertilized pastures,
average of three tests
Unfertilized 1937-1940
Basic slag in 1941

Fertilized*

Unit of measurement

Av. yield
pf^r acre,

1937-40

Cow days grazing per acre
Increase over 4 -year average,
percent
Pounds milk per acre
Increase over 4-year average,
percent

1941 yield
per acre

00

270

3,851

4,884

2

Av. yield
per acre,
1937-40

1941 yield

per acre

127

204

2,342

61
3,915

35

67

27

*One of the fertilized pastures did not receive its usual application of fertilizer
for the 1941 season, but had been regularly treated for the previous 4 years.

Reference: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 341, ''Profitable Permanent Pastures for Dairy
Cattle," pages 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, and 14, tables 1, 2, 3, and 7,
March 1942.

Improved Versus Unimproved Pastures
Conducted by: Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Test
Jonesboro, Georgia.

I,

Experiment, Georgia; Test

II,

Period: 1941.

Purpose: To compare the results with beef breeding caton improved and unimproved pastures.

tle

Soil: Cecil.

—

Procedure and conditions: Test I Improvement of several pastures in 1936 consisted of applying limestone and
fertilizers and seeding pasture legumes on bermuda sod.
After several years of excellent and increasing production
of the improved pastures,

the

stand of clovers

(white
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Dutch, black medic, subterranean) seeded in 1936 was replaced by hop clover, and production in general would have
declined if commercial nitrogen fertilizer had not been
applied on the summer-growing bermuda grass in 1940 and
1941. A second application of limestone and of phosphate
was not sufficient treatment to bring back the more desirable clovers, but a seeding of Ladino clover in the fall of
1941, along with somewhat favorable weather conditions,
is once more bringing the improved pastures into their
former high state of productiveness. In contrast to the
Table 11. Grazing results obtained with four beef breeding; herds on
tAvo improved and two unimproved pastures; Georgia, 1941
Project VII

Im-

Im-

proved
pasture

Date placed on pasture
Date removed from pasture
Number of days on pasture

Number

acres in pasture

Average number

of

30

proved
pasture

Apr. 30

Oct. 28

Oct. 1

149

122

14.52

proved
pasture

Apr.

23

Oct. 2 9

189

proved
pasture

Apr, 25
Oct. 22

152

15.19

8.0

27.0

14.0

7.0

7.8

12.9

6.1

4.9

4.3

10.5

0.89

0.44

1.12

cows

on pasture

Average number

Apr.

Project VI

of calves

on pasture
Carrying capacity, number of
1,000 pound cow-equivalents
per acre

0.55

143.7

56.2

186.1

72.6

equivalents of grazing per acre^ 132.6

53.7

211.7

83.6

707.3

773.5

890.0

799.5

825.4
118.1
0.89

807.9
34.0
0.78

996.0
106.0

893.0

tained per acre

Number

of 1,000-pound cow-

Average weight

of

cows

at start,

lbs

Average weight

of

cows at end.

lbs

Average gain per cow, lbs
Average daily gain per cow,

Number

of live calves

lbs

0.52

93.5
1.01

produced

1940-41 season
Percent live calf crop
Average daily gain per calf, lbs
Gain in weight of calves, per acre.
lbs

9

5

4

64.3

71.4

57.1

1.02

1.21

1.61

12
100.0
1.59

71.9

42.0

182.5

104.2

127.4

44.0

9 5.5

73.0

199.3

86.0

278.0

177.2

Gain in weight of cows, per acre.
lbs.

Gain in weight of cows and calves.
per acre, lbs
iThese figures do not include calves.
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improved pastures, the unimproved pastures declined most
in productiveness in the first few years of this experiment.
Steers were used to graze some of these pastures the first
several years but breeding cows and calves have been
the experimental animals on these pastures from 1939
until the present.
Results obtained on these pastures in
1941 are given in table 11.

—

Test II In pasture No. 1, 3 acres out of the 10 received
a lespedeza seeding instead of clover, and received only
half as much phosphate as the remaining 7 acres of clover
in order to discourage clovers from coming into the lespedeza. In pasture No. 2 all 10 acres were seeded to clover,
and the only lespedeza present is that which survived
the winter clover competition.
Fertilizer was applied as follows: Limestone at the rate
of 1,580 pounds 600 pounds 16 percent phosphate on clovers
and 300 pounds on lespedeza and 400 pounds soda per acre.
;

Some grazing was obtained on all pastures during the
winter months, November through January.
Results of
Test II are shown in table 12.
In the second year of this experiment (1941) much better
were obtained than in 1940, especially on the
improved pastures and more so on the bottomland than on
upland areas. This is typical of pasture improvement effects because as the clover stand and growth improve,
the grass sod is thickened up and the amount of grass
cattle gains

Table 12. Cooperative pasture improvements,
Joiiesboro, Georgia, 1941
Pasture

Number

Upl

Up-

Up-

land

land

land

Lime, pounds
1580
Phosphorus, pounds
96
Nitrogen, pounds
Predominating species!

1580

1580

96

96

Up-

Fertilizer treatment:

—

White

clover-

Bermuda

_

Lespedeza-Bermuda
Steer gains

per acre

—

XX—

x

64

Up-

Up-

10

&

Bot-

Bot-

Bot-

Bot-

Bot-

land

land

torn

torn

torn

torn

torn

—
—
—

—
—

1580

1580

1580
96

1580
96

—
—
—

—

—
—

96

—

—

—

xxxxxxxx

X

—

—

X

X

X

X

—

:

Per acre of pasture,
pounds
Av. daily per steer,
pounds
Steer-days grazing
.

Farm

3456789

12
Location, upland
or bottom

—Helmer

141

122

170

117

87

210

280

233

222

233

1.12

1.13

.99

1.36

1.15

1.23

1.31

1.16

1.08

1.33

126

108

171

86

75

170

214

201

206

175

iQther species were seeded on certain pastures but failed partly or entirely
crimson and hop clovers on pasture No. 4, Dallis grass on No. 9, carpet grass
on Nos. 7 and 10. An x signifies presence of, and a dash absence of species.
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also increased, both factors thus being instru-

in increasing cattle gains.

The outstanding difference shown by

table 12 is the
greater cattle gains obtained on the bottomland (242
pounds per acre) as compared to upland pastures (average
123 pounds per acre). The greater cattle gains were produced on bottomland both because of the higher carrying
capacity and longer grazing season.
These two factors
are combined in ''steer-days of grazing" per acre, which
amounted to 199 on bottomland pastures (average of 4)
and 113 on the upland pastures (average of 5). Pasture
No. 6, which is part upland and part bottomland, produced
210 pounds of steer gains and provided 170 steer-days of
grazing, thus placing this pasture between strictly upland
and strictly bottomland in productiveness. This indicates
that under normal farm conditions considerable increased
cattle production can be obtained if some bottomland is
combined with upland pasture.

much

In addition to greater cattle gains on bottomlands than
on uplands, more crimson and white Dutch clover seed
were harvested on the bottomland and there was sufficient
excess growth from grass in the summer that hay and
grass for silage was also obtained on bottomland pasture.
The exact amounts of seed saved and hay and silage obtained on the pastures are not given in the reference used
however, the values are given but are not shown in table
12.
However, crimson clover seed were valued at 6 cents,
white clover seed at 75 cents per pound, and hay and grass
silage at $10 per ton, and on these price assumptions the
value of clover seed, hay and silage obtained on bottomland
pastures was as great or slightly greater than the value
of steer gains produced on most of the upland pastures,
valuing beef at Sy^ cents per pound.

Reference: Georgia Experiment Station Report for 1941pages 58-62 inclusive, tables 36 and 37, Experiment,
Georgia.
42,

Improved Versus Native Pasture
Conducted by: Texas Agricultural Experiment Station,
College Station.

Conducted at: Angleton, Texas.
Period: 1934-37.

Purpose: To compare native and improved pasture for
fattening steers.

Land history: The area was natural prairie land which
had been a native hay meadow for a number of years
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previous to being plowed and seeded to improved pasture
grasses.
Soil: The soil was Lake Charles clay loam and Edna
very fine sandy loam with salt spots. The land was almost
level, with fair, but slow drainage, and was not eroded.

Procedure and conditions: The improved pasture conan equal mixture of dallis, bermuda, and
carpet grasses with some Angleton grass and volunteer
native grasses. Lespedeza and white Dutch clover were
also present.
In the spring of 1931 the land was flatbroken, disked, then the seed was broadcast and harrowed
sisted of about

No

in.

fertilizer

was

applied.

The native pasture consisted largely of little bluestem
with some big bluestem, bush bluestem, a small amount of
carpet and bermuda grasses, and a considerable amount of
native weeds such as milkweed, ragweed, myrtle bushes,
and sulphur weed.

The same pastures were used each

year.

Seven steers were grazed on 17.5 acres of improved perfeed, while seven
other steers which were grazed on 17.5 acres of native pasture required a supplement of prairie hay from January

manent pasture without supplementary

to

March each

year.

The cattle were grade Hereford yearling steers at the
beginning of the experiment, and were in fair range condition.
They were pastured continuously throughout the
year. A shed was provided in each pasture.
Reference: United States Department of Agriculture,.
Agricultural Adjustment Administration Bulletin SRAC-5,
''Permanent Pastures," page 27, table 18, Washington, D.
C, June 1938.
Table 13. Gains

made by

steers

on improved and native pastures,

Angleton, Texas, 1934-37
Item

Steers per lot
Total days grazing

Average

initial weight.
Total gain per steer
4-year average gain per steer^..
Sale price per 100 pounds-

Unit

Improved

number
do

pounds
do
do
dollars

Native
pasture

pasture

$

7

7

1,305

1,154

485
525
131

485
358

6.25

90
$

6.35

^Calculated by the Southern Division, A. A. A.
^Steers on native pasture v^^ere sold in June 1937 and those on improved pasture
sold in November 1937.
The market price on medium to common grade steers
was from $1.50 to $2.00 per hundred pounds lower on November 15, 1937, than on
v^^ere

June

16,

1937.
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in Mississippi

Conducted by: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at

:

State College, Mississippi.

Period: 1930-1939.

Purpose: To determine the labor and cost of improving
and maintaining permanent pasture.

Procedure and conditions: Several years prior to the
starting of this test 6 acres of land on rather steep hill side
and unsuitable for cultivation was stopped of gullies, fertilized with 12.5 tons barnyard manure per acre, and planted
to grasses and clovers for pastures for which it was well
suited.
At the time this project was started there was a
good sod of grasses and clovers and it would have been called a good pasture. This was set aside to be used as a pasture for the dairy cows. During the 10 years of the experiment an average of 2.6 tons of barnyard manure was
applied each year.

Four cows, or one cow for each 31/2 acres of pasture and
cropland, were originally selected. This provided only II/2
acres of pasture per cow, which would have been insufficient except for the fact that several years had been spent
in making this 6 acres a good pasture.
Due to this and
further improvement of pasture land throughout the experiment, it was possible later on to increase the number
of cows from four to six, so that the average pasturage per
cow for the 10 years was 1.25 acres. This area furnished
pasture for an average of 257 days per year.
Table 14. Maintaining a 6-acre pasture for 10 years,
Mississippi, 1930-1939.
Hours labor on pasture

Man
Labor:
Hauling and spreading manure. ...
Seeding, 106 lbs. white clover....

460.0

1

Horse

920.0

8.0

Mowing

58.2

114.8

1.8

Terracing
Fencing and repairs

10.8

10.0

0.8

59.5
596.5 1044.8

2.6

TOTAL HOURS
Cash
26

Cost*

Tractor Dollars |Cents

costs:

tons

manure

106 lbs. white clover
Other
"The cost column

is

of current local prices.

left

blank so that

all

costs

may

be calculated on the basis
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Cows for this experiment were chosen from the college
dairy herd, representing as nearly as possible the average
cow in the herd. When it was necessary to replace any
animal or add others the same policy was followed.
Reference: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 343, 'The Place of Dairying in Mississippi,'' pages
3, 4, 5, 6, table 2, State College, Mississippi, May 1940.

PART

III

PASTURE LAND
Selecting

Land

for Pastures

The question of what land to use for pasture is one of
the most critical pasture problems confronting Mississippi
farmers. Too, this problem varies widely from farm to
farm, and from one soil area to another in the State. Some
of the prevalent situations which present this question as
a definite problem are:
Bottom or

Hill

Land

In some areas of the State the bottomland is very poorly
drained and consequently is ill adapted to tilled crops. On
many farms such land has been cleared and cropped for a
time. Farmers may even be still attempting to crop it but
the risk of crop failure is great. Where such conditions
exist the best use of such land is usually grass, either pasture or hay, or some of both. In this kind of situation it
would probably be best to use hill land for crops and bottomland for pasture and hay for livestock.

Moisture
Closely related to the question of

hill

and bottomland for

that of the effect of moisture on good pasture.
Because bottomlands usually hold moisture longer during
critical periods, they make better pasture than hill land.
This is not to say that there is not much good hill pasture
land in the State.
Here again, the susceptibility of hill
land to drouth is a major factor in the pasture possibilities
of such land. Thus, generally speaking, dry sandy hill soils
are not as well adapted to pasture development as bottom

pasture

soils.

is
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Competition with Other Uses for the Same Land

farming (dairy or beef) were the most profon any particular farm, then the answer to the question of what land
to put in pasture would always be the land that will produce
the best pasture. Often this best pasture land is also the
best land for cotton or some other crop. Under such conditions one must decide which is the most profitable way
to use this dual purpose ''best" land.
If the most profitable use is some other crop, then on such a farm it is best
If cattle

itable use of land in Mississippi, generally, or

grow the maximum amount of such crop. It may be
that a farmer on such land may not have enough labor to
put all his best land in this most profitable crop and, in
this case, his whole farm business may be improved by using some of this best land for pasture. During critical labor shortage periods, like war times, it may be most profitable to divert much good land (such as cotton land) to pasture and livestock which do not require much labor.
to

It is very important that one figure carefully what is
the most profitable farm business as a whole when considering how much *'best" land to put into pasture.

On Small Farms

Many

small farmers are utilizing practically all their
in the production of crops from which the returns per acre are greater than that which could be derived from livestock. On such farms the question of what
Such farms are
land, if any, for pasture is most critical.
usually worked with the family labor and consequently labor in proportion to land is not a problem. Usually on such
farms the pasture question resolves into the value of pasture to the farm workstock, the family milk cows, and all

open land

other livestock consumed on the farm. While there may
not be a clear-cut answer based on experimental information to the question of what to do about pasture on such
farms, it is believed that the best thing to do on such farms
is to take a limited area of the best pasture land on the

farm and by applying intensive methods of improvement,
such as seeding and fertilizing, make the very best possible pasture.

It is believed

that this will result in better

MISSISSIPPI
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workstock that are more economically fed; better family
milk cows that are better fed and give more milk; more
and cheaper meat (pork and beef) for family use and probably a better income from the farm as a whole.
;

Farm with

Idle

Land

The idle land on thousands of farms in Mississippi will
run from a few acres to more than half the acreage of the
farm. On such farms, the selection of land for pasture has
to do with the possibility of increasing the total returns
from such farms by utilizing this heretofore unutilized land
in pasture.
Often much of this land is not in a condition
that is adaptable to intensive pasture improvement. In the
most practical sense, the question here is whether to use

On this land will usthat is fertile and well adapted to
pasture and can be developed by some clearing, mowing
and possibly seeding, while there may be some other land
on the same farm on which it would not be economical to
establish pastures.
this land for pasture or not use it?

ually be found

some

soil

Selection of otherwise unutilized land for pasture and

making improvements that are

practical

under existing

conditions, should receive careful consideration on

farms

in

many

In any case,

many

sections of Mississippi.

important that the farmer consider his
total farm income in figuring out his land use program
which includes the selection of pasture land. In order to
figure the greatest total farm income, it is probably necessary, therefore, that he estimate the cost of production
and returns in the light of labor, machinery, and invest-

ment

it is

available for the various crops or enterprises in his

type of farm business so that he might apportion the land
to these enterprises in such a way as to obtain the greatest
total returns for the farm.

A suggestive form is shown in table 15 for estimating
the cost of establishing and maintaining pasture and returns from same. A summary of various pasture practices
in four soil areas in Mississippi are shown on pages 11 to 22.
These summaries show the practices done and the extent
of the practices and in the light of present prices these fig-
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ures might be some basis for figuring the cost of these pasture improvement practices.
Hov^ever, it is not intended
here to say that the practices used by the farmers in this

study are the best practices. It does shov^ v^hat has been
done by 86 farmers surveyed from which survey the approximate cost can be calculated and also the approximate
value of the practices in the form of production or carrying capacities of the pastures. Also, various fertilizer tests
are shown on pages 43 to 70 which might be used as a basis
for calculating the cost of this practice and returns therefrom. In addition, experimental results on pages 33 and
93 to 96 might give some basis for determining cost of con-

Table 15. Estimate of cost of establishing and
maintaining pasture and returns per acre
of
etc.)

aids)

value

PRACTICE
Total

material

of

labor

Cost

of

special

aids

(A.A.A.,

less

Total

(

costs

cost

Costs:

Clearing or brushing

Preparation of land

Seeding
Controlling weeds, etc
Fertilizing

Terracing or contouring
1

1

Other
1

1

1
1

Total costs
1

Returns:
Increased beef gains or milk production (pounds)
I

Value of increased production (dollars)
Gain or loss from practices (dollars)

special

costs

Value

Other

Cost
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On pages

26 to 33 experimental tests show the value of improved pastures compared to unimproved pastures, which
in most cases, include most all of the so-called improved
practices.
Also, in the same section is shown a summary
of the study.

From

the information cited above, it seems that a farmto estimate, fairly accurately, the approximate cost of establishing and maintaining pastures as well
as returns therefrom on the form shown in table 15. The
farmer is already fairly well versed in estimating costs
and returns from the row crops which he has been growing.
Therefore, if he is able to calculate the probable returns from pasture on his farm this should help him to
decide what land should be devoted to pasture from an
economical standpoint and from the standpoint of how it
will effect his total farm income.
er

might be able

PART

IV

PREPARATION OF LAND FOR PASTURES*
In establishing pastures, the matter of preparation of
is the first consideration.
This includes clearing the

land

land (in case of new land that has not been in cultivation)
of bushes, briars and other undesirable growth, terracing
or drainage, breaking and leveling.

Experience and observation have definitely shown that
necessary to clear the land of timber, bushes and undesirable plants before satisfactory pastures can be established.
When this is done and undesirable plants are kept
under control, comparatively good pastures have been established with no other treatments where the soil was of
average fertility.
it is

Observation has also shown that where hill pasture land
has been properly terraced, there is more grazing immediately above the terraces during medium to dry seasons
than elsewhere in that additional moisture has been stored
in the soil by the terraces.
*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Circular
Brush Land for Pastures," September 1942.

108,

"Preparing
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More detailed information on this subject is shown below from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station references.
This information includes some results of tests
at the main station as well as discussion and recommendations.

Clearing Brush Land

The Animal Husbandry Department of the Mississippi
Experiment Station, during the past 10 years, has converted into productive permanent pasture approximately 800
acres of land that was once cultivated but had been abandoned from 2 to 20 years. This land had grown up in
sprouts, briars, broom sedge and weeds, which had to be
removed. Hand labor and axes have been used practically
altogether in the clearing operation. Brush were cut even
with or below the ground level in order to simplify mowing and to reduce hand labor involved in resprouting during later years.

was found that with the average

laborer, very close
required in order to get the sprouting work
done satisfactorily. The tendency is to leave several inches
of stump above the ground. This kind of clearing makes
for a poor mowing job, broken machinery, and added expense of resprouting for several years. There is very little
difference in the cost of cutting sprouts up to 3 to 4 inches
in diameter even with the ground surface, and that of cutting them several inches or a foot high. The brush was
piled and left until dry enough to burn.
It

supervision

is

On

land where broom sedge is reasonably thick, if the
is done after frost or during the winter, one firing will clean the land with the use of a follow-up crew to
If broom
assemble the butts of sprouts left unburned.
sedge is thin, it may be necessary to use a mowing machine
to clean the land completely after the brush has been
clearing

burned.

As was stated above, the cost of getting brush land ready
mowing machine will vary according to the amount

for the

of brush covering

;

however, other factors

may

be involved.

During February and March 1941, the Department set
up a grazing experiment involving the use of 240 acres of
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land located in the Flatwoods Area about 20 miles southwest of Starkville. This land had previously been in cultivation but had been abandoned for 5 or more years. The
sprout covering consisted largely of loblolly pine but also
included oak, gum, and black jack, and varied from quite
thin to quite thick. Broom sedge covered the entire area
except the lower, more fertile parts which were covered
with a thick growth of briars in addition to sprouts. The
entire area was burned about two weeks after the brush
was piled, and fortunately the broom sedge was thick
enough to make the burning complete.

Cost of clearing, effect of mowing.

The

total labor cost

of clearing this tract of land, consisting of 240 acres,

was

$571.36 or $2.38 per acre; however, such costs will most
likely vary according to the covering and local wages as
well as machinery available.
Since it was cleared, all of
the acreage has been handled with a mowing machine and
without the use of hand labor and axes for resprouting.
In general, it might be observed that where sprouts reappear it might be necessary to use the mowing machine
two or three times during the growing periods, and it is always advisable to mow at the end of the growing season.
If sprouts are left they become tough and hard during the
winter and it will be difficult to do a good mowing job the
following year.

During 1941, the year in which land was gotten ready
mowing as above described, 3 bulls and 60 mature cows
and their calves were grazed on the 240 acres, and enough
hay was cut and stacked at the second mowing to winter
for

It
these animals without additional feed until March 1.
appeared at mid-September that no hay would be secured
at the second clipping that year (1942) due to dry weath-

er,

although grazing had been sufficient.

This tract

is in-

cluded in a minerals experiment, and no seeding or sod-

ding was done, dependence being placed entirely on pasture

broom sedge) already established or which
might become established without seeding during the experiment. This lack of seeding was done for the purpose
of the experiment and is not recommended as a good pasture practice but the practices of brush-clearing and mowplants (mostly

;
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ing have clearly demonstrated their worth and practicability.

Clearing costs. It should be emphasized, first, that this
land had once been in cultivation and contained only a limited number of large trees.
The growth of brush was extremely thick in some places and thin in others. Second,

was paid at the 1941 rate of 10 cents per hour. For
these reasons, it is impossible to arrive at even an approximation of average cost throughout the State, though it is
believed that much land abandoned from cultivation during
recent years can be prepared for pasture at a cost that
would not be prohibitive.
labor

Mowing to control sprouts. Once the potential pasture
land is prepared for seeding by cutting of trees, shrubs and
other undesirable plants, at or below the ground level, it is
proven by the experience of the Animal Husbandry Department over a period of 10 years that mowing will effectively control sprout growth. By mowing twice a year,
the sprouts are tender and will be clipped without difficulty by the mowing machine. By clipping twice a year the
root systems of the undesirable plants are gradually starved out or exhausted so as to be eliminated. At the same
time, even the numerous sprouts which may occur during
the first year will not seriously interfere with the growth
of pasture plants, provided the undesirable plants are clipped twice by a mower; and the clipping to control sprout
growth is also highly desirable to control weed growth and
permit seeded or sodded pasture plants to make good

growth and become well established.

Seedbed Preparation, Terracing and Drainage
The amount of soil preparation necessary in pasture making will vary according to the condition of the land, the
preceding crop, desirable plants already growing, and the
amount of undesirable plants present.
be put to pasture have slope
means should be provided
for erosion control.
Such structures as terraces and diversions should be constructed that will satisfactorily break
up an excessive accumulation of water and divert this water

Should land that

enough

is

to

to be subject to erosion,
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well-vegetated

areas.

more importprevents the movement of

of mechanical structures

is

ant on land to be seeded, as it
seed by flowing water and the starting of gullies before
the soil is covered with pasture plants. When converting
previously terraced fields to pasture, the terraces and the
row system should be reworked so that all rows are on a
contour and the furrows are shallow enough to allow mowing.

Proper drainage is often as important as erosion conmeasures. Especially is this true of the Delta and
Prairie sections and of fertile bottoms in other sections of
the State. Many Prairie pastures contain seepage areas
which may be drained by means of terraces, in which case
trol

the terraces serve a two-fold purpose.

may have varyThus, common
Brown Loam Area,

Much land to be converted into pastures
ing amounts of desirable plants growing.

lespedeza may be found throughout the
or hop clover throughout the Prairie.
Plowing such land
might injure or eradicate stands of these plants, and money
and time could be more profitably spent in eradicating undesirable plants so as to promote the growth of the desirable plants already established and incorporating other
Plowing should
species desired, than in soil preparation.
be done where there is such a dense growth of undesirable
weeds or other plants that pasture plant seed might not
come into contact with the soil. Soil that is caked or too
hard for root penetration should be loosened by plowing
or disking.

where soil preparation is made, it should be
done far enough in advance of planting for the seedbed to
become firm. All experimental evidence points to the necessity for seeding on a firm seedbed. In any case, whethIn cases

er with

much

preparation, prerequisites for
pasture development include elimination of obstructions so
that farm machinery may be used, and the planting of pasor

little

soil

ture plant species on a firm seedbed.*

From
igations
in

contacts

made

made

in this

as well as observations and invest-

pasture study

it

seems that the gen-

*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
Mississippi," page 5 and 6, State College, Mississippi, July 1941.

356,

"Pastures
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agricultural workers

thorough breaking of

soil

is

not

al-

ways desirable in pastures already established. However,
if new land that is put into pastures is rough and rugged
it should be broken enough so that it can be leveled in order that the pasture may be mowed. Of course there are
advantages and disadvantages in breaking new pasture

Some of the advantages have already been mentioned
above; namely, (1) breaking is a means of leveling the
land so that it can be mowed efficiently
(2) Breaking
may destroy certain noxious weeds or plants. (3) In addition, if the land is extremely hard, breaking provides a
better seedbed if allowed to settle before seed are planted.
On the other hand there seems to be some disadvantages
in breaking land, (a) On hill land, erosion is increased until the land becomes sodded with grasses,
(b) Breaking
destroys cover on the land; such cover, if allowed to remain on the land, would provide some protection for young
pasture plants, from the hot sun, cold, and grazing, especially where the new pasture is heavily grazed.
land.

PART V

FERTILIZING PASTURES
As already pointed out in this bulletin, many farmers
and agricultural leaders contacted in this study, stated that
fertilizing pastures gave better results than any other
practice used.
This may be due to the fact that little
pasture fertilization has been done until recently even on
pastures that were grazed continuously, thus taking plant
food out of the soil while but little was put back into the
soil.
Too, a large percentage of the land found in pasture,
especially hill and terrace land, had previously been growing row crops, and no doubt much of such land was pretty
On most of the farms surwell depleted of its fertility.
veyed, improvement practices such as seeding and fertilization, were made on old established pastures.
which is
shows
land surveyed had
with an average of
Table

6,

in all areas,

a summary of the 86 farms surveyed
that about 64 percent of the pasture
been limed during the past 5 years,
863 pounds of lime per acre. About
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the same percentage had been phosphated with an average of 227 pounds per acre. About 30 percent of the land
had basic slag applied at the rate of 538 pounds per acre,
while only about 3 percent of the land had an application
of potash at the rate of 151 pounds per acre. All farmers
contacted indicated that pastures that had not had an application of fertilizer recently, would receive one in the
near future. Some farmers were following the practice of
fertilizing one-third or one-half of their pasture each year
until the entire pasture was fertilized.

Experimental results on fertilizing pastures are shown
on the following pages for various crops, soil types, and
areas in Mississippi, and in surrounding or nearby states.

Fertilizing Pastures

Conducted by: Holly Springs Branch Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Holly Springs, Mississippi.
Period: 1937-40.

Purpose: To determine the effect of different fertilizer
treatments on the yield of dry matter in pasture.

Procedure and conditions: An established permanent
pasture at Holly Springs that would be considered an average of the pastures in the hill sections of this area was
used for this test. A series of fertilizer treatments was
Table 16. Influence of fertilization on the yield and grazing of
top-dressed pastures on Grenada soil;

1937-1940.

Mississippi,

Treatment

Pounds dry matter

Percent of

per acre av.
1937-40

growth not

,

L - Lime 4000 lbs. (applied 1937)
P- 400 lbs. superphosphate (20%)
N - 250 lbs. nitrate of soda (16%
)

K-80

lbs.

muriate of potash (50%)....

LP*

LK*
LN*
LPK*
LPKN*
None
*Combination of lime, phosphorus, nitrogen, and potash
four lines of table.

2904.0
6193.6
3891.3
3742.8
5237.0
4006.0
4858.7
4561.5
5542.6
3236.3

grazed

32.16
6.44

40.12
22.43
5.64

18.27
30.09
15.80
25.13
23.91

in quantities listed

in first
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Table 17. The effect of a single application and of four annual
applications of superphosphate;
Mississippi, 1937-1940.
Pounds
Treatment

Check
400 lbs. super in 1937....
400 lbs super annually....

1937

1763.3
3097.3
3097.3

of

dry

matter

per

acre

1938

1939

1940

3912.3
6324.9
8787.2

3578.2
4399.8
5769.3

3691.2
4495.2
7120.5

Percent increases over check

400
400

lbs.
lbs.

super in 1937....
super annually....

75.7

61.6

23.0

21.8

75.7

124.6

61.2

92.9

applied broadcast in February on random plots throughout the pasture. One application of lime was made during
the period, all other treatments being annual applications.
Check plots were left untreated for comparison.

Areas of both fertilized and check plots were protected
from grazing by means of movable cages. Total yields
were obtained by harvesting the growth at frequent inUnprotected
tervals so as to simulate grazing conditions.
areas of the same size and number, treated and untreated,
and representative of the growth left by grazing cattle,
were clipped at the same time. All yields are reported as
dry matter per acre. The difference between the yields
Table 18. Effect of different fertilizer analyses on
pasture yields; Mississippi, 1937-40.
Pounds of dry matter per acre

Analyses'*

400

lbs.

Limed

per acre

4493.2
4680.1
3845.0
6016.2
5259.7
5858.0
5656.7
5264.9
6656.1
3862.8
5938.4
6841.4
6279.1
3636.2
6574.2
4287.2

0-0-4
0-4-0
8-0-0

,

0-8-4
4-8-4

0-8-8
6-8-4
8-4-4

8-12-4
8-0-4
8-8-0

0-12-0
0-8-0
0-0-8

.

8-8-8

0-0-0
'Nitrogen,

phosphoric acid, and potash

in

the order

named.

1

Not limed

3470.2
4611.7
3733.3
5870.9
5818.4
5750.3
5458.7
4329.0
5688.6
3410.9
5770.9
6367.6
5613.0
3803.4
5868.1
3857.4
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of the protected areas and yields of the unprotected areas
represents the quantity of pasture growth that was eaten
by the grazing dairy animals. These differences are reported as the percentage of growth not eaten. Four-year
averages of yields and rate of grazing are reported in
table 16.

These 4-year averages show several outstanding and significant results.
Surprising may be the effect of liming,
in that where 4,000 pounds of dolomitic limestone was applied in 1937 the yield was less than on the untreated plots
four seasons later or in 1940.
However, there was only
276.3 pounds of dry matter per acre difference in favor of
the unlimed plots in 1940. How long this overliming effect will remain will be ascertained by further measurements. These results indicate the advisability of smaller
amounts of limestone, applied more frequently, when
broadcast on pastures growing on this type (Grenada silt
loam) of soil.

The results obtained by the application of phosphate are
outstanding. The use of 400 pounds of 20 percent superphosphate, gave a 4-year average increase over the untreated plots of 91.38 percent. The use of the heavy amount
of lime in combination with phosphate reduced the yield to
less than the yield from phosphate alone.
Heavier applications of phosphate in combination with 400 pounds of
lime failed to overcome the overliming effects. The likelihood is that the large amount of lime not only ties up
the phosphate in unavailable form, but also ties up other
elements, and that in such combination they are unavailable and are thus the limiting factors for plant growth.
Further observations of the data show that the application of other elements alone or in combination with lime
failed to give increases like those obtained with phosphate
alone.
Yearly applications of phosphate gave yearly increases in plant production.
One 400-pound application
made in 1937, however, with no additional application
thereafter, was giving an increase over the no-phosphate
plots 4 years later. This comparison is shown in table 17.

The manner

which

cattle grazed these plots is very
be noticed that where phosphate was
used there was not only more plant material produced, but
also the plant material produced was grazed in preference
to other treatments. This was true whether the phosphate
was applied alone or in combination with other elements,
though it was observed that the cattle left more of the
herbage on plots treated with various elements than they
did on plots with the same treatments plus phosphate.

significant.

in

It will
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Data in table 18 shows that phosphorus again was the
most efficient and the most profitable element used whether the phosphorus was applied alone or in combination with
other elements.
Nitrogen used alone and nitrogen used
with potash produced

than the unfertilized
or unlimed. This was
the early stimulation of grass at the expense of
growth. Potash used alone resulted in a slightly
yield on the limed plots and a slightly lower yield

whether the

unlimed

plot

less

check,

was limed

due to
legume
higher
on the

plots.

The data shows that phosphorus with small amounts
lime

make

of

the best pasture fertilization practice on these

soils.

It should be pointed out that overliming is more easily
done on the sandy types of soil than on those containing
more silt or clay. For example, the amount of lime needed
to neutralize (bring to a pH reading of 7.0) a Grenada silt
loam with an acidity of pH 5.5, would when added to a
Ruston fine sandy loam of the same degree of acidity
cause the Ruston to become more than neutral, pH 8.2.
The sandy soils also contain less minerals for plant growth,
and nutrients in sandy soils are thus tied up in an unavailable form with less lime than is the case with silt or clay
soils.

Reference: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 356, "Pastures in Mississippi," pages 28-31, tables
15, 16 and 18, State College, Mississippi, July 1941.

Liming Pastures
Conducted by: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Pearl River County, Mississippi.
Period:

One

year, 1940.

Purpose: To determine the effect of lime, with superphosphate, on the yield of dry matter.
Soil:

Norfolk very fine sand.

Procedure and conditions: The response of Norfolk soil
is shown by the yield of pasture
clippings from a pasture growing on Norfolk very fine sand.
A carpet grass-lespedeza hill pasture on this soil type in
Pearl River County was top-dressed in January 1940, with
varying amounts of dolomitic limestone in combination 200
pounds of 20 percent superphosphate. The dry matter produced per acre is shown in table 19.
to small quantities of lime
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Table 19. Effect of toiJ-flressing with varying amounts of lime on
Norfolk very fine sand; Mississippi, 1940.
Pounds applied per acre

Yield

Pounds dry weight-

Dolornitc

80

160
240
320
480
960
No treatment

200
200
200
200
200
200

plus
plus

plus
plus
plus
plus

pGi* 3,ci"G

2095.7
2273.4
2517.8
2695.5
4124.7
3554.5
1399.6

These data show that top-dressing with 1,000 pounds of
reduces pasture yields on Norfolk soil, while a 500pound application of lime was highly beneficial. By com-

hme

paring with the data in table 18 it will be noted that the
of lime which reduced the yield on sandy soil produced an increase in yield on a silt loam soil. It should
be emphasized that these reductions occurred with topdressing without further treatment. Where land is being
prepared for seeding or when lime is worked into the soil,
it is possible that greater quantities of lime would be required to produce the overliming effects.

amount

Use of Basic Slag and Potash on Brown Loam
The

effect of basic slag

is

much

Soils

the same as that of

phosphate and lime on the sandy, as well as the silt or
clay soil types, when pound for pound of available phosphoric acid are applied.
The 2-year average dry matter
yield obtained from top-dressing with comparable amount
of basic slag and superphosphate and lime on Grenada silt
loam are:
Dry matter,
Treatment

pounds per acre

1000 pounds basic slag
400 pounds 20% super plus 1000 pounds lime

4473.8
4618.9

These data indicate that the cost of material and its application would determine which (basic slag or super plus
lime) to apply to pastures. However, on soils of a low fertility and where the cost of materials is approximately the
same, basic slag is preferred because it contains elements
in addition to calcium and phosphorous.

On many

soils

—those

that have been heavily cropped
those where grazing has

to lespedeza or other legumes,
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been practiced over a long period and legume growth is
scant, or those of a low fertility
the application of potash
materially increases the yield of pasture growth.
Topdressing an established and heavily grazed pasture on Olivier (a second-bottom terrace soil of the Brown Loam Region) gave the following 2-year average results:

—

Dry matter.
Treatment

None
100 pounds muriate of potash
200 pounds 20% superphosphate....
100 pounds muriate plus 200 pounds superphosphate

pounds per acre

4442.3
5347.8
5146.1
6597.5

These data show that soils that are low in potash or
that have been grazed over a long period of time, give profitable response to potash applications.

may

be pointed out that all pasture soils of the State
not be as responsive to phosphatic fertilization as is
the Grenada type. However, the general effect of phosphates is the same: an increase in the legume population
and its growth. On many soils it is necessary to apply
lime, phosphorous, and potash to obtain a profitable stand
of clover.
It

may

Reference: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 356, ''Pastures in Mississippi," pages 31 and 36,
table 19, State College, Mississippi, July 1941.

Comparative Improvement in Pasture through Fertilizing
and Liming with Results in Terms of Cattle Gains
Conducted by: Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, Fayetteville.

Conducted at: Cotton Branch Station, Marianna.
Period: 1927-33.

Purpose: To compare gains made by cattle on fertilized
and on unfertilized pasture.
Land history: The land had been in cotton and an occasional crop of corn for 65 years, without cover crops or
It had been abandoned as unprofitable for

fertilizers.

farming.
Soil: The soil was a silty and clayey loam, classified as
Lintonia silt loam. The land was submarginal; half the
area was severely eroded and one-third was poorly drainThe average degree of slope was 41/2 percent.
ed.

Procedure and conditions: In 1927 the establishment of a
permanent pasture on the area was begun. Prior to this
time seedings of common grasses and legumes had failed
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The land was plowed in early
spring and prepared for planting. Furrows 5 to 6 inches
deep and 2 to 3 feet apart were opened. In these, pieces
of Bermuda sod were dropped about 2 feet apart, and covered.
The surface was then smoothed and seed of carpet
grass, Dallis grass and other grasses, and white clover and
hop clover (light seeding) were sown on the surface as
early in spring as practicable.
Lespedeza seed was sown
at the rate of 8 pounds per acre in late March or early
April and bur clover seed was sown at the rate of 1 bushel
per acre in July or August for early fall germination.
When necessary, white clover and hop clover seed were
sown at the rate of 5 pounds each per acre, usually in September. If a satisfactory stand of lespedeza did not result from the first seeding, a second seeding was made a
year later. These seedings were made on the surface and
the soil was not cultivated after the Bermuda grass had
to give favorable results.

been

set.

Weeds and tall growth were cut with a mowing machine
when necessary, usually about May 15 and occasionally in
Grazing stock were excluded from
the area as much as possible. Occasional touching up of
thin spots was necessary during the next 2 years.

August or September.

In 1930 grazing studies were begun on the pasture land.
areas of 3.3 acres each were fenced, and provided with
shade, salt, and water.
One area was fertilized with nitrate of soda, the other was left unfertilized. The experiment was conducted on the same land continuously.

Two

Grade Shorthorn and Hereford steers ranging in age
from 12 to 18 months, lean but of fair quality and weighing approximately 250 pounds, were used on the pastures.
They had been kept and fed as usual, chiefly on roughages,
prior to being used in the experiment.
The cattle were
divided as evenly as possible between the two areas, on the
They were kept on pastures
basis of types and weights.
continuously and weighed individually on the 1st and 16th
of each

month during the grazing

season.

During the grazing season the number of animals on
the pasture was varied as necessary. In dry periods the
numbers were reduced, and when rains improved the pasture growth, animals were restored in proportion to the
improvement made so as to maintain a desirable balance
between the pasturage available and the number of animals.
During the early part of the season when the growth of
legumes was greatest, the fertilized pasture was stocked
An average of
at the rate of nearly four head per acre.
417 grazing days per year was secured on the fertilized
The
pasture and 316 days on the unfertilized pasture.
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Gains made by cattle on fertilized and on unfertilized
pasture; Marianna, Arkansas, 1930-31^
4-year average

gair.

of all cattle on

Date of taking
Ferti-

weights

lized

pasture

Pounds

May
May

51

Un-

4-year average gain
of all cattle on

taking
weights

fertilized

Fertilized

pasture

pasture

Pounds

1-

^218

16

June 1
June 16

346
186
255

166
272
172
198

July
July

16

51
-52

16
-45

Aug.

1

47

10

1

Date of

Pounds

Aug.

16

Sept.

1

Sept.

16

Oct.

1

Av. gain per acre

Unfertilized

pasture

Pounds

91

55

5

-44

27
-87

1

36

334

248

1930 nitrate of soda was broadcast on the surface in the spring, and again
June, at the rate of 75 pounds per acre.
-Cattle placed on pasture in early April.
33-year average, 1930, 1931, and 1933.
Grazing not begun until May 5 in 1932.
iln

in

cattle received no other feed.
When the stock was taken
off or returned to pastures, the usual weighings were taken
before the change was made.

The same cattle were used in 1931, but were re-groupHigh grade, yearling Hereford steers were used in
1932 and 1933 (not the same animals both years, however).

ed.

The grazing period each year extended approximately
from early April to November 1.

A severe drought occurred late in the 1930 season. The
1931 season was more favorable, and the 1932 and 1933
seasons were about average.
United States Department of Agriculture, AgAdjustment Administration Bulletin SRAC-5,
''Permanent Pastures," pages 28 and 29, table 20, Washington, D. C, June 1938.
Reference

:

ricultural

Fertilizing Pastures in Black Belt of

Alabama

Conducted by: Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Marion Junction, Alabama.
Period: 1933-42.

Purpose: (1) To compare large amounts of phosphate applied at 3-year intervals with smaller applications made
annually. (2) To determine the increase in pounds of beef
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by the use of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash.
find the best adapted group of plans for pastures.

(3)

to

Soil: From 1932 to 1935, four-acre plots were used, 1
acre being upland and 3 acres bottomland. From 1936 to
1942 the plots contained only 3 acres of bottomland.

Procedure and conditions: In the fall of 1931, all plots
received a mixture of seed sufficient for a stand of the following: White clover, black medic, and biennial white and
annual yellow sweet clovers. Seed sufficient to produce
a stand of Dallis grass, red top and orchard grass were
sown on all plots the following spring. In 1935 Kentucky
blue grass was sown at the rate of 5 pounds per acre. No
additional seeding of any kind has been done.
However,
heavy grazing, weather extremes, and competition with
other plants have taken a toll.
Several of these species
have been eliminated in the 12 years. The predominate
species now are black medic, white clover, Dallis gras'^ and
bluegrass. However, bluegrass is not as desirable for pasture as is a rotation of the adapted clovers and Dallis grass.

Because of its tendency to crowd out the other grasses
and especially the clovers, bluegrass subsequently suffers
from the lack of nitrogen. The natural rotation of clovers
and grasses worked almost ideally. The clovers predominate in the early season, and then give way to Dallis
grass in the latter part of the season. The clovers leave
nitrogen in the soil to stimulate greatly the
later crop.
Results on fertilizer treatments are shown in
table 21 and 22.
sufficient

Table 21. Average production of beef per acre from the use of
fertilizers on Black Belt pasture, 10-year period;
Alabama, 1933-42.
Frequency
of

application

Superphosphate, 1200
Superphosphate, 600

pounds

Increase from
fertilizer

pounds

166

Annual
Annual
Annual

352
276
188
241
307
306

121
125

Annual

354

174

3
3

years
years

None
Superphosphate, 200
Superphosphate, 400
Superphosphate, 800
Superphosphate, 8 00; nitrate
of soda, 250

Averapre annual
yield of beef

90

55
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Table 22. Beef production per acre from potash as an addition to
phosphate and nitrogen on Bhick Belt pastures, Alabama
10-year period, 1933-42.
Feed treatment in pounds per acre
SuperSuperphosphate,
SuperSuperphosphate
phosphate, 800 nitrate
phosphate,
800 nitrate 800 nitrate of soda, 250
r
800 nitrate of soda, 250
muriate of
of soda,
of soda, 250
muriate of
potash,
250
;

;

;

;

;

potash, 100

Frequency of application
Av. annual yield of
beef
Increase due to potash

100

Annually Annually Annually Annually
298

313

391

15

471
80

Reference: Reprinted from Journal of the American SoAgronomy, Vol. 36, No. 9, September 1944, ''A
Year-Around Grazing Program for the Alkaline Soils of the
Black Belt of Alabama,'' pages 741, 742, and 744, tables 1
ciety of

and

2.

Fertilizing

Permanent Pastures
of Alabama

in the

Black Belt

Conducted by: Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Marion Junction, Alabama.
Period: 1937-1944.

Purpose: To determine the effect of phosphate on beef
when applied on pasture.

gains

Soil:

Sumpter.

Procedure and conditions: Six hundred pounds of superphosphate was applied to each acre annually during the enSixteen percent superphosphate being used
tire period.
during the period 1937-1942 and 18 percent being used
during the period from 1942-1944.

Grazing results are shown

in table 23.

Table 23. Effect of phosphate on pastures in terms of pounds of
beef gains, on Prairie Soil, Marion Junction, Alabama
Plot 1
Unfertilized

Pounds superphosphate applied per acre...
Average pounds of beef gained annually

Plot 2
Fertilized

0

600

90

316.75

Reference: Unpublished data from the Agricultural Experiment Station, Marion Junction, Alabama.
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Upland Pastures

Conducted by: Alabama Agircultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Auburn, Alabama.
Period: 1925-32.

Purpose: To determine the effect of various fertilizer
treatments on the yield of upland pasture composed of several grasses and legumes.

Land history: Planted to clean-cultivated crops for at
least 30 years prior to 1925.
The cropping history is not
available because the land was not under control of the Experiment Station until 1925.
Soil:

The

and there was

was

typical upland Norfolk sandy loam of
The land had a 3 percent slope,
little erosion.

soil

very low natural

fertility.

Procedure and conditions: Twenty-one plots in duplicate
were used, each plot being 9 by 12 feet, or 1/403 of an acre
in area.
Duplicate sections were separated by 2-foot alleys
and unlike sections were separated by 4-foot alleys. Half
of the plots were limed at the beginning of the experiment.
The experiment was run continuously on the same land.
In the fall of 1925, the plots were seeded with bur clover
at the rate of 27 pounds per acre, and a mixture composed
of one part each of common and Ladino white clovers and
two parts of black medic, at the rate of 9 pounds per acre.
Inoculated soil was scattered over the area.
In March
1926, Dallis grass and common lespedeza were sown on
these plots at the rate of 20 pounds per acre, and Korean
lespedeza was sown at the rate of 10 pounds per acre. They

were covered lightly with a weeder.
In September 1926, another seeding was made with the
addition of Carolina clover and hop clover to insure a thick
stand of plants. In the spring of 1927 the Dallis grass
seeding was repeated at the rate of 12 pounds per acre.

In order to determine whether or not centipede grass
could become established in competition with other pasture
plants which were already established, six plants of centipede grass were set on each plot in the experiment in July
1928.

Phosphate and potash fertilizers were applied at 5-year
intervals (except on one plot where they were applied annually). Two such applications were made, one in the fall
of 1925 when the phosphate and potash fertilizers were
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worked well into the soil when the seedbed was prepared,
and the other in January 1931 when these materials were
applied as a top-dressing. Nitrogenous fertilizers were applied annually as top-dressings.

The plants were seeded at rates which were higher than
would be practical in pastures, because it was desired to
establish a sod for the experiment as quickly as possible.
Table 24. Green and dry weight yields of herbage from upland
pasture plots variously fertilized, Aubum, Alabama, 1927-32.
6-year average yield of green and dry
material per acre.i 1927-32
Fertilizer

treatment-

Un

3

Green

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

Pounds

2,905
5,017
6,584
6,976
5,476
7,053
6,445
3,795
4,323

902
1,466
1,884
1,967
1,579
2,007
1,862
1,091
1,254

3,642
5,037
7,866
8,751
8,237
7,835
7,830
5,000
6,031

1,121
1,455
2,187
2,393
2,299
2,193
2,193
1,413
1,657

6,694

1,912

8,395

2,343

6,289

1,792

8,663

2,360

8,645

2,416

11,206

3,093

10,366
5,694
5,881
9,553

2,930
1,633
1,685
2,703

13,035
9,548
8,136
12,240

3,597
2,569
2,248
3,329

1

None

(

Check

N
NP

NPK
NPK
NPK

(N as ammonium sulphate
(P as basic slag)
2N, 1/3P, 1/3K

)

P

PK
N, 1/6P,
nually)

1/6K

NPK

in

(N

(top-dressed an-

two equal applica-

tons)
2N, PK (N in two equal applications)
3N, PK (N in three equal appli-.
tions)

1/2N, 2P, 2K
1/2N, PK
2N, 2P,

Dry

Dry

Green

2K

lEach figure is the average of two duplicate plots. The grasses and legumes on
the plots were mainly clovers, Dallis grass, and centipede grass.
in the table) consisting of the following propor2The treatment (Labeled
was considered the standard: N represents 200 pounds of nitrate of
tions of
600 pounds of superphosphate every 5 years,
represents
P
annually,
soda per acre
and K represents 150 pounds of muriate of potash per acre every 5 years. Treatments on all the other plots were variations of this standard.
SLimed at the rate of 2 tons of ground limestone per acre in the fall of 1925.
^Average of 6 check plots. Calculated by the Southern Division, A. A. A.

NPK

NPK

Reference United States Department of Agriculture, AgAdjustment Administration Bulletin SRAC-o,
"Permanent Pastures," pages 41 and 42, table 26, Washington, D. C, June 1938.
:
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Treatments on Yields of
and Bermuda Grass

Fertilizer

Dallis, Carpet,

Conducted by: Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Auburn, Alabama.
Period: 1925-1932.

Purpose: To determine the effects of various fertilizer
treatments on yields of Dallis, carpet, and Bermuda grass,
planted alone and as a mixture.

Land history: The land had been planted to clean-cultivated crops for at least 30 years prior to 1925. The cropping history is not available because the land was not under control of the experiment station until 1925.
Soil:

The

and was

was

typical upland Norfolk sandy loam of
The land had a 3 percent slope,
slightly eroded.
soil

very low natural

fertility.

Procedure and conditions: Four sections, each with two
replications of five plots, were used.
Each plot was 9 by
12 feet, or 1/403 of an acre in area.
Sections were separated by 4-foot alleys. The experiment was run continuously on the same land.

The seedbed was well prepared, and in the fall of 1925
the entire area was sown to Southern bur clover at the
rate of 27 pounds per acre, and to a mixture of one part
of common while clover, one part of Ladino clover, and
two parts of black medic, at the rate of 9 pounds per acre.
Inoculated soil was sown with the seed.
In the spring of 1926 this area was divided into four
sections.
One section was seeded to Dallis grass at the
rate of 18 pounds per acre; one to carpet grass at the
rate of 9 pounds per acre; one to Bermuda grass at
the rate of 9 pounds per acre; and one to all three of the
Common lespedeza at
grasses at their respective rates.
the rate of 15 pounds per acre, and Korean lespedeza at
the rate of 10 pounds per acre, were seeded on the entire

area along with the different grasses. Very few of the
Bermuda grass seeds germinated and, therefore, sod was
In the fall of 1926 the seeding of the
set in May 1926.
previous fall was repeated on all sections. In the spring
of 1927, Dallis and carpet grass were again seeded on their
respective sections at the rate of 12 pounds per acre. Although hop clover was not seeded in this experiment, some
of it scattered from a similar experiment nearby, and by
1929 there was a scattered stand on the Dallis and carpet
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grass sections. By the spring of 1930 there was a good
stand of hop clover on these two sections and some on the
Bermuda grass section. After 1931 there was a thick stand
of hop clover on these sections.

Phosphate and potash materials were applied and worked into the soil when the seedbed was prepared in 1925.
In January 1931, a second application was made as a topdressing. Nitrogen was applied annually as a top-dressing.
On some of the plots ground limestone was applied along
with the phosphate and potash in the fall of 1925. No
lime was applied after that date.
In order to simulate heavy grazing, the grass was harvested with the cutter bar of the lawn mower set as low
as practicable. The lawn mower had a basket attachment.
The plots were harvested as often as there was sufficient
growth. This was considered a more accurate method of
determining the results than actual grazing.

Bur, common, and Ladino white clovers, and black medic
were winter-killed in January 1928 and practically none of
these plants grew after that date.
Lespedeza failed to
mature enough seed to propagate itself during the two dry
seasons of 1930 and 1931, so there were only a few of these
plants on any plots in 1932.
Table 25. Green and dry weight yields of Dallis, carpet and Bermuda
grass alone and as a mixture, variously fertilized;
Auburn, Alabama, 1927-321
6-year average yield per acre, 1927-32-

Fertilizer Treatment'*

Dallis

Carpet

Bermuda

grass

grass

grass

Dry

Green
|

Dry

Green
|

Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds

None (check)

2,568
5,854
7,697
1/2N, 2P, 2KL.... 8,142
2N, 1/3P, 1/3K...7,479

NPK
NPKL

Dry

Green

and Bermuda
Green

j

Pounds Pounds

644 1,313
415
769 2,216
1,649 5,263 1,439 3,834 1,173
2,115 6,754 1,784 5,765 1,651
2,208 7,348 1,917 6,254 1,735
2,155 5,610 1,607 4,507 1,399

Carpet

Dallis,

grass mixture
|

Dry

Pounds Pounds

1,662
3,926
5,174
4,680
5,488

494
1,095
1,452
1,276
1,587

iCommon and Korean

lespedeza were sown on all sections.
the average yield of two duplicate plots.
3N represents 200 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre annually, P represents 600
pounds of superphosphate per acre every 5 years, K represents 150 pounds of muriate of potash per acre every 5 years, and L represents 2 tons of ground limestone
per acre applied at the beginning of the experiment in the fall of 1925.

2Each figure

is

Reference: United States Department of Agriculture, AgAdjustment Administration Bulletin SRAC-5,
'^Permanent Pastures," pages 44 and 45, table 28, Washington, D. C, June 1938.
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Comparison of Yield of Bermuda Grass, Carpet
Grass and Centipede Grass with Various
Fertilizer Treatments
Conducted by: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station in cooperation with the Division of Forage Crops and
Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry, and the Animal Husbandry Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, of the United States Department of Agriculture.
Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Table 26. Yields of Beriimda grass, carpet grass, and centipede
grass on upland soil fertilized with various combinations
of NPK applied at the rate of 600 pounds per acre,
Tifton, Georgia, 1931-34.
Dry-weight yield of grasses per acrei
F6r'tiliz€?r

Bermuda

(applied at

lorrnuls,-'

the rate of 600 pounds
per acre)

grass, 2-year

average

6-0-6
fi
8
o-o-o

6-16-6

Ammonia

average
1931-34

Pounds

Pounds

A

1,472
1,436
1,453
1,703

2,018
1,881
2,064
1,810

1,472
1,150
1,552

2,018
1,369
1,661
2,141

1.412
2,286

1,472
1,518
1,609
1,536

2,018
1,540
2,026
2,228

1,846
1,750
1,659
1,815

1,472
1,301
1,596
1,335

2,018
2,001
2,531
2,164

1,846
1,614
1,867
1,647

755

1,671
1,614
1,796
1,493

1

ouncis

1,846'

1,774
1

sn 9

1,885

series:

6-12-6 (check)^
0-12-6
4-12-6

787

8-12-6

Potash

QQ

Centipede
grass 4-year

1 i/O 1X _9Q
-o o

1931-32

6-12-6 (check)3

Carpet
grass
3-year average

1,846

951

series:

6-12-6 (check)?'
6-12-0
6-12-4
6-12-8

Lime and

split applications:
6-12-6 (check)3
6-12-6, lime^
6-12-6 (split)5
6-12-6«

Incomplete formulas:
0-12-0
6-0-0

1,332

0-0-6

756
780

0-0-0

730
1,639

584
555

lAir-dried.

^Ammonia, phosphoric

acid,

and potash

in the order

named.

^'Complete fertilizer.
42,000 pounds ground limestone every 3 years, 1931 and 1934.
50ne-half of the nitrogen was applied in the early spring, the other half in mid-

summer.
•^Nitrogen

applied

annually,

superphosphate and potash every third year.
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Period: 1931-34.

Purpose To compare yields of Bermuda grass, carpet
and centipede grass on upland soil fertilized with
various combinations of a 6-12-6 (NPK) mixture applied
(in whole and split applications) at the rate of 600 pounds
:

grass,

per acre.

Land history:

In cultivated field crops previous to 1931.

Soil: The centipede and Bermuda grass pastures were
on fairly moist Tifton sandy loam and the soil of the carpet
grass pasture bordered on Norfolk sandy loam. The land
sloped gently and there was no erosion.

Procedure and conditions: Plots were 1/200 acre in size
and were duplicated. Plots were separated by 19-inch alleys of sod. Carpet grass was planted from seed Bermuda
grass and centipede grass were set from runners.
;

was applied each year,
otherwise indicated in table 26.

Fertilizer
less

Cuttings were
intervals with a

made during

all

in the spring,

un-

the grazing season at 3-week

power lawn mower.

The experiment was conducted continously on the same
same each year.

land, the treatment of each plot being the

The 4-year (1931-34) average
March 1 to October 1 was 32.77

rainfall for the period
inches, and the average
annual rainfall for the 4-year period was 43.24 inches.

Reference: United States Department of Agriculture, AgAdjustment Administration Bulletin SRAC-5,
"Permanent Pastures," pages 47 and 48, table 31, Washington, D. C, June 1938.

ricultural

Lowland Permanent Pasture

Fertilizer Test

Conducted by: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1931-40.

Purpose: To determine the effect of various fertilizer
treatments on beef cattle gains on lowland pastures.
Soil:

Plummer sandy

loam.

Land history: Originally the land was covered with dense
consisting of pine, black gum, poplar, gall-

swamp growth

Derries, groundsel, briars,

and wiregrass.
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Procedure and conditions: Clearing and draining was
At that time only one pasture was completed, namely, the carpet grass-lespedeza pasture which
had been used as a check, or unfertilized area.
started in 1926.

In 1928 and 1929 continuation of this work was carried
on north of and adjoining the original area, and in the
spring of 1929 four more pastures were seeded. The new
seeding consisted of a mixture of carpet grass 8 pounds,
Dallis grass 4 pounds, lespedeza 10 pounds, and white clover 3 pounds per acre.
Later data indicate that a better
stand and quicker sod is secured by planting carpet grass
10 pounds, Dallis grass 8 pounds, common lespedeza 12
pounds, and white clover 5 pounds per acre.
Fertilizer
was applied but no grazing was possible the first year
for lack of fence. In 1930 grazing was carried on but no
records kept except for pasture number one.
Pastures
were gone over and reseedings made on bare spots the
following spring.
Fertilizer was applied for each pasture.
All of the superphosphate and potash and one-half of the nitrogen was
put on about the middle of March. The other half of the
nitrogen was applied around July 20. The materials used
were superphosphate, muriate of potash, and nitrate of
soda, without making comparisons with other sources of
fertilizer.

The number of steers on a pasture was kept the same
throughout the year when possible. Sometimes weather
conditions made it necessary to add or remove an animal
or two.
Under these circumstances weights were taken
and the pasture given credit for the gain or

loss.

Pasture upkeep consisted of the fertilizer application
and two or three mowings each year.

For the 5-year period previous to 1936 the lowland pastures, except the check, received fertilizer every year as
indicated below. In 1936, only nitrate of soda was applied
to pastures where nitrogen was in the formulas, the
plan being to apply nitrogen every year, but phosphate
and potash only every third year. Fertilizers are expressed in ammonia, phosphorus and potash (NPK) in the order
(Amnamed. Nitrates are figured on ammonia basis.
monia is equivalent to 82.3 percent nitrogen.)

The
1.

series of lowland pastures

Lowland permanent pasture

pedeza which received no

is

numbered as

follows:

and les(Check pasture).

of carpet grass

fertilizer.

2. Lowland permanent pasture of carpet grass, Dallis
grass, lespedeza and white clover which received 600 pounds
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6-12-6 fertilizer per acre each year through 1935.

After
1935 complete fertilizer was applied every 3 years except
the nitrogen part of the formula which was applied every
year.
3.

Lowland permanent pasture of carpet grass, Dallis
and white clover which received 600 pounds

grass, lespedeza

6-12-0 fertilizer per acre each year through 1935.

After
1935 phosphate fertilizer was applied only every 3 years
and nitrogen was applied every year.
4.

Lowland permanent pasture of carpet grass, Dallis
and white clover which received 600 pounds

grass, lespedeza

6-0-0 fertilizer per acre each year.
5.

Lowland permanent pasture of carpet grass, Dallis
and white clover which received 600 pounds

grass, lespedeza

0-0-6 fertilizer per acre each year through 1935.
Table 27. Fertilizer test on lowland permanent i)astures, Georgia,
10-year average, 1931 to 1940, inclusive.
Average

Average

Average

Average

Average

no. steers

initial

final

gain-per

grazed

carpet grass*
No fertilizer (Pasture
No. 1)

gain in
animal
liveweight
per acre

w^eight,

weight,

steer

pounds

pounds

pounds

pounds

4.8

445.9

549.3

103.6

81.8

6.1

459.3

600.3

140.3

140.3

3.7

456.0

604.9

148.9

152.5

8.8

458.0

660.9

202.8

290.9

8.9

465.9

685.9

220.11

320.3

6 acres,

6

acres,

600

mixture**

lbs. 6-0-0 ferti-

* * per acre
(Pasture No. 4)

lizer*

mixture**

3 V2 acres

600

lbs.

6

6

0-0-6 ferti-

per acre
(Pasture No. 5)
acres mixture**
600 lbs. 6-12-0 fertilizer*** per acre
(Pasture No. 3)
acres, mixture**
600 lbs. 6-12-6 fertilizer*** per acre
(Pasture No. 2)
lizer*

* *

*Ten-year average, 1930 through 1940
** Pasture mixture consists of carpet

;

no record for 1935.
grass,

Dallis

grass,

lespedeza

and

white

clover.

the order named.
Fertilizer applied since 1935 every third
annually through 1935.
containing nitrogen which is applied every year.

***Ammonia, phosphoric

acid,

and potash

in

Fertilizer applied
year except plots
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No. 419

fertilizer

was

The sod was

so compact that
very little lespedeza remained after 1931. No tests were
conducted in this pasture in 1935 because part of the pasture was plowed to destroy patches of sedge and wiregrass.

principally carpet grass.

Reference: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station
Bulletin 27, ''Pastures for the Coastal Plain of Georgia,"
pages 22, 23, and 24, table 6, Tifton, Georgia, June 1942.

Upland Permanent Pasture
Conducted by

:

Fertilizer Tests

Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1932-40.

Purpose: To determine the effect of complete fertilizer
on Bermuda grass and common lespedeza pasture.
Soil:

Norfolk and Tifton sandy loam.

Procedure and conditions: One-third of this pasture was
turned each year to keep Bermuda grass from becoming
sod-bound, to control unpalatable weeds, and to cover croppings of manure.
In turning this land a two-horse plow was used in early
March. When an area was turned a seeding of lespedeza
12 to 15 pounds per acre followed immediately because
where land was completely turned lespedeza seed were covered too deep for reseeding.

—

—

The above cultural practice means a turning of Bermuda
sod every 3 years and also a seeding of lespedeza every 3
years immediately after the turning operation.
Flat breaking the land encouraged the growth of some
like Florida pursley, Richardia scabra, and crab
grass, Digitaria sp., but these are palatable weeds and catPalatable weeds of this type are
tle grazed them freely.
not a serious pest and seldom require mowing.

weeds

Before the spring of 1936 this Bermuda pasture received no fertilizer. Beginning in 1936, 600 pounds of 6-12-6
This pasture received
fertilizer per acre were applied.
phosphorus and potash every third year, while the nitrogen
was applied every year, one-half in the spring and onehalf in the summer.
In 1934, a very low gain of 59.6 pounds per acre was recorded. It will be noted that 10 steers were used and the
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Table 28. Effect of complete fertilizer on Bermuda
grass and common lespedeza pasture, 12 acres.
1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

Grazing started AprSO Apr4 Apr4 Apr3
Apr8
Grazing finished Novl4 Novl4 Novl3 Nov5 Nov 11

Number

1937

1938

1939**

1940

Av.

Mar30 Mar 2 2 Mar29 Apr3
Nov2 Novl Novl Octl6

steers

grazed

Average

5

8

10

9

6

8

11

10

10

8.6

407

412

444

457

510

552

455

491

430

462.0

716

588

516

636

729

747

582

686

586

642.9

1543

1402

716

1605

1316

1556

1393

1944

308.6

175.4

71.6

178.3

219.3

195.0

127.0

194.4

156.2

180.(>

128.6

116.8

59.6

133.7

131.6*

155.6*

116.0

162.0

130.2

126.0

initial

weight,

Average

lbs.

final

weight, lbs
Total gain live-

weight,

Av.

lbs.

steers,

Gain

in

lbs

1562 1448.6

gain per
lbs.

_

annual

liveweight per
acre,

lbs.

*Ten acres.
**Years in which complete

fertilizer

was

applied.

pasture was obviously over-grazed before being completely
It appears that 12 acres gave about the right
sodded.
amount of grazing for 8 to 10 animals after the sod was
well established, or the carrying capacity was approximateTable 28 shows the rely three-fourths animal per acre.
sults over a 9-year period.

Reference: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station
Bulletin 27, ''Pastures for the Coastal Plain of Georgia,"
pages 43 and 44, table 17, Tifton, Georgia, June 1942.

Fertilizing

Permanent Pastures

Conducted by: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1931-40.

Purpose: To determine the effect of various fertilizers on
beef production.

Land history: Originally the land was covered with scattered timber, briars and bushes. It was cleared, stumped
and drained with a central open ditch and lateral ditches
along the edge of the lowland to cut off hill seepage water
where necessary.
Soil:

Plummer sandy

loam.

Procedure and conditions: At the beginning of this test,
1931 through 1935, the lowland permanent pastures re-
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Table 30. Lowland perinaneiit pasture, fertilizer tests, Georgia,
10-year average, 1931 to 1940, inclusive
6

acres

6 acres

mix-

no. steers grazed

weight, lbs.
final weight, lbs.
gain per steer, lbs.
liveweight gain per
initial

acre,

lbs

6 acres

mix-

mix-

ture* 600

ture* 600

ture* 600

no

lbs. 6-0-0

lbs. 0-0-6

lbs.

fertilizer

per acre

mix-

6 acres

ture* 600

fertilizer

Av.
Av.
Av.
Av.
Av.

85 acres

carpet
grass

6-12-0

lbs. 6-12-(

fertilizer* *

fertilizer**

per acre

per acre

per acre

ferti-

lizer**

4.9

5.97

3.70

8.72

8.73

454
547
93

460
598
138

456
605
149

458
661
203

466
686
220

76

141

153

291

321

* Pastures mixture consists of carpet grass, Dallis grass,
common lespedeza and
white clover.
**Nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash in the order named.
Note
Results for 1935 on 6 acres of carpet grass without fertilizer not included.
:

One-half of the
ceived nitrogen, phosphate, and potash.
nitrogen was appHed in the spring about March 15, and the
remaining one-half as a top-dressing about July 20. After
1935, the nitrogen was applied each year while phosphate
and potash were applied only every third year.

Animals used for grazing were grade Hereford steers
averaging about 400 pounds when put on pastures. They
were kept on the pasture continuously through the grazing
period without any other feed. A mineral mixture of marble dust (lime), steamed bonemeal (phosphate), and salt,
in equal parts, was kept available to the steers at all times.
The steers were weighed at regular 4-week intervals.
Reference: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station
Bulletin 32, Twenty-First Annual Report, pages 43, 44, and
45, table 25, Tifton, Georgia, July 1941.

Fertilizing Carpet Grass-Lespedeza Pastures

Conducted by: South Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station.

Conducted at: Clemson, South Carolina.
Period: 1936-39.

Purpose: To determine the effect of applications of lime
with and without phosphorus and basic slag on carpet grasslespedeza pasture in terms of beef produced per acre.
Soil: Coastal Plain relatively high in acidity and correspondingly low in phosphorus and calcium.
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Table 31. Relative beef -producing capacities of coastal
plain pastures receiving different treatments, grazing
data; South Carolina, 1936-1939
Pasture*

CL-1
Acres

CL-2

15

None

Treatment

Carrying capacity steer
days per acre

CL-3

15

15

CL-4

2000 lbs
2000 lbs.
1500 lbs.
dolomitic dolomitic
basic slag
lime every lime every every third
third year third year,
year
250 lbs. 16
percent
superphosphate
annually

83.1

84.9

110.3

BS-5

15

111.7

Burned
annually

27.6

Beef produced per
acres,

4.93

lbs

Average daily gain per
steer, pounds
*

0.059

30.80
0.358

34.60

0.405

40.25
0.420

2.53

0.091

C L = Carpet-grass-lespedeza
BS=Native broom sedge

Procedure and conditions: Five separate pastures, each
receiving a different treatment as shown in table 31 are being used in the comparison. All pastures are grazed according to their carrying capacity throughout the pasture
season with feeder steers. Data as to carrying capacity
and beef produced per acre have been recorded for four
consecutive trials. In addition to these data, caged areas
are clipped at regular intervals, weights recorded, and
samples of the herbage retained to be analyzed for feed
value and mineral content. Table 31 includes the grazing
data for the 4-year period, 1936-1939.
Reference: South Carolina Station Report for 1940, page
103, table 47, Clemson,

South Carolina, December 1940.

Fertilizing Pastures in Louisiana

Conducted by:

Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion.

Conducted at: Ringgold, Louisiana.
Period: 1941-42.

Purpose: To determine the effect of various fertilizers
on the yield of hay and beef gains.

Land history: Land had been planted to cotton for
years and yields had reduced to a very low point.

many
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Ruston fine sandy loam.

Soil:

Procedure and conditions: On the farm of E. C. Parker,
at Ringgold, a field of 21 acres, formerly in corn and cotton, was divided into three pastures of 7 acres each.
One
field received one-half ton of lime per acre and 300 pounds
of mixed (3-12-8) fertilizer. One field was left unfertilized and one was treated with 300 pounds of 3-12-8 fertilizer
without lime. The pastures were seeded with Bermuda
grass, Dallis grass and white Dutch clover, black medic,
hop clover, and common lespedeza. An adjoining field.
No. 4 (9.7 acres) then in pasture, was replowed, treated
with 400 pounds of basic slag per acre and seeded with
Dallis grass, white Dutch clover, and lespedeza.

An
in the

excellent stand of lespedeza
summer of 1941.

was produced on

all fields

In the spring of 1942, pasture 4 (basic slag), carried 30
head of yearling cattle on dV-) acres from April 4 to May
1 and from July 7 to August 7, a total of 58 grazing days.

The lime and

fertilizer plot seem to have the poorest
Evidently Mr. Parker had
of the first three plots.
been using fertilizers in the past years on all this area
and there was evidently some initial effect of previous
fertilization in field 2.
The results are not shown for
1943 however, another half ton of lime per acre was added on the lime field and 300 pounds of 0-14-14 per acre on
soil

;

fields 1

and

3.

In 1944 the unfertilized pasture showed up more poorly
in previous years and the lime plot proved to be in

than

Table 32. Fertilizing pastures on E. C. Parker farm,
Ringgold, Louisiana, 1941-42.

12

Pasture

Fertilizer

treatment

1000 lbs.
lime
300 lbs.

3

300

none

4
lbs.

fertilizer

basic
slag

same

same

fert.

Grazing

period,

1941

.Tiilv

i

November
Ar^rW

Grazing period, 1942

1

.

Gain per acre, pounds beef. 1942..
Average gain for 2 years, 1941-42,
pounds

Hay

1

same

to

same

same

153

156

225

187

185

212

170

170.5

218.5

1100

770

1685

November

Gain per acre, pounds beef, 1941

n

1

yields per acre

1942. pounds

58 days

202
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much

better condition than ever before.
In October the
lime field still looked green while the unfertilized field

was brown.
The basic slag

field,

able to the other fields.
soil

and what

is

known

number
It

4, is not strictly comparseems to be a poorly drained

as ''crawfishy".

Reference: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station,
Station Annual Report, 1941-1942, pages 40 and 41 Louisiana Experiment Station Cir. 42, 1942, '^Beef Cattle Pastures on Hill Cotton Lands and Cutover Lands in Louisiana." Also letter to author from Mr. Charles I. Bray, Animal Husbandman, Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station, October 23, 1944.
;

Fertilizing Pastures in Louisiana

Conducted by: Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Lake Charles, Louisiana.
Period: 1944.

Purpose: To compare the effect of different fertilizer
treatments on beef gains.
Soil: Calcasieu.

Procedure and conditions: A number of these pastures
were undergrazed, although the check field was probably
eaten down lower than the others. At one time the No.
1 lot broke through into the No. 2 field, but just for how
many days we do not know. It seemed that in field 6 there
was a much heavier growth of coarse grass than in the
next field with Ca Metaphosphate alone or in any of the
others.
A large amount of sedge and other unpalatable
grasses were present on these pastures.
Table 33. The Effect of different

fertilizer

treatments on beef gains,

Lake Charles, Louisiana, 1944
Treatment

Lot

"l
2
3

4
5

6

None
Lime

—

67^5
1

ton Ca Metaphosphate 100

Superphosphate 300
Complete fertilizer 500
Ca Metaphosphate 100
rCa Metaphosphate 100
Muriate of potash
]

Gain per acre

138.5
115.5
94.5
123.5
101.5

Reference: Letter from Charles I. Bray, Animal Husbandman, Louisiana State University, dated November 7,
1944.
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Broom Sedge

Conducted by: Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Middle Tennessee Experiment Station, Columbia, Tennessee.

Period: 1928-1933
1928-1934

Purpose: To determine the effect of pasturing and use
of legumes on control of
Soil

:

Maury

silt

broom sedge.

loam, brown-colored and of good fertility.

Procedure and conditions: In 1927 the Middle Tennessee
Experiment Station began a study of broom-sedge eradication.
It was necessary to secure a stand in order that
control measures might be brought into use. An area was
well prepared and seeded to broom sedge in the early part
of the year. Bluegrass and white clover were sown with
the sedge, and good stands of all were obtained. A leased
acreage, already well established in broom sedge, was added
in 1928, and eradication methods were started.
cases the land on which broom-sedge-control
is so well supplied with phosphoric
acid that no effects have ever been noted from additional
applications of this plant food.
Therefore, the use of a
phosphate fertilizer was left out of consideration; and
for a similar reason potash fertilizer was not used.
It
was assumed from the results of other experiments that
the main soil deficiencies were nitrogen and lime.
In both

methods were used

The area sown was divided into four equal plots. One,
a check plot, was left in the sedge grass, with the bluegrass and white clover. Common lespedeza was sown over
a second plot, hop clover over a third, and sweet clover
over a fourth. One-half of each plot was limed.
Notes
on stands were taken, beginning in 1928, and are recorded
in table 35.
Pasturing was started in 1929 and continued
from year to year through 1933. It should be noted here
that white clover soon disappeared and was not an important factor.
Always it was the aim to pasture all plots closely in
the spring and early summer. Later in the season, when
the grass grew up again, use was also made of this growth.
In 1929 and 1930 the sedge-grass plots were pastured so
closely that no gains in weight per acre were made by the
cattle. However, in 1931, 1932 and 1933, the average gains
in weight per acre were very satisfactory.
The gains on
the check plot, where the sedge grass had no companion
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crop except bluegrass and a trace of white clover, were
150 pounds of beef per acre. The average gain per acre
on the hop clover plot was 200 pounds. These were very
satisfactory gains, especially when it is remembered that
1931 was the year of the severe drouth. Lime had but
little effect except on the sweet clover plot.
Had there
been more white clover, the lime would have proved of
greater value.
In 1928 approximately an acre of land that was covered
with broom sedge was leased for making further control
studies.
This was old crop land that had been seeded
down to mixed pasture for several years but had become
well set with sedge grass. Very little of the grass mixture
was left. On this particular acre there were some hop
clover and wild onions

and a

little

common

lespedeza.

The sedge grass was mowed and raked off, the land was
disked and harrowed to make a seedbed, and a mixture of
bluegrass and white clover was sown. The year was favorable, and a good set was established.
The mower was
used on this acre and surrounding parts of the field often
enough to prevent sedge grass from forming seed. Three
mowings were required that year, but usually two were
enough, and when combined with pasturing, sometimes one

mowing was

sufficient.

A portion of land was manured with stable manure at
the rate of 6 tons per acre at the outset and again in 3
years.
Another area was treated annually the middle of
March, with 200 pounds of nitrate of soda, and still another with 150 pounds of sulfate of ammonia. A larger
amount of land was left untreated. The entire area was
mowed at the same time and pastured the same way. In
1929, pasturing with young cattle was begun, the mower
being used to take care of the broom sedge that was left.
The cattle were weighed on and off the area, so that gains
could be determined. Also a record of the number of days
they were carried was computed on the basis of 1,000pound animals. The results in getting rid of sedge grass
are given in tables 34 and 35.
Table 34. Percentage of sedge grass on the basis of 100
*
percent for a full stand, Tennessee, 1936.
Sedge grass

Year

1928
19 30

1932
1933

Check plot

Lespedeza plot Hop clover plot

Sweet clover
plot

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

95
35
35
35

95
25
25
20

95
30
11

95
20
17
15

5
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Table 35. Percentage of sedge grass under various treatments,
on the basis of 100 percent for a full stand, Tennessee, 1936.
Sedge Grass

Check plot

Manure,

6 tons

Sulfate

Nitrate of soda,

ammonia

mowed and

Year

per acre each
3 years

per
acre
per year

Percent

Percent

Percent

90
54
15
15

90
40
Tracei

90
38
Traced

0.034

0.08

pastured

1928
1930
193 2

1934
iTrace

is

less

200

lbs.

lbs. per
acre
per year

150

Percent

90
43

Traced
0.2

than 5 percent.

Reference: Tennessee Agricultural Experiment Station
Broom Sedge," Knoxville, Ten-

Circular No. 57, ''Control of
nessee, February 1936.

Lime and
One
have

of the

Fertilizer Distributing

Equipment

major problems many Mississippi farmers
and liming pastures, is the matter of

in fertilizing

getting this material distributed on the land.
Several
Two
types of distributing equipment are shown below.
of the types, namely the knocker type and the whirler
type, can be made in the average community farm shop.
The former is fastened to a regular 2-horse wagon body
and the cost of materials is only a few dollars. The latter
is made from the rear axle of an old automobile and some
additional sheet steel and angle or strap-iron which can
usually be secured from junk yards. This spreader costs
a few dollars more than the former type but rarely ever

exceeds $35.00 for cost of materials excepting rubber

tires.

These two lime or fertilizer spreaders are used in Mississippi principally by small farmers or farmers with small
pastures who can not justify the purchase of high cost
spreaders.

Many farmers

in

Mississippi with large pastures

some type of commercial spreader similar
in figures 5, 6,

and

7.

This

is

to those

use

shown

probably true because they

are easier to operate and material can be distributed fast-
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not prohibitive due to large pas-

ture acreages involved.

Detailed blueprints v^ith
cations

may

bill

of materials and specifi-

be secured from the Mississippi Agricultural

Extension Service, State College, Mississippi for the spreaders

shown

blueprints

and

4.

Persons desiring these

write directly to:

Mississippi Agricultural

in figures 2, 3

may

Extension Service, Agricultural Engineering Department,
State College, Mississippi.

Figure

2.

Knocker type lime spreader.
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Whirler type lime spreader.

AVliirler type

lime spreader.

Figure

7.

Commercial type lime spreader.
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VI

SEEDING PASTURES
Study of Plants Found Before and After Seeding and
Seeding Practices
Brown Loam Area. Table 36 below shows a summary
of the most common pasture plants found before any seeding was done, the plants that were seeded, and the number of farms on which satisfactory stands were found at
the time of this study which was from 1 to 4 years after
seed were sown. This study was made on 23 farms in the
Brown Loam Area.
In practically all cases seedings and other improvements
were made on old established pastures; that is a sod of
some kind was present on the land before treatments were
made.
Dallis grass, white

Dutch

clover,

and lespedeza were the

Brown Loam Area on the
However, yellow hop was sown on five

principal plants seeded in the

farms studied.

farms. The first three plants mentioned, along with Bermuda, were found on a large percentage of the farms at
the time of the study.

Notations made at the time of the surveys, show that
the satisfactory stands of Dallis and white Dutch clover
were most often found on the more fertile and moist soils.
On the other hand, satisfactory stands of lespedeza and
hop clover were found on the higher and thinner soils. In
Table 36. Grasses and clovers present before and after seeding,

Brown Loam Area
Number
Plants were

Pasture plants

Dallis

grass

Bermuda

grass

Carpet grass

White Dutch clover
Lespedeza

fr-'iprt hefore
seed were sown

of farms on

Seed

were

sown

which

Satisfactory stands were
found at time of study
(after seed were sown)

1

19

17

15

0

15

13

0

6

1

23

20

15

10

18

Yellow hop clover

0

5

6

Broom sedge

3

0

0
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Bermuda grass was found more often on the terhill soils.
The Bermuda grass, however, may

have been established previous to the time that the land

was put to pasture at least it was established on 15 farms
before and the same number after seedings and other
;

treatments were made. It should be noticed that with the
use of seedings, fertilizer and other improvement practices, carpet had a tendency to fade out.
Broom sedge
disappeared completely.

On the higher and thinner soils grazing was found to
be very poor during the dry fall season of 1944. In view
of this fact, a few farmers had planted lespedeza sericea,
and indications are that this plant will survive the drought
on upland soil and provide fair to good grazing. The plant
is not highly palatable but cattle were eating the sericea
when other plants were not available and they were eating it much better when the plants were young and tender.
It was necessary to mow the sericea at regular intervals
unless it was grazed closely in order to keep the plants
from getting too large, weedy, and unpalatable. However,
lespedeza sericea probably has not been used long enough
as a pasture plant to determine whether or not it is desirable or successful as such.
On the other hand, it may
offer some promise for additional grazing during droughty
seasons on upland soils.
South Mississippi Area. Table 37 shows a summary of
the most common pasture plants found before seeding
and other improvement practices were made, also the plants
that were seeded and number of farms on which satisfactory stands were found after treatments were made according to each plant listed. This check was made on 32

farms

in 7 different counties in

South Mississippi.

Only a few of the pastures checked were new pastures
improvement practices were
done, the majority of them being old pastures already established with a sod from native pasture plants.
at the time seeding and other

The principal plants in these pastures before any seeding or other improvement practices were made, were carpet
grass and lespedeza. A few of the pastures had Bermuda
and broom sedge. A large percentage of these pastures
were then seeded to Dallis grass, white Dutch clover, and
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hop was sown on slightly less than
Bermuda and carpet were sown

one-third of the farms.

on only two farms.
After seeding and other treatments were given, Dallis
Dutch clover were found on
about the same number of farms, or approximately 20;
however, the white Dutch and Dallis were always found on
Lespedeza was
the lower, more moist and fertile soils.
found on more farms than any other plant, or 28 of the 32
farms. Carpet and lespedeza were found more often on
the higher and less fertile soils, although, some lespedeza
and carpet were found on the lower soils. It should be
grass, carpet grass and white

pointed out again, as was the case in the Brown Loam
Area, that broom sedge faded out completely with the use
of pasture improvement practices.
Table 37. Grasses and clover present before and after seeding,
South Mississippi Area
Number
Pasture

Plants

Plants were
found before
seed were

sown
Dallis

grass

Bermuda

grass

Carpet grass

White Dutch clover
Lespedeza

Yellow hop clover

Broom sedge

of farms on which:

Seed

were
sown

Satisfactory stands were
found at time of study
(after seed were sown)

1

29

20

4

2

11

24

2

23

1

26

20

19

28

0

0

15

5

23

7

Northeast Mississippi Area. Table 38 shows a summary
and pasture plants found before
and after seeding, along with other pasture improvement
practices on 20 farms in Northeast Mississippi.
of the seeding practices

Again, as in the case of other areas, seeding and other
pasture improvement practices were done in most cases on
old established sods or pastures.
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Table 38. Grasses and elover present before and after seedinj?,
Northeast Mississippi Area
Number
Pasture Plants

Plants were
found before
seed were

sown

grass

of farms on which

Seed

were
sown

Satisfactory stands were
found at time of study
(after seed were sown)

7

18

18

13

1

11

Carpet grass

6

3

4

White Dutch clover

2

16

15

Dallis

Bermuda

grass

Lespedeza

Yellow hop clover

Broom sedge

14
10

13

15

16

0

0

Table 38 shows that the principal grasses found prior
use of pasture improvement practices were Bermuda, Dallis and carpet, although Bermuda was found on
The principal
as many farms as both Dallis and carpet.
legume found on these pastures was lespedeza. Lespedeza,
white Dutch clover and Dallis were sown on over threefourths of the farms checked, while Bermuda, carpet, and
yellow hop were sown on a few of the farms.
to the

After this seeding was done, along with fertilizing and
other pasture improvement practices shown on page 16,
table 3, satisfactory stands of white Dutch clover, lespedeza, and Dallis grass were found on 15, 16, and 18 of the
It should be pointed out again
20 farms, respectively.
that broom sedge faded out of the picture and carpet grass
had a tendency to fade out. However, table 3 shows that
better than 40 percent of the pasture land was in bottoms
and notes made at the time of the surveys, show that on
practically all of the 20 farms studied the hill land devoted
to pasture was high in fertility compared to the other hill
lands in that area as well as other sandy land areas. This
may be due to the fact that most of the surveys were
made in an area where intensive dairying is done and
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feel that it is nec-

Only 11 farms were surveyed in the PraiArea and they were not typical farms for that area
as to soil type and size or number of acres in pasture,
more especially as to soil type. Therefore, the seeding
practices and the plants found before and after seeding
and other pasture improvement practices are not shown
here in tabular form.
Of the 11 farms studied, white
Dutch clover, lespedeza and Dallis grass were sown on
about three-fourths of the farms and the same three
plants were the principal ones found in satisfactory stands
after seeding and other improvement practices were made,
Bermuda and yellow hop being found on only about 33
Prairie Area.

rie

percent of the pastures.

Discussion of Various Pasture Plants and their
Establishment*
Dallis Grass
Dallis grass is a fast-growing perennial bunch grass with
a deep root system. It produced many basal leaves, which,
following grazing or drought, makes a more rapid recovery than any other of our pasture grasses. It is propagated by seed produced on long (1 to 4 feet), upright seed
stalks. It grows over a long season, being the first of the
summer grasses to begin growth in the spring and the
In the spring it will furnish
last to be frosted in the fall.
weeks
earlier
than Bermuda.
grazing
several
good
It
adapted to a wide variety of soils.
soils
bottomland
because
of
makes its best growth on
more soil fertility and soil moisture. It will thrive on lower land than carpet grass, and will grow higher on the hills.
It is more tolerant to excessive soil moisture, and at the
same time is more drought resistant than Bermuda or
carpet grass. It grows well on all soils except the extremely sandy ones.

This grass

is

Dallis grass, being a
will

bunch grass, grows

not completely cover the

soil

in

clumps and

with a dense sod.

*By Dr. H. W. Bennett, Associate Agronomist,
ment Station, State College, Mississippi.

Mississippi

Agricultural

HowExperi-

ever, this

is
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makes

Dallis partic-

an advantage

in that it

growth with other desirable
especially the legumes. This may be shown

ularly adapted to associated

pasture plants,
by the results of a greenhouse experiment run on three
soils with Dallis grass and white Dutch clover.

Association with clovers. Used in this test was Sarpy
fertile Delta soil; Grenada silt loam, a medium-fertile hill soil of the Brown Loam Area Ruston sandy
The
loam, a medium-fertile soil of the Coastal Plains.
analysis of the soils used is as follows:

sandy loam, a

;

Percent

Percent
calcium

pH

0.061
0.101
0.048

0.74

6.5

Soil type

Sarpy sandy loam

Grenada silt loam
Ruston sandy loam

Two
types.

series of plots

One

series

0.32

6.2

0.31

6.1

were used on each of the three

of plots

consisted

entirely

of

soil

Dallis

grass plants. The other series of plots consisted of Dallis
grass and white Dutch clover plants growing in combination.
This combination contained the same total number
of plants, as the grass plots, but one-third of the total
number were Dallis grass plants and the other two-thirds
of the total number were white Dutch clover plants. For
every three Dallis grass plants growing on one series of
plots there was one Dallis grass plant and two white Dutch
clover plants growing on the series of plots having the
Thus, each plot on each
grass and clover combination.
soil type contained the same number of plants regardless
of whether this total number was made up of grass plants
alone or of a combination of grass and clover plants.
Table 39. The effect of clover association on the yield
of Dallis grass
Yield of dry matter per acre on three soils

Crop

Dallis

grass alone

Sarpy

Grenada

Ruston

8910.2

9458.0

725 8.9

7346.9
1996.2

6978.7
1807.5

6442.5
1866.6

9343.1

8786.2

8309.1

Dallis grass of the asso-

Clover of the association....
Total yield of the Dallis
grass and white Dutch

combination
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matter produced per acre of five cut-

in table 39.

Establishing Dallis grass." Along with the advantages,
however, Dallis grass has the disadvantage of being difficult to establish by ordinary methods of seeding.
This
is due to seed of a low percentage germination and to ineffective methods of seeding.
That Dallis grass can be
successfully established in spite of low quality seed has
been shown by tests of methods of seeding pasture grass
conducted by the Mississippi Agricultural Experiment
Station.

Seeding 8 pounds of domestic Dallis grass seed per acre
under varying practices gave the following results.
Table 40. The effect of the method of seeding on the stand
of Dallis gi'ass
No. plants
per square foot

Method of seeding

Broadcast

--

No preparation

0.5

Mulched — No preparation
Prepared -- Open furrows
Prepared — Open furrows — Harrowed

6.0
5.0
9.0

the results shown in the table, it may be seen that
preparation very materially increased the stand of
grass, and that the increase in stand was in proportion to
the amount of preparation. When seed were slightly mixed with soil there were nearly twice the number of plants
as where planted in open rows without mixing. Preparation by open furrows only was 10 times as effective as
no preparation. Seeding broadcast, as is ordinarily done,
gave only one plant every 2 square feet. This test shows
clearly the advantage of preparation if it be nothing more
than a furrow to hold the seed in place.

From

soil

mind that most pasture grass seed
The time necessary to obtain an
official germination test for Dallis and Kentucky bluegrass is 28 days. Therefore, any method of seeding should
provide that the seed should lay where they fall when
It should be kept in
are slow to germinate.

*Taken from Mississippi
tures in Mississippi," pages
1941.

Agricultural
9,

10,

and

11,

Experiment
table

3,

Station Bulletin 356, "PasState College, Mississippi, July,
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Herein lies the advantage of mulching, or of planting in a furrow, and of lightly covering the seed in the

sown.

furrow by harrowing.
Probably the most significant result of this work is the
stand obtained by means of mulching. Where mulched,
there were 12 times more plants than when planted broadcast.
This is a very satisfactory method of establishing
Dallis grass.
Excellent results have been obtained when
mulching has been done at the rate of 1 ton of cut material
per 3 acres.

Methods of seeding.

Where extreme

difficulty in estab-

lishment is anticipated or experienced, a practical procedure is to:
(1)

Thoroughly prepare an area.

(2)

Sow 6 to 8 pounds per acre of Dallis grass seed
narrow rows and harrow lightly.

(3)

Allow to mature seed.

(4)

Mow
is

and scatter the entire mass where

in

Dallis grass

desired, at the rate of 1 ton of the cut material

to 3 acres.

The same

satisfactory results

may

be obtained by pro-

tecting already existing stands against grazing and weed
growth, and mowing and scattering the cut material in

the same manner.
Excellent results have also been obtained by sowing 4
pounds of seed in scooter furrows spaced 3 to 4 feet
apart and allowing the resulting Dallis grass plants to seed
and fall over. In test plots where plants were spaced 2
feet apart in rows which were 3 feet apart and allowed to
seed, there was produced the next spring a stand of 15
to 6

plants per square foot.

These seed tests have

led to the following

recommenda-

tions
(1)

Where

firm seedbed

sow Dallis grass on a prepared but
narrow rows, and lightly harrow.

possible,
in

(2) If sowing for the first time on old pasture, run shallow furrows 3 to 5 feet apart, and sow seed in the furrow.

-
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Where material from a cut-over Dallis grass area
mulch new areas where Dallis is desired at

available,

the rate of 1 ton for every 3 acres.
Dallis grass should be seeded from September to May.
Like Bermuda sodding, the supply of moisture is more important than the time of seeding, and early seeding permits the establishment of plants while moisture is usually
abundant. Mulching may be done at the time of cutting
mature Dallis grass. Under any method of seeding it is
extremely important that Dallis plants be allowed to become fully established before heavy grazing or mowing
is done.
A good practice to follow is to allow seed stalks
to begin showing before permitting heavy grazing.

Bermuda Grass
Bermuda is a low, sod-forming, perennial grass. It is
commonly propagated by means of both surface runners
and underground rootstocks.

make

These growth characteris-

conserving crop and at the same
time a serious pest where not wanted. It is at present the
most widely used permanent pasture grass in the State.
tics

it

our best

soil

Bermuda grass is adapted to practically all soils in the
State that are fairly well drained and not extremely poor.
Bermuda, like Dallis, is able to make creditable growth
only on soils of at least a fair level of fertility.
Bermuda grass makes excellent pasturage when young
With the coming of summer or droughty

and succulent.
conditions

it

soon becomes fibrous and unpalatable.

Establishing

-

Bermuda

grass.*

Bermuda

is

propagated

The recommended
sod parts.
method is to place pieces of sod at 3 to 4-foot intervals,
or to scatter sod parts and cut in with a disk. This method is costly, requires a long time for establishment and
success is dependent upon moisture conditions.
principally

by means

of

Good stands of Bermuda grass are usually difficult to
obtain by means of seed. Early planting is mandatory for
establishment, inasmuch as considerable growth must be
made for the grass to develop storage organs. Seedings
in

*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 356, "Pastures
Mississippi," pages 13 and 14, State College, Mississippi, July, 1941.
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should be made lighter than formerly recommended and
thus reduce competition between the young seedlings. Seed
3 to 5 pounds per acre.

Whether seeded

Bermuda must be given time
Grazing soon after germinating or sprig
sodding will weaken the plants and prevent formation of
enough rootstocks for complete ground coverage. Recently sodded areas should be grazed lightly, if at all, to permit complete coverage of the ground. One to 2 years are
necessary for the establishment of a full sod.
or sodded,

to establish itself.

Were

not for expensive establishment, lack of drought
becoming fibrous soon in the season, and were
it not a pest where fields are to be rotated, Bermuda
would be our best summer pasture grass.
it

resistance,

Carpet Grass

Carpet grass is also a low, sod-forming, perennial grass.
propagated by seed and by creeping plant parts. Being adapted to moist bottomlands, carpet grass forms a
dense sod which is difficult to eradicate. Too, the density
of the sod makes it extremely difficult for other pasture
plants to grow in combination with carpet grass.
It is

Pastures in areas where conditions are favorable for the
growth of carpet grass, as in South Mississippi, usually
have only this grass for grazing.
Establishing carpet grass.*
like

Bermuda and

Dallis,

Seedings of carpet grass,

must be given time

for establish-

ment. Seedings at the Natchez Branch Experiment Station have shown that it takes 2 years for establishnient
by means of seed, even when sown on a prepared seedbed
So prevalent is this
at the rate of 15 pounds per acre.
grass in regions of South Mississippi, however, that clearing the land of trees and brush results in complete ground
coverage the second year without seeding.

White Dutch Clover

White Dutch clover is the best spring pasture clover for
the majority of Mississippi pastures. It is a shallow rootin

*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
Mississippi," page 14, State College, Mississippi, July 1941.

356,

"Pastures

.
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ed, perennial plant that creeps on the surface and takes
root at the joints. This clover gives grazing over a longer
period than any other of our spring clovers because of its

—

indeterminate habit of growth growing, blossoming, and
seeding at the same time. It seeds profusely throughout
its growing season, and with the coming of dry weather
will lie dormant until moisture conditions are favorable
when it again begins growth, blossoming, and seeding.
The other pasture clovers, being determinate in their habit
of growth, finish their growth when they have seeded.
This plant habit often causes white Dutch to yield more
plant material per acre than many other more upright

growing

clovers.

White Dutch clover is adapted to all soils of the State
where moisture is sufficient for its growth, its first requirement being a soil well suppHed with moisture. This
is ;^vhy it will be found more frequently in the bottomlands
of the hill section of the State and will do better on the
heavier Delta soils under average conditions. Like other
crops. White Dutch does best on fertile soils but will grow
well on any soil that will produce the common pasture

Much of our Delta soil, because of its high silt
content, poor drainage, and consequent high moisture congrasses.

tent will

grow

clover and grass to advantage.

Comparative yield of clovers. Where moisture and ferare not limited, white Dutch clover will yield hay in
quantities comparable with our commonly used clovers.
In an experiment conducted on Memphis silt loam at the
Natchez Branch Station, all clover seeded in October at
the rate of 8 pounds per acre and harvested when in full
bloom, produced in the spring of 1941 the following amounts
of green weight per acre:
tility

Table 41. Yield of green weight per acre,

six clover varieties.

Pounds green weight per
Variety

Persian

White Dutch
Low hop
Red
Crimson
Lappa

acre

12110.,1
22216..4
15043.,2
18615. 3
24400..3
16036..4
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From these data it may be seen that white Dutch clover
was outyielded by only one variety, crimson. Yields would
vary much more if harvest had been made under conditions similar to those of pasturing, rather than as for hay.

The continuous biting or cutting off of the leaves causes
white Dutch to stool more freely than the other varieties;
this is a very important pasture plant characteristic, resulting in larger total yields when measured throughout
the grazing season.
Establishing white Dutch clover.* White Dutch clover
should be sown after the grasses have been established.
This prevents shading young grass plants, and the existing
grass cover serves as a protection to the clover seedings.
When sown on established grass sod, 3 to 5 pounds of seed
are sufficient to give a good stand. This should be sown
in the fall, by November 1.
After seeding, it is well to
run a spike-toothed harrow over the sod which shakes
seed to the ground and the harrow tracks serve as lodging
places for the small seed in case of excessive rainfall.
Table 42. Rates of seeding as affecting yield of green weight
of white Dutch clover when sown alone
Rate of seeding
Pounds per acre

Yield green weight
per acre, 1939

5260.8
6250.8
9430.8
10367.3
11587.0

2
4
6
8

10

Reference: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station
Bulletin 356, ''Pastures in Mississippi," page 16, table 5,
State College, Mississippi, July, 1941.

Hop Clover
The hop clovers are winter annual clovers with small
stems which branch from the base upward. The general
type of growth

Two

is

similar to that of the lespedezas.

hop clover are found in Mississippi pashop (Trifolium dubium), by far the predomiLow hop
nating, and low hop (Trifolium procumbens).
species of

tures, least

in

*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 356, "Pastures
Mississippi," page 16, table 5, State College, Mississippi, July, 1941.
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grows larger and has a much larger seed head than least
The two look very much alike until they bloom. Low
hop has yielded almost twice as much plant material per
acre at the West Point Forage Crops Field as has least hop.

hop.

The hop

clovers are adapted to most of the soils of the
Although they will grow on soil of a lower level
of fertility than white Dutch clover, the use of phosphate
will greatly increase their yield.
This may be shown by
results obtained from rates of phosphate application on
low hop clover at the West Point field.
State.

Establishing hop clovers.* Planting dates and methods
hop clovers are the same as those for white
Dutch.
Clovers sown on land that has not previously
grown clover should be inoculated.
of seeding the

Where

conditions of moisture and fertility are not favor-

growth of white Dutch

clover, or where no ferbe practiced under these conditions, the hop
clovers will prove to be the more dependable spring* clover.
However, under any system of improvement or on land of
average improvement or on land of average fertility, white
Dutch clover will prove to be more productive than hop

able to the

tilization is to

clovers.

The Lespedeza Species
The annual species of lespedeza are the only summer
legumes that are able to persist and furnish grazing in
permanent pastures

in Mississippi.

Common

(Lespedeza striata) is the best of the annual
This superiority is due to, its higher per acre yield and to the fact that it is the only species
that will reseed itself consistently under grazing conditions.
In spite of the high cost of seed at present, this
species is preferred because of its reseeding ability. However, the cost of seed will make it more economical to sow
a lespedeza mixture containing only a small amount of
species for pasture.

common

lespedeza and a large

amount

of

some other

spe-

After 2 or 3 years of grazing, common will be the
only species remaining. In pastures or meadows, the neccies.

in

*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin
Mississippi," page 18, State College, Mississippi, July, 1941.

356,

"Pastures
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essity of reseeding other annual varieties every 2 or 3
years will in only two seedings balance the difference in
seed cost between the less costly lespedeza and common.
The Tennessee 76 variety of common behaves in the same
manner as does common and differences are difficult to dis-

tinguish.

The annual lespedezas are adapted to almost all the soil
types of the State having a fair degree of fertility. Although lespedeza will respond to liming, Korean (Lespedeza stipulacea) is the only variety that is dependable
on the black soils of the *'Lime" or Prairie Belt, and only
on this soil is Korean recommended over the other annual
varieties.
With the exception of this type of soil, the annual varieties show little preference for soil types of the
State.

The lespedezas are very

palatable and nutritious

and

for this reason should be included in the pasture mixture.

This

may

be seen by the protein content of the different
grown on three widely

varieties harvested at flowering,

varying

soil types.

Establishing lespedeza.* The annual varieties of lespedeza should be planted as soon after the first of February
as possible, and certainly before March 15. By early sowing, the lespedeza plants are able to make sufficient root
growth to carry them through the dry periods in the spring
which are so often fatal to plantings made after March 15.
Losses of early plants due to cold are more than offset by
Regardless
the early establishment of surviving plants.
of whether sown on bottom or upland soils or for what
use, lespedeza should be sown early in Mississippi.
Considerable difficulty has been experienced in

many

sections of the state in holding lespedeza stands where
fertility and moisture conditions are favorable for good

growth of
young lespedeza plants. Tests have
shown that such growth kept 5 inches or less in height,
whether by mowing or grazing, will insure lespedeza growth during the summer. Such a condition may be made ad-

growth of spring

clovers, because the earlier

clover shades out the

vantageous
in

in several

ways.

Early mowing will eradicate

*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 356, "PasturesMississippi," pages 19 and 20, State College, Mississippi, July, 1941.
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several species of spring weeds, and clippings can be stack-

ed for supplemental feeding during dry periods in
summer or for winter feeding of livestock.

the

The annual varieties of lespedeza may be sown on sod
without any soil preparation. It is advisable to run a spiketooth harrow over the sod after seeding. This serves as
needed preparation and provides a lodging place for seed
in case of excessive rains.
If

use

is

to be

made

of the lespedeza crop the first year,

Sowing 25
heavy seeding should be made.
pounds per acre will result in a hay crop or good grazing
relatively

the year seeded. If a volunteer crop is desired or the pasture is to be lightly grazed, 10 to 15 pounds of seed will
be sufficient to produce a good stand the second year.

Methods of Preparing Land for Carpet Grass
and Lespedeza
Conducted by: South Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station, Clemson.

Conducted at: Coast Station, Summerville.
Period: 1930-33.

Purpose: To compare several methods of preparing cutover coastal lands for carpet grass and lespedeza pastures.

Land history: The land had been cleared approximately
ten years before this experiment. It was not cropped but
consisted of cut-over coastal lands converted into permanent pasture.
Soil: Coxville

sandy loam.

Procedure and conditions: Three plots of one acre each
set out on an area which had a complete sod of broom
sedge and other native grasses of little feed value, as well
as a few low bush oaks and gallberry bushes. Freshly prepared land was used each year, and each year's work constituted a separate experiment.

were

The three methods
Plot 1. Burned in

of preparing the land were as follows
late winter.

Burned, disked with tractor tandem disk harrow,
and harrowed with smoothing harrow.
Plot

2.

Plot 3. Burned, plowed, disked with tractor tandem disk
harrow, and harrowed with smoothing harrow.
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In late March after the rains had settled the soil on plots
one and two into a fairly firm seedbed, all the plots were
seeded broadcast to 10 pounds of carpet grass and 5 pounds
of common lespedeza per acre, after which they were harrowed with a smoothing or drag harrow. Stand counts
were taken at numerous points in each plot in mid-summer.
Cattle were kept on the pastures continuously during the
experiment, and the plots were closely grazed.

The seasonal condition

of the pastures during the ex-

periments was average.

Although an experiment in this series was conducted in
it was merely a preliminary study.
For that reason

1930
it is

not included here.

Table 43. Average count of carpet grass seedlings per acre on
cut-over land prepared by several methods; Suinnierville,
S. C, 1931-33.
Year
Carpet grass seedlings per acre

3-year

1932

1933

average

97,574

2,788

9,767

36,710

235,866

588,931

384,622

403,1401

667,688 1,113,045

500,417

760,3831

1931

Plot
Plot

1,

burned

2,

burned, disked

and harrowed
Plot 3, burned, plowed.
disked and harrowed

iCalculated by Southern Division A.A.A. The forty-sixth annual report gives 404,623 plants as the average for plot 2, and 760,380 plants as the average for plot 3.

Reference: United States Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Adjustment Administration Bulletin SRAC-5,
''Permanent Pastures," pages 17 and 18, table 12, Washington, D. C, June, 1938.

Comparison of Bermuda and Carpet Grass for
Pasture With Various Fertilizer Treatments
Conducted by: South Carolina Agricultural Experiment
Station.

Conducted at: Clemson, South Carolina.
Period: 1933-35.

Purpose: To determine the grazing value of established
Bermuda pasture and carpet grass under three systems of
fertilization.
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Land history: For the 10 years previous to 1930, pastures one and two had been used for annual grazing crops
pearl millet was planted in the spring and a mixture of
oats, rye, barley, and vetch in the fall.
No fertilizer or
manure was applied during this period. In February 1930,
both of these pastures were plowed, and clumps of Bermuda roots were scattered over the surface at intervals of
about 3 feet and harrowed into the soil with a disk harrow.
These pastures were used very little in 1930 because a dry
season prevented the development of a good sod. In May
1931, pastures one and two each received an application
of 3,000 pounds of limestone per acre. They were grazed
during 1931 and 1932 before the beginning of the experimental work in 1933.
Pastures three and four were old established Bermuda
grass sods which had previously been part of the regular
pasture of a dairy herd. In November 1932, pasture three
received an application of 3,000 pounds of limestone per
acre.
Pasture five had also been a part of the regular
dairy pasture before being fenced in the fall of 1933. It
had been seeded to carpet grass in 1925, and was, at the
time of fencing and throughout the 2 years it was used
for experimental grazing, a 90 to 95 percent pure stand
of carpet grass.
Soil: Pastures one to four were Cecil sandy clay loam;
pasture five was Wehadkee sandy loam and was located
on a low-lying, poorly drained, creek bottom.

Procedure and conditions: The five areas used for these
studies were designated as pastures one, two, three, four,
and five. Pastures one, two, and three (Bermuda grass),
were tested for the 3-year period, 1933-35. Pasture four
(Bermuda grass) and pasture five (carpet grass) were
Each pasture
tested during the 1934 and 1935 seasons.
was enclosed by a permanent fence of woven wire in order
to maintain a definite net grazing area throughout the experiment.

Pasture three had been used previously by the dairy herd
as a night bedding ground and in the fall of 1932 had an
accumulation of manure equivalent to about five tons per
acre. This was evenly distributed and was the only treatment on the area in 1933. The area was not grazed from
November 1932 until the pasture season began in April
1933.

Amounts of fertilizer and dates of application for pastures one, two, three, and five are given in table 44. Pasture four was not fertilized. All limestone and fertilizers
were applied as surface treatments.
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In early November of 1933 and 1934, each pasture was
harrowed both ways with a heavily weighted spring-tooth

harrow.

Before grazing commenced each spring, wild onions were
removed by digging with a light mattock. Other weeds
such as dock, fennel, and certain thistles were cut by hand
periodically during the growing season.
Registered Holstein, Jersey, and Guernsey cows were used in the experiments, but an attempt was made to maintain at all time a balance between Holstein and Channel
Island breeds in each pasture. The pasture groups were
also kept as similar as possible in age, size, and producing
ability.
All cows were in moderate to heavy production,
at least 6 weeks advanced in lactation yet early enough in
lactation to be used throughout the season. Pastures were
stocked at a minimum rate of one cow per acre, and animals were added or removed as the condition of the pastures justified. When cows were added they were handled,
prior to being placed on test, under the same conditions
as the original cows.

Liveweight variations for the season were kept within a

maximum

of 10 percent of the initial weight.

Cows were milked three times per day throughout the
experiment. They were weighed on three consecutive days
at the beginning and end of each season, and weekly or biweekly during the balance of the period. Daily milk yields
were recorded, and weekly composite milk samples were
tested for butterfat.

Barn feeding was at no time discontinued entirely, although the rate varied frequently. The rate of barn feeding was regulated to maintain the milk yield at an average
decline of 2.5 percent per week, using the production for
the first week on pasture as a basis.

In 1933 the cows were on pasture continuously except
during milking hours. In 1934 and 1935 they were kept
in dry lots at night and grazed only during the day. They
had access to salt, drinking water, and shade in each pasture.

Rainfall at Clemson averaged 53.33 inches over a period
It is usually evenly distributed throughout
of 45 years.
the year except during the months of October and November. The growing period averages about 220 days. In
1935, however, only 175 days elapsed between killing frosts.
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Table 44. Suiimiary on a per acre basis of grazing tests with
on permanent Beimuda and on cari^et grass pastures,
Clemson, S. C, 1933-35.

Carpet

Bermuda grass
Item

Unit

3-year average, 1933-35

cattle

grass

average

2-yr. av.

1934-35

1934-35

Pasture

Pasture

Pasture

Pasture

Pasture

1

2

3

4 (check)

5

pH

5.5

o

.

yj

o o

Limestone^
tons
16 percent superphosphate, annually lbs.

1.5

J-

.

o

1

Soil reaction

and

treat-

ment:
Average pH value
1935

Manure per

5.1

.

^

237.53

30 8-

acre, an-

nually^

tons

Grazing data:
Pasture area
acres
Calendar days, continuous grazing
no.
Cow days^..
do
Total gain or loss in
liveweight
Total 4 percent milk'^
Total grain fed
Total beet pulp fed..
Total silage fed

lbs.

do
do
do
do

5

2

2

2

.97

1.38

197
342

197
310

192
366

186
226

180
263

62
11,434
3,256
55
539

74
9,356
2,849
42

81
11,125
3,212

52
7,405
2,214
85
303

535

5

67
63

-7

7,107
2,748

183
636

lApplied to pastures 1 and 2 in May 1931, and to pasture 3 in November 1932.
-An average of three applications: 450 pounds in March 1933; 237.5 pounds in
February 1934 and 237.5 pounds in February 1935.
;

^Applied in March 193'<
4Applied in January 1933, 1934, and 1935.
51,000 pounds average weight.
^Milk converted to 4 percent basis.

United States Department of Agriculture, AgAdjustment Administration Bulletin SRAC-5,
''Permanent Pastures," pages 38, 39, and 40, table 25, Washington, D. C, June 1938.
Reference

:

ricultural
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VII

MISCELLANEOUS
Controlling

Weeds and Brush

The farmers and agricultural leaders contacted in making the pasture survey shown in Part II of this bulletin
all agreed that controlling weeds and other undesirable pas-
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ture plants was one of the most important and profitable
pasture practices they had observed or practiced. These
people likewise agreed that the mowing machine was the
most effective and practical means of controlling these
plants.
These statements are substantiated by the fact
that 72 of the 86 farmers surveyed, mowed their pastures
an average of 1.8 times per year as shown in table 6 on

page

22.

pointed out on page 41 of this bulletin that bushwere satisfactorily controlled on one of the experiment
station pastures at State College, Mississippi, by mowing
It is

es

the pasture twice per year.

A
of

discussion on mowing to control weeds and the value
same taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment

Station Bulletin 356, "Pastures in Mississippi," is given below, also table from the same reference showing the production of seed by different weeds and the effect of mowing on the yield and composition of pasture material.

Mowing

to Control

Weeds"

Timely mowing is one of the most important pasture improvement or management practices that Mississippi farmers can follow.
This
lity,

is

especially true on soils of a

medium

or low ferti-

even when seedings of desirable plants have been made

and satisfactory stand obtained.

The

desirable plants are

in competition with the undesirable plants for soil moisture

and plant food.
sedges

common

The undesirable

plants, as the

to Mississippi, are able to

weeds and

grow on

soils of

a lower level of fertility than are the grasses and legumes
used for pasture. Usually taller in growth, they tend to

They are unand are thus allowed by grazing ani-

shade out the desirable low-grazing plants.
palatable to livestock

mals to grow and produce seed unhindered, while the desirable plants are grazed and their seed production is greatly reduced.
*Taken from Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 356, "Pastures
in Mississippi," pages 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27, tables 13 and 14, State College,
Mississippi, July, 1941.
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Common Weeds

The number of seed produced by the common weeds is
surprisingly large. Averages of seed counts made on several species of weeds common to Mississippi pastures are

shown in table 45. When it is realized that a single bitterweed plant may produce 3,102 seed, and a single daisy flea-

—

bane plant produced 22,785 seed it is easy to understand
why weeds unhindered **take" a pasture.

With uneven grazing or the lack of mowing permitting
weeds to make these average numbers of seed per plant,
pasture plants will gradually give

if

Table 45 below shows
allowed to seed.

how

way

to the weeds.

undesirable plants will spread

Table 45. Seed production of some iiasture weeds
Heads per
Plant

plant

Bitterweed (Helenuim tenufolium)

24

Mayweed (Anthemis

12
12
93

cotula)
Thistle (Circium lanceolatiim )
Daisy fleabane (Erigeron philadelphicus)

Curled-leaf dock

(Rumex

....

crispus)

Seed per
head

130
169
863
245

Seed per
plant

3,120
2,028
10,356
22,785
10,506

The value of mowing for the control of weeds is emphaby data obtained in a mowing test conducted at the

sized

Central Station, State College, Mississippi.

Used in this test was an established permanent pasture
on Houston soil. Grazing was made up principally of Dallis and Bermuda grasses, and hop and white Dutch clovers.
Portions of the pasture were left unmowed for comparison
with the mowed area. No other treatment was employed.
Palatability

Improved by Mowing

Representative areas of both mowed and unmowed areas
were protected from grazing by means of movable cages,,
and total yields were obtained by harvesting the growth at
frequent intervals so as to duplicate as far as possible the
conditions of grazing. Unprotected areas of the same size,
mowed and unmowed, and representative of the growth by
grazing cattle, were harvested at the same time. The dif-
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ference between the yields of the protected and the unprotected areas represents the quantity of pasture growth that
w^as eaten by grazing cattle.
The 3-year average yields
are reported as dry matter per acre in table 46.
Table 46. Effect of mowing on the yield and composition
of x)^*stui'e material
Dry weight

Seasonal averages

yield

Treatment

Mowed
Unmowed

pounds

Percent not eaten

20.28
50.18

4,052.6
4,386.6

Percent protein

11.76
6.92

Several very significant and important results are shown
Most significant is the fact that the cattle
left two and one-half times the amount of herbage produced on the unmowed plots as was left on the mowed
plots. This was due to the presence of weeds and unpalatable plants on the unmowed areas.
The tall undesirable
plants daisy fleabane and mayweed during the spring,
and ragweed during the summer growing in combination
with the clovers and grasses, caused the unmowed areas
The averto yield slightly more plant material per acre.
age difference in yield was 334 pounds of dry material or
in this table.

—

—

8.2 percent in favor of the

unmowed

plots.

The yields of plant material do not tell the full story of
pasture production, however. The one purpose of pasture
forage production is that it be eaten by livestock. In this
test, the cattle grazed 79.7 percent or 3,230 pounds of forage per acre on the mowed area and the cattle grazed only
49.8 percent or 2,195 pounds of forage on the unmowed
area.
Thus, although slightly more forage was produced
on the unmowed area, the grazing animals secured actually
about 50 percent more feed from the mowed area.
;

Protein Increased by

Mowing

Quality of production must also be considered. The lower crude protein content of the herbage produced on the
unmowed areas over-balanced the slightly greater yield of
plant material per acre. Producing an average of 4,386.6
pounds of dry material per acre of a 6.92 percent crude protein content means an acre production of 304.4 pounds of
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crude protein from the unmowed area. The mowed area
had a seasonal average of 11.76 percent protein, which
equals 476.6 pounds of crude protein per acre. This is a
difference of 172 pounds of crude protein in favor of mowing, and the difference is equivalent to the amount contained in 422 pounds of 41 percent cottonseed meal. Timely
mowing prevents the production of weed seed. By eliminating the uneven competition due to selective grazing and
by consequent reduction of the weed population, improves
the quality of pasture production.

Timely mowing is not just mowing, and weeds cannot
be controlled by mowing after they have seeded. Mowing
after seed have matured serves as reseeding rather than
as control.

Time

of

Mowing Important

Bitterweed and mayweed should be mowed when blossoms have started forming rather than after they begin to
bloom, for at this stage the seed are capable of germinating.
Other annual weeds should be mowed when flowering begins.
It is necessary to mow perennial weeds for
2 or 3 years, as they produce underground plant parts, by
means of which they live from year to year. If these
storage parts are not dug, the above-ground portion must
be kept mowed until all storage material in the underground parts is used in initiating new growth.

Other than improving the quality of production by weed
mowing improves the quality of desirable pasture

control,

The crude protein content of Dallis or Bermuda
grass can be increased by mowing, so that the seed stalks
and fibrous growth are soon replaced by leaf growth.
plants.

The harvested material from a pure stand of Dallis grass
when in the seeding stage analyzed 6.9 percent crude pro-

Two weeks later the material harvested from the
same area contained 18.74 percent. A pure stand of Bermuda grass handled in the same manner produced, in the
tein.

seeding stage, material containing 7.1 percent crude proweeks later was of a 19.08
percent crude protein content. In both these instances the
protein content of desirable pasture grasses was more than
doubled by mowing.
tein while material harvested 2
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Controlling Fire in Pastures

Conducted by: Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Guthrie, Oklahoma.
Period: 1932-1940.

Purpose: To determine the effect of burning grazed and
ungrazed pasture on the yield of hay and also the survival
of various plants.

Procedure and conditions: In 1932, 110 acres of land, lying just east of the main farm of the Red Plains Conservation Experiment Station farm at Guthrie was leased for
experimental purposes. Part of this land was in native
grass and scrub oak.
The remainder, which had been

abandoned from cultivation, was used from 1932 to 1938
for various kinds of plant cover studies. In 1939 and 1940
the whole 110 acres was used for experimental grazing.
Beginning in 1932, a fire guard 40 feet wide was burned
along the property lines and roadsides each fall as soon as
there was danger from unrestricted burning. In 1939 and
1940, another area which had been protected from grazing
since 1930, was burned in the fall for experimental purposes. Thus, there were six different conditions available
for study. A comparison of the amount of grass produced
on the fire guards which were fall burned 8 years was made
with that on the protected pasture under both grazed and
ungrazed conditions. Another comparison of the grass on
virgin land which was burned in the fall 2 years was made
with that from an area that had been protected from both
fire and grazing 11 years.
Composite samples of the native grass from areas of
equal size on each of the six locations were collected in
October 1930, and weighed. The results are given in table
47.

Table 47. Effect of annual fall burning on yield of native
grass, Red Plains Conservation Experiment
Station, Guthrie,

Oklahoma
Yi eld

>

Plot Treatment

Ungrazed
Ungrazed
Ungrazed
Ungrazed
Grazed 2
Grazed 2

years and unburned
8 years and burned
11 years and unburned
11 years and unburned 2 years..
years and unburned
years and burned 8 years
8

Hay

(pounds)

2,886
1,3 6 6

3,097
1,858
1,216
49 6
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In a careful examination of the vegetation on the unburned as compared to the burned areas, perennial plants
were found to predominate on the unburned land, while the
plant cover where burning had occurred consisted largely
Apparently this condition had developed beof annuals.

cause the fire destroyed the seed of the perennial grasses
and the old parent plants had died.

Reference: Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station
'The Effects of Burning Pasture and
Woodland Vegetation," Stillwater, Oklahoma, pages 4 and
Bulletin No. B-247,
5,

table

1,

April, 1941.

PART

VIII

SUPPLEMENTAL PASTURE
Year-around grazing

probably the aspiration of every
of the grazing season on permanent pastures in Mississippi is probably about
5 to 6 months.
This condition indicates that one of the
critical problems confronting livestock farmers in Mississippi is to find, if possible, economical ways of extending
grazing over the rest of the year. To do this will mean
that grazing must be provided for the dry late summer
and early fall and for winter and early spring.
livestock farmer.

is

The average length

Milk receipts from various milk plants in Mississippi
show that milk production increases approximately 100 percent during the spring and early summer seasons. It is
also recognized that most of the beef gains on pasture are
made during the same seasons in Mississippi. It seems
important, therefore, that farmers provide, if economically possible, green grazing during the critical periods
mentioned above in order that high milk production and
beef gains be continued throughout the year. Such grazing would greatly reduce the usual cost of feeding during

such periods.
In recent years certain farmers in Mississippi have tried
out various means of extending the grazing season on their
farms. Likewise, the Mississippi Experiment Station has
conducted experiments along this line. Some of the other
states have done considerable experimenting with supplemental grazing crops.
•
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The results of some of these farmer experience and experiment station tests are given on the following pages of
this bulletin. These results appear in this order:
Mississippi

Farmer

Experiment Station

experiences.
results.

Rates and dates of seeding supplemental grazing crops.

Mississippi

Farmer Experiences

Northeast Mississippi Area. In this area barley and oats
with crimson clover have provided excellent grazing during
the fall and winter season. Of course, many other similar
cases may be cited in this area. It is recommended that
these crops be sown early, probably August 15 to September 15, if early fall grazing is to be secured. After the
oat crop is harvested, either for grain or as a grazing crop
it might be followed by Sudan grass or some other crop
for supplemental summer grazing.

Rye

grass, crimson clover, white

Dutch

clover,

and Per-

sian clover have been planted and gave good results in
this area.

These crops

may

be planted either on the per-

manent pasture land or on crop land, whichever is desirable. At any rate these crops afford good winter and early
spring grazing and in some cases, as with white Dutch
clover, grazing

the

may

be had throughout the spring and into

summer months.

Kudzu and lespedeza sericea have provided excellent
grazing in this area during dry summer and fall months
and are usually planted on critical slopes not suitable for
cultivation or

permanent pasture.

Summarizing, it seems that practically year-around succulent grazing might be obtained in this area by the use
of the crops mentioned above, along with good permanent
pasture, if the grazing program is properly planned in advance so that the crops might be planted at the proper
time and on the soil best adapted to each plant.

Brown Loam Area.

Kudzu and lespedeza

sericea have

provided temporary grazing during the dry
early fall seasons in this Area. Of course, it

summer and
is

recognized
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that it is more difficult to establish these crops than some
other crops. However, they can be established on rather
steep slopes and possibly badly eroded soils that might
not be used otherwise economically, as well as on the better soils.

Oats and crimson clover have given good fall and winter
grazing in this Area. When these crops are planted in
early September or late in August, grazing has begun as
early as October and continued until April 30.
Crimson
clover is sometimes planted alone and seems to thrive better on the higher soils in this Area, while wild winter
peas can be planted on the lower or wet soils.

Some farmers follow the practice of planting lespedeza
with oats; lespedeza does not afford any winter grazing
but does afford grazing in the spring, summer and early
fall if sufficient moisture is available.
In some cases it is
cut for hay.

Wild winter peas have given excellent results as a winter
grazing crop in this Area. This crop affords late winter
and early spring grazing, as do white Dutch clover and
bur clover. These three crops may be grown either in the
permanent pasture or as supplemental crops on crop land
and in the latter case, they can be allowed to reseed or a
crop of seed may be harvested. For seed to be produced,
however, it is necessary to discontinue grazing during the
Wild winter peas are toxic to livestock
seeding period.
during the seeding period.

South Mississippi Area. For the spring and summer
grazing, kudzu and lespedeza sericea have been grown very
successfully in some sections of this Area and in many cases
they have been grazed temporarily;
seems to be necessary, especially with
been grazed as early as May 15 and
April 1.
Alyce clover has also been
in this Area and can usually be grown
soil; it is

mon

a

warm weather

plant.

lespedeza) has also been

controlled

grazing

Kudzu has

kudzu.

sericea as early as

grown

successfully

on any good cotton

Lespedeza (usually com-

grown

successfully in South

Mississippi and used as a temporary grazing crop.

crop usually grows well on practically

all soils.

This
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and winter grazing, oats and vetch have been

grown successfully throughout the Area also crimson clover and wild winter peas have been grown in a few cases
;

on the better soils and used for supplemental grazing.
Rye grass has also been used as a supplemental grazing
crop. Lespedeza is very commonly grown for fall grazing.
It is necessary, in nearly all cases, that these fall and winter crops be reseeded annually, whereas, some of the spring
and summer crops such as kudzu and sericea are perennials.
Another advantage of growing such crops as kudzu and
sericea is that they may be grown on critical slopes not
suitable for growing other crops or permanent pasture.
Also, if they are not used for grazing, they can be cut
for hay which is good in quality if cut at the proper stage
and properly cured. They provide excellent grazing insurance in event the summer and early fall seasons are exceptionally dry and the permanent pasture becomes short or
plays out.
In many cases in South Mississippi, oats are planted and
used not only as a temporary grazing crop during the winter and early spring but are harvested for grain as well.
Where they are harvested for grain, grazing is usually

discontinued prior to April
In

some

cases,

1.

either rye grass, lespedeza or crimson

clover are planted in combination with oats and after the

oats are either harvested for grain or grazed off, the lesstill be used throughout the summer and early

pedeza can
fall

as a temporary grazing crop or

may

be cut for hay.

Thus, in summarizing, the following supplemental crops
grown in South Mississippi, by seasons:

are

Spring,

summer and

icea,

Late

fall,

early fall: Kudzu, lespedeza serAlyce clover, and lespedeza.

winter and early spring:

Oats, vetch, rye-

grass, wild winter peas, and crimson clover.
It is necessary that these crops be planted according to
the need on individual farms and on the soils to which
each crop is best adapted. Some of these crops are planted particularly for the purpose of conserving soil, grazing
being more or less incidental. This is particularly true of
kudzu and lespedeza sericea which are often planted, as
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slopes and left on the land

permanently.
Prairie Area.

This Area

is

probably adapted to a wider

variety of plants than most of the other
sissippi,

soil

areas in Mis-

but variations within the area are such that they

should probably be discussed in more detail as to their adaptation to soil types.

On

soils of

high lime content, such as Sumpter, Johnson

grass and sweet clover are grown as supplemental grazing
crops.

With

additional aids such as fertilizer application

and special preparation, wild winter peas, alfalfa, and
crimson clover are grown. Of course, Johnson grass and
alfalfa

would provide supplemental grazing

in

summer,

while wild winter peas, crimson clover, and sweet clover

would provide

late

winter and early spring grazing.

On terrace soils, from neutral to high lime content, Johnson grass, sweet clover, wild winter peas, Persian and
Lappacia clover, vetch and Korean lespedeza are grown;
and with special aid, such as fertilizer application, and special preparation, alfalfa and crimson clover are grown.
On bottom

soils of high lime content, such as Catalpa,
and Leeper, Johnson grass, wild winter peas, Persian clover, crimson clover, and vetch are grown on soils
having good drainage.

Trinity,

On soils, usually acid, such as Kaufman, Una, Oktibbeha,
Eutaw, Kipling, Geiger and Crockett, crimson clover, wild
winter peas, and Persian clover may be grown as supplemental grazing crops.
Thus in summarizing, it might be said that some green
grazing has been provided in all the four areas mentioned
above during every month in the year, even though some
weeks there was very little if any grazing. Nevertheless,
farmers have said that this supplemental grazing has reduced the cost of milk production and the maintenance of
livestock.

In this study some observations were made as to the
Small
soils on which these crops were grown.

kind of
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grains, crimson clover, bur clover, Austrian peas, and the

vetches seemed to thrive best on well drained

medium

to

high

fertility.

soils

with

Lespedeza did best on acid

soils,

and crimson clover was found growing on acid soils but
seemed to do better on neutral and lime soils. Wild winter
peas were found to thrive on extremely moist or wet

soils.

In fact, they did well on soils so wet that most other leg-

umes

failed to grow.

White Dutch clover did best on moist

fertile soils.

Grazing Johnson Grass and Wild Winter Peas
In figure

8,

cows are shown grazing wild winter peas on

W. A. Swoope's farm, Columbus,
This pasture

is

on Catalpa

Mississippi.

soil.

Cows were grazed intermittently from June 1 to September 30, 1942, on Johnson grass and wild winter pea residue
from November 1, 1942 to January 7, 1943, on wild winter
peas; also from February 10 to March 1, 1943, on wild
winter peas. No fertilizer was used on the crops.
During the three grazing periods shown above, this 84acre pasture provided a total of 40,650 cow-days grazing
or an average of 484 cow-days grazing per acre.

Figure

8.

Wild winter pea pasture,

A\

.

Mississippi

A. Swoopo larni,

1

olimibus,
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Wild Winter Peas as Supplemental Pasture,

Lowndes County,
The picture below
ed by C. H. Reeves,
nate plant shown in
bloom. The picture

Mississippi
shows a part of a 45-acre pasture ownColumbus, Mississippi. The predomithe picture

is

wild winter peas in full
Natural14, 1942.

was taken on May

these peas are not as high as they would be normally
due to the fact that they had been grazed heavily.
ly,

The

soil

types are Sumpter, Catalpa, Houston, and Hunt.

Wild winter peas were planted on a 10 to 12-year-old
sod of Bermuda, Dallis and Johnson grass for the purpose
of providing grazing as well as seed production.

Sixty-one head of cows were kept on the 45 acres from
1 to March 15, 1942 and were sold on March 15
for 15 cents per pound. The principal part of the grazing
during this period was from the peas. The only additional
feed given was hay cut from the same field or pasture
and the maximum amount fed was 8 bales per day to the
In addition, $3,300.00 worth of wild winter
entire herd.
pea seed were harvested and sold from this field after
grazing was discontinued March 15, 1942.

November

Figure

9.

Wild winter pea

field, C.

H. Reeves' farm, Columbus,

Mississippi
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Grazing Lespedeza Sericea
The photograph below shows dairy cattle grazing on a
field of lespedeza sericea
ville,

on A. D. Kelly's farm, Mashula-

Mississippi.

Mr. Kelly grazed 17 cows and 5 to 7 head of horses exclusively on this 11-acre field

Wilcox

from May

1 to

November

15,

intermediate between Lufkin and
Oktibbeha. The soil is in the Flatwood Area of Noxubee
County and 5 years ago it was idle broom sedge land.
1943.

It is

soil,

The season was exceptionally dry

in

1943 in this area

and Mr. Kelly was forced to graze his sericea field or sell
the majority of his cows. He stated that his cows held up
well in milk production in spite of the fact that he had to
drive them over a mile each day so that they might get
drinking water.
He also stated that there was nothing
else growing in the field except sericea and that he had
no trouble getting the cattle to eat the sericea, either as a
hay or pasture crop. This field usually produces about 2
tons of hay per acre and is grazed in the fall, but in 1943
it was necessary, as already mentioned, to graze the field
continuously from May 1 to November 15.

No

fertilizer

was used on

this field.

Figure 10. Lespedeza sericea field, grazed as a supplemental summer
crop on A. D. Kelly's farm, Mashulaville, Mississippi
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Experiment Station Results
Kudzu as a Temporary Grazing Crop
Conducted by: Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Natchez, Mississippi.
Period:

1940-43.

Purpose: To control erosion and provide temporary grazing for livestock.
Steep, badly eroded

Soil:

brown loam

hill land.

Procedure and conditions: A 7-acre paddock was set to
in March, 1940, on badly eroded land.

kudzu

In October 1942, just before frost, II/2 tons of hay per
acre were harvested. In January 1943, the land was disked three times with a disk harrow which resulted in a
thicker stand and a higher quality hay the following growing season. The summer of 1943, however, proved to be
very dry in this section and pastures reached a dangerously
low state of production. To help offset this lack of pasturage, on June 4, 31 head of cattle consisting of 23 cows,
7 calves and 1 bull were turned in on the 7-acre paddock
of kudzu. No record was kept on the weight or gains of
the bull.

Grazing results from this 7-acre paddock are shown in
table 48.

Table 48. Grazing results on 7 acres of kudzu,
79 day test; Mississippi, 1943.
Period

1

Length

Number

of test, days

28
31
18
77.1

head
Average gain per head, pounds
Average gain per acre, pounds
Period

of cattle grazed,

2:

Length of

Number

test,

days

51

head
Average gain per head, pounds
Average gain per acre, pounds
Periods 1 and 2:
Average gain per acre, pounds
of cattle grazed,

Reference:

Mississippi

Farm

6

75
64.3

141.4

Research, Vol.

7,

No.

6,

June 1944, State College, Mississippi.

The results of tests given on the following pages were
from tests conducted in other states but it is believed
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that they were under conditions such that the results are
applicable in Mississippi.

Annual Winter Pasture For Beef Production
Conducted by:

Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Sta-

tion.

Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period:

Purpose:

Winter 1939 and 1940.

To compare

different winter grazing crops.

Procedure and conditions: The winter temporary pasture crops were seeded as nearly as possible around October 15 following the summer annual pastures. Oats and
rye were planted at the rate of 4 bushels per acre, hairy
vetch 30 pounds, and ryegrass 50 pounds per acre.

Good grade yearling Hereford were used in this test.
The animals were kept on and taken from the annual
winter pastures as needed to make the most effective use
of the crops. A mineral mixture composed of equal parts
of salt, steamed bonemeal, and marble dust was kept before the cattle.

Table 49 shows the results of this

test.

Reference: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station
Twentieth Annual Report, 1939-40, pages 44 and 45, table
29, Tifton, Georgia, July 1940.

Table 49. Grazing results from annual winter pastures;
Tifton, Georgia, 1939-1940.

PASTURE

Number

of acres

Date on test
Date off testNumbei!' animals grazed
Av. initial weight, lbs
Av. final weight, lbs
Av. gain per animal, lbs.
Av. liveweight gain per
acre,

lbs

Oats and

Abruzzi

hairy vetch

rye

6

Oats following

common
lespedeza

6

Ryegrass

6

6

Feb. 14

Feb. 14

Feb. 14

Feb. 14

May

May

May

May

6*

3

3

6**

3

3
4* * **

410
534
124,

393
517
124

491
588
97

484
596
112

124

124

97

75

*Four of these animals placed on pasture April 3.
**Four of these animals removed from pasture April
***Four of these animals placed on pasture April 4.
****Two of these animals placed on pasture April 3.

4.
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Pasturing Beef Cattle on Johnson Grass During the
Winter Season 1939-1940, Alabama
Conducted by Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station.
:

Conducted at: Marion Junction, Alabama.
Period: 1939-1940.

Purpose: (1) To determine the efficiency of matured and
frosted Johnson grass when allowed to remain in the field
to be grazed.
(2) To determine the carrying capacity per
acre of the Johnson grass when the entire production is
utilized for wintering cattle.

Sumpter and Houston.
Procedure and conditions: An 80-acre field of Johnson
grass was used in the trial. This field had already furnished early spring grazing on clovers followed by a cutting of
Johnson grass hay in the summer. The first cutting of
hay was stacked in the field, a fence put around the stacks,
and the grass allowed to grow without cutting for the rest
of the season.
The beef breeding herd of 83 cows and
30 fall calves was turned on this field on November 15,
1939.
At that time, the Johnson grass, which had been
frosted, was largely headed out and ranged from waist to
shoulder high. The cattle were allowed to graze the frosted grass until it was cleared up, after which the stacked
hay was fed over the fence. Each cow received an average
Soil:

of 2.23 pounds of cottonseed meal per head daily as a supplement to the grass and hay. The results of the trial are

given in table 50.

The carrying capacity period

of 106 days for the 83 cows
to be compared with a required wintering period of 109 days (average for the previous 3 years). In carrying this herd for 106 days or from
November 15 to March 1, the field furnished all the rough-

and 30 calves on 80 acres

is

age needed.
Table 50. Wintering; beef breeding herd on Johnson grass
and cottonseed meal; Alabama
1938-1939.

Length of carrying period, days
Weight loss per cow, pounds
Gain per calf, pounds
Cottonseed meal consumed per cow, pounds

106
68.4

109.0
235.4

Reference: Mimeograph 'The Use of Black Belt Lands
In the Production of Beef Cattle," pages 4 and 5, table 2,
Black Belt Substation, Marion Junction, Alabama, April
16, 1941.
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Crop Program for Production of Milk On The Lime
Soils of the Black Belt in Alabama
The cropping program for the 202-acre grade **A" dairy
unit requires 4-3/4 acres of crops and pasture per animal.
The crops and acreages are shown in the diagram.
Crops and Acreages per Animal Unit
Total acreage per cow: 4-3/4 acres
Field No. 1

Field No. 2

Oats
followed by
Johnson grass

Barley
followed by
Johnson grass

1

Acre

1

Acre

Field No. 3
Wild winter peas
followed by
Johnson grass
1

Acre

Field No. 4
Permanent pasture
Black Medic
White Dutch
Dallis grass
1-3/4 Acres

Fields No. 1 and 2. In this program fields No. 1 and No.
2 are planted in oats and in barley to provide winter grazing and to produce grain for winter feeding. If preferred,
The
field No. 2 may be planted to oats instead of barley.
best drained soils are used for small grain production. At
this Substation, Sumpter soils (eroded whitish or greyish
hill tops underlaid with Selma chalk) produce relatively
higher yields of small grain than other soil types.

In addition to furnishing winter grazing and producing
grain for winter feeding, these fields also produce Johnson
grass, which comes as a volunteer crop following harvest
of the small grains. The Johnson grass is used for supplementary grazing or for hay as needed.
Field No. 3. Field No. 3 is planted to wild winter peas,
which are used for winter and early spring pasture. The
Johnson grass following the wild winter peas is cut for hay
Wild winter peas
or is used as supplementary grazing.
make their best growth on bottomlands that are too wet
throughout the winter for small grains or other legumes.
Field No. 4. Field No. 4 is in a clover-grass permanent
pasture, consisting of black medic, and white Dutch clovThis pasture is grazed as long as it
ers, and Dallis grass.
When grazing on this
will supply nutritious green feed.
permanent pasture is reduced because of drought or frost,
fields Nos. 1, 2, and 3, are used for supplementary grazing
and to supply required hay.
Fertilizer applications. Fields No. 1 and No. 2 are fertiwith 200 pounds of superphosphate or 400 pounds of
About March
basic slag per acre at grain-planting time.
1 the small grains are top-dressed with 100 to 200 pounds

lized

of nitrate of soda.
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400 pounds of superphosphate or 800 pounds
and 50 to 100 pounds of muriate of potash
per acre are applied to fields No. 3 and No. 4.
In the

fall

of basic slag,

Reference: Leaflet, May 1944, by K. G. Baker, Supt.,
Black Belt Substation, Marion Junction, Alabama, ''Crop
Program for Production of Grade 'A' and Process Milk on
the Lime Soils of the Black Belt."

The above information shows the permanent and supplemental pasture cropping and grazing program followed by
the Agricultural Experiment Station, Marion Junction, Alabama.

No records are kept as to the results obtained by fields
or from each crop, however, this procedure has given the
most practical results over a period of years

in that less
necessary, especially grain feeding, than any
system of management used. In fact, no roughage is fed
and most of the grain fed is produced from the grains
planted in this rotation or on the 4-3/4 acres allotted to

feeding

is

each animal unit.

Comparison of Temporary Grazing Crops for
Beef Steers
Conducted by: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1933-1938.

Purpose: To .determine the effect of grazing various
temporary pastures on the weight of cattle.

Procedure and conditions:

was begun

Work on temporary

pastures

and included kudzu,
cattail millet, Otootan soybeans, common lespedeza and
velvetbeans. Results of pasturing kudzu are available for
the 6 years, 1933-38, and for the other crops for the 4
years, 1935-38. The kudzu pasture was used continuously
during the summer season (from about May 1 until November 1 for the 6 years). The other crops (except lespedeza) were planted each spring. Lespedeza was scattered
broadcast over the oats in the spring and thereafter came
up voluntarily in the oats stubble. Cattail millet was preceded each winter by a combination of oats and hairy
vetch; Otootan soybeans by Abruzzi rye or by ryegrass;
common lespedeza by oats and velvetbeans by Abruzzi rye.
The summer crops, except lespedeza, were planted in rows
and cultivated as much as was thought sufficient.
at Tifton, Georgia, in 1933

;
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were used on any of the temporary pas-

tures.

Steers only were used on the kudzu pasture. Good grade
Hereford steers and heifers were used on the other temporary grazing crops. A mineral composed of equal parts
of salt, bonemeal, and ground limestone was kept before
the animals at all times. With the kudzu and lespedeza
excepted, the pastures were divided into two parts and each
part alternately grazed for 3 or 4 weeks. Animals were
put on and taken off pastures when considered advisable.

Results of this grazing test are shown in table 51.
Table 51. Comparative effect of grazing temporary pastures on the
weight of cattle, Tifton, Georgia, 1933-39, 1935-38.
4-year average
1935-38

6-year average
1933-39

Kudzu

Acres grazed
Acres per animal^

Average

initial

Cattail
millet

Otootan
soybeans

Common
lespedeza

Velvetbeans^

3

6

6

7.1

6

.94

.71

.74

1.1

.92

497

484

504

498

598

239

80

G3

106

28

247

131

108

92

39

weight,

lbs

Average gain per animal, lbs

Average liveweight gain
per acre, lbs
^Calculated by Southern Division.
22-year average.

Reference: Mimeographed leaflet, Southern Division,
A. A. A., ''Experimental Data on Kudzu," pages 11 and 12.

Grazing Kudzu Continuously
Conducted by: Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1933-40.

Purpose: To determine the value of kudzu as a crop for
continuous grazing.
Soil:

Norfolk and Tifton sandy loam.

Procedure and conditions: Kudzu is usually considered a
temporary pasture upon which grazing is practiced heavily
for short periods v^ith intervening periods of rest for revival of grov^th allov^ed. On this test, however, the cattle

were put on in the spring and grazing continued all summer. The purpose was to determine the carrying capacity
and yield, and also to see if grazing could be practiced without interruption throughout the season.
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Kudzu seed were planted at the rate of V/o pounds per
acre in 4-foot rows on March 12, 1931. The following May
drought damaged the stand so much that transplanting
with crowns had to be done the next winter. About one
gallon of stable manure was placed around each plant to
hasten growth and establishment. The field was cultivated
the first year and part of the second year. The pasture
was not well enough established to start grazing until the
spring of 1933.
Later data indicate that crowns are more desirable than
seed for establishing kudzu in the field because the crowns
grow off faster and a more uniform stand is secured.

By the end of 1935, or 5 years after starting, the kudzu
appeared to be losing vigor. During the last week in February, 1936, two tons of stable manure were broadcast per
acre, and the land turned deep with a two-horse plow. The
turning of the pasture covered the manure, loosened the
soil, and reset the kudzu plants.
The result was a good
stand and renewed growth vigor in 1936. It appears necessary to follow this practice about every 5 years.
In the fall of 1934, caterpillars destroyed kudzu leaves,
and the animals had to be removed on October 16, which

was responsible for the low gain in liveweight per acre for
that year as shown in table 52.
Table 52. Kudzu grazed continuously, upland pasture.
Three acres. Feililized with stable manure around crowns in
1932 and broadcast in 1936, Georgia, 1933-40.
8-yr.

1933

Grazing started
Grazing
finished

No. steers
grazed

Average

steer,

in

3

May

6

Novl4* Octl6** Nov

5

Nov

11

4

30

1937

Apr

27

Nov

2

1938

Mar
Oct

22
4

1939

Apr

26

Nov

1

1940 average
,

May

29

Oct 16
3.25

3

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

388

465

515

547

544

521

435

438

481.6

646

539

862

784

782

839

667

630

718.6

774

372

1039

711

714

953

695

576

729.3

258.0

74.4

346.3

237.0

238.0

317.7

231.7

192.0

236.9

258.0

124.0

346.3

237.0

238.0

317.7

231.7

192.0

243.1

final

weight, lbs
Total gain liveweight, lbs. _
Av. lbs. gain per

Gain

1936

Apr

Apr

May

1935

initial

weight, lbs

Average

1934

lbs

annual

liveweight per
acre,

lbs.

*Two animals used during April, the third added April 25.
**Caterpillar3 damaged leaves and caused animals to be removed

early.

Reference: Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station BulNo. 27, 'Tastures for the Coastal Plain of Georgia,"
pages 44 and 49, table 18, Tifton, Georgia, June 1942.
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Lespedeza for

Temporary Pasture
Conducted by: Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1932-40.

Purpose: To determine the value of a combination winter
and summer crop pasture in beef production.
Soil:

Norfolk and Tifton sandy loam.

Procedure and conditions: The combination temporary
pasture consisted of oats planted in November for late
winter grazing followed by common lespedeza for summer
grazing. The combination was started by planting 4 bushels of oats per acre in the fall.
Oats were grazed in the
spring, and about March 1 common lespedeza (20 pounds
per acre) was seeded at a heavy rate in order to get earlier
grazing than could be had by light seeding. Oats give best
results when seeded in early October, but it has been necessary to delay plowing until about November 1 to 10 so
that lespedeza seed can mature and volunteer the following spring. It is hardly possible to graze oats right on to
the time lespedeza is ready because oats are grazed out
about June 1 and lespedeza is not large enough to give much
grazing before July 1 on upland soils where moisture is
limited.

By having two

crops each year on the same land the

total gain per acre was 208.9 pounds over a 7-year average, or the sum of gains on both oats and lespedeza. No
grazing test was conducted on oats in 1935, due to a shift
of pastures.
No fertilizer was used on oats or lespedeza.
This test has been conducted on soil too dry for best lespedeza growth. Table 53 gives results of grazing on oats,
and table 54 gives results on lespedeza.

The above

practice has suggested modifications that are

worth consideration where these two crops are grown for

maximum

yields.

has been definitely shown that
both oats and
lespedeza, therefore, applications of around 300 pounds of
superphosphate, or equivalent, per acre in the fall preceding the planting of oats should prove worth while. Under
actual practice many farmers prefer to turn the land and
plant oats about October 1, disregarding reseeding of lespedeza.
This practice, although a little more expensive, allows the oats to be planted on time. The lespedeza seed,
25 to 30 pounds per acre, are sown on the young oats every
spring about March 1. This insures a good crop of lespeIn other field tests

phosphate

it

fertilizer is decidedly beneficial to
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deza which is not always had when reliance is placed on
volunteer reseeding. Where this practice is followed, Kobe
lespedeza can be used instead of common lespedeza, if desired.

Table 53. Oats for winter grazing, upland temporary pasture,
followed by common lespedeza, 6 acres, not fertilized.
(Results from lespedeza are

shown

in table 54).

1937

1938

7-yr.

1933

1935-

1934

1936

1939

aver-

1940

age

Grazing started Jan 16 Feb 27
Grazing finished Apr 25 May 29
No. steers
grazed
3
9
Average initial
weight,

Average

Jan 30

Feb

4

Feb

May

Apr

20

May

19

Jan

3

May

3

Feb

18

May

3

14

Feb a

May

3

6

7

7

4

6

6

6

459

461

370

351

398

493

491

431.8

655

579

483

436

555

582

588

554.0

589

1061

791

595

626

536

584

683.1

196.3

117.9

113.0

85.0

157.0

89.3

97.3

122.2

98.1

176.8

105.5**

79.3**

104.0

89.3

97.3

107.2

lbs.

final

weight,

lbs.

Total gain live-

weight,

Av.

steers,

Gain

lbs.

gain per

lbs.

lbs.

annual

in

liveweight per
acre, lbs

*No winter grazing crop
**Seven and

in 1935.
one-half acres.

Common

lespedeza following oats, upland temporary
pasture; 6 acres, not fertilized.
(Results from grazing preceding croj) of oats are shown
in table 53).

Table 54.

9-yr.

1934

1935

1936

1937

Grazing started

June Apr June

July

July

June

28

25

Grazing finished

Nov

Nov

1932

1933

1938

1939

1940

July

July

aver-

age

14

14

No. steers grazed

Average

9

Oct

14

10

22

1

3

Nov

Oct

Oct

3

5

3

10

7

Sept

Oct

28

4

4

June
18

Oct
21
5.4

3

4

6

10

7

6

4

5

601

435

533

400

517

494

583

529

652 527.1

852

674

657

462

627

590

741

637

725 662.8

752

959

746

619

773

577

633

538

291 654.2

250.7 239.7 124.3

61.9

110.4

96.0

158.0 107.6

72.8 135.7

125.3 159.8 124.3

82.5*

103.1*

76.9*

105.5

89.7

48.5 101.7

initial

weight,

Average

_

26

Nov

May

lbs.

_

final

weight,

lbs.

Total gain live-

weight,

Av.

lbs.

lbs.

gain per

steer, lbs

Gain

in

annual

liveweight, per
acre,

pounds

* Seven

and one-half acres.

Reference: Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station Bulthe Coastal Plain of Georgia,"
and 20, Tifton, Georgia, June

letin No. 27. ''Pastures for
pap-es 45 and 46, tables 19

^^42.
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Comparison of Various Winter Crops for
Temporary Pastures
Conducted by: Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1932-40 (presumably).

Purpose: To compare beef gains per acre from various
temporary crops.

v^inter

Soil:

Norfolk and Tifton sandy loam.

Procedure and conditions: This test was conducted on 6The crops were planted broadcast but were not
fertilized. The winter temporary pastures include (1) oats
and hairy vetch, (2) oats-lespedeza rotation, (3) Abruzzi
rye, and (4) Italian ryegrass. Winter temporary pastures
are important not only in the gains per acre in beef that
they furnish, but in the carrying of cattle during months
when they would otherwise have to be fed from the barn.
acre plots.

Table 55 gives average number of steers carried on 6acre pastures, also the average dates the animals were
placed on and taken off these pastures, and the average
gain in beef per acre. It will be noted that oats and hairy
vetch gave an average liveweight gain of 135 pounds per
acre, and that the grazing period was from February 1 to
May 5, or during a time when feed is generally at premium.

Oats alone gave liveweight gain of 107 pounds per acre,
Abruzzi rye 85 pounds and Italian ryegrass 50 pounds per
acre.

Table 55. Grazing results on various temporary winter crops,
Tifton, Georgia, 1932-40.
Pasture crops

Period
Grazing started
Grazing finished
Av. number of steers
grazed
Pounds gain in animal
liveweight per acre..
*7i acres during 2 years.

Oats and
hairy
vetch

Oats*

7-yr. av.

7-yr. av.

Abruzzi
rye

Feb

1

Feb

3

May

5

May

6

6-yr. av.

Feb 4
Apr 14

Italian

ryegrass

5-yr.av.

Feb 1
Apr 24

6.0

6.0

6.0

3.8

135

107

85

50

Oats following lespedeza in the oats-lespedeza rotation.

Reference: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station
Bulletin 27, ''Pastures for the Coastal Plain of Georgia,"
page 52, table 21, Tifton, Georgia, June 1942.
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Comparison of Various Summer Crops for
Temporary Pastures
Conducted by: Georgia Agricultural Experiment Station.

Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1932-40.

Purpose: To compare grazing results with steers on

les-

pedeza, Otootan soybeans, and velvetbeans.
Soil:

Norfolk and Tifton sandy loam.

Procedure and conditions: Otootan soybeans, although
not the highest beef producer, improved the soil for the following crops. Soybeans were an excellent temporary pasture and one reason why the beef yield was not greater
was because of occasional late summer attacks by caterpillars.
Thirty pounds of seed were planted per acre in
21/2-foot rows.

None

of the temporary pasture

was

fertilized.

The pas-

which was broadcast,
were planted in 21/2-foot rows and cultivated two or three
times and divided by a cross fence, and alternate or rota^
tures, with the exception of lespedeza

This allowed one-half of the pasture to rest and produce growth while the other was being
grazed.
tion grazing practiced.

There were 6 acres

in

each

plot.

Table 56. Grazing results on various temporary

summer

crops

Pasture crops
Cattail
millet

Period
Grazing
Grazing

started

finished

Lespedeza*

otootan
soybeans

Velvet-

beans

6-yr. av.

9-yr. av.

7-yr. av.

4-yr. av.

July 4
Sept 20

June 18

July 24
Sept 29

August

Oct 21

6

Sept 27

Average number steers
grazed
Gain in animal liveweight
per acre, lbs

9.2

5.4

8.7

7.0

148.2

101.7

98.3

42.0

* Seven and one-half acres during 2 years,
lespedeza rotation.

Lespedeza following oats in the oats

Reference: Georgia Coastal Plain

Experiment

Station

Bulletin 27, ''Pastures for the Coastal Plain of Georgia,"'
page 53-54, table 22, Tifton, Georgia, June 1942.
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Annual Summer Pasture for Beef Production
Conducted by Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station.
:

Conducted at: Tifton, Georgia.
Period: 1935-1939.

Purpose: To compare annual summer crops for beef production.

Procedure and conditions: In this test summer and winter
temporary pastures were grown in rotation on the same
land, giving two crops per year. The rotation is arranged
as nearly as possible where a legume follows a non-legume
crop. No fertilizer was used on any of the crops. All the
summer crops were planted in rows and cultivated with the
exception of common lespedeza which is sown broadcast on
young oats.

Good grade yearling Hereford steers and heifers were
used in this test in 1939. A mineral mixture was kept before the animals at all times. The results of this 5-year
test are

shown

in table 57.

Table 57. Annual

summer

pastures, Tifton, Georgia, 1935-1939.
Pasture
Cattail
millet

Av. number acres grazed
Av. number animals
grazed
Av. initial weight, lbs
Av. final weight, lbs
Av. gain per animal, lbs.
Av. liveweight gain per
acre, lbs

Otootan
soybeans
6.0

6.0

Common
lespedeza

Velvet-

beans*

6.9

6.0

8.3

7.5

6.1

6.4

492.0
583.0
91.0

510.0
579.0
69.0

504.0
610.0
106.0

611.0
645.0
34.0

141.0

102.0

92.0

41.0

*3-year average.

Reference: Georgia Coastal Plain Experiment Station
Twentieth Annual Report, 1939-40, pages 43 and 44, table
28, Tifton, Georgia, July 1940.

Kudzu Versus Native Grass as Pasture Plants

for

Dairy Cattle

Conducted by: Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Auburn, Alabama.
Period: Summer of 1934.
pasture season.

June

1

through remainder of
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Purpose: To determine the carrying capacity of kuduz,
and the relative effects of kudzu versus native grass pasture on the production of milk and butterfat and on the
color and flavor of milk.

Procedure and conditions: Four Jersey cows of as nearly
uniform age and productive capacity as possible were used
in the test.
All cows were fed concentrates at the ration
of 1 pound daily for each 21/2 pounds of milk produced.
Two cows were grazed on a luxuriant growth of kudzu and
two cows were given the run of pasture consisting of lespedeza, Bermuda, carpet, Dallis and other native grasses.
At the end of each 28-day period the cows were changed
from kudzu to grass and vice versa. To determine the
carrying capacity of kudzu, one cow was given the run of
an acre of kudzu and another was grazed on a half acre.
The effect on production is given in table 58.
Table 58. Kudzu versus native pasture in production of milk and
butterfat; Auburn, Alabama, 1934.
Pasture
In favor of

Kudzu

Grazing period, cow months..
Milk produced, pounds
Pat produced, pounds

Reference:

Southern

Data on Kudzu," page

kudzu

Grass
6

6

3202.5
150.98

Division,

2775.5
128.65

A.A.A.,

427.0
22.33

''Experimental

9.

Grazing Beef Cattle on Kudzu in Alabama
Conducted by: Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station.
Conducted at: Auburn, Alabama.
Period: 1934-35.

Purpose: To show the effect of grazing kudzu on the
weight of beef cows and on the stand of kudzu.

Procedure and conditions: Four acres of established kudzu on Station Farm were divided into five plots and grazed
at various rates with beef cows and heifers in the summer
of 1934 and 1935.

As a means

which kudzu
have been grazed as one
grazed with dry cows and
2-year-old heifers from June to August or September. The
of determining the extent to

will stand grazing, the 4 acres
field since 1935.
It was usually
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average grazing period was 68 days, and animal units per
acre 1.25. The kudzu was able to survive and make a good
growth. Grazing results are shown in table 59.
Table 59. Effect of grazing kudzu on the weight of beef
1934-35, 2-year average.
Method
Plot

of

Acres
per

No.

grazing

cow

11

Alternate

1

2

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

V2

3
4
iThis

plot

was divided

into

Cow

52
29
69
87

1

two ^-acre

Gain
(Pounds)

grazing
days, No.

IV2

70
25
95
137

and grazed alternately.

plots

Reference: Mimeographed leaflet. Southern
A.A.A., ''Experimental Data on Kudzu," page 8.

Kudzu

as a Grazing

coavs,

Division,

Crop for Hogs

Conducted by Alabama Agricultural Experiment Station.
:

Conducted at

:

(Presumably at Auburn)

Period: 1937, June 9 to July 9, for the sow and pigs;
June 9 to August 9 for the four shotes. 1938, May 11 to

July 20.

Purpose: To determine the value of kudzu as a grazing
crop for hogs.

Procedure and conditions: 1937: On June 9, one sow, six
suckling pigs, and four shotes were placed on one acre of
kudzu pasture. They were given no supplementary feed
Table 60. The effect of kudzu pasture plus some supplementary
feed in 1937, and kudzu alone in 1938, on the weight of hogs,

Alabama, 1937-38.
1937

1938

Kudzu pasture

plus

supplementary

feed'

Kudzu pasture only

Item
6
1

Sow

Av, weight when turned
on pasture, lbs
Time spent on pasture,
days
Average gain or loss per
animal, lbs

suckling
pigs

4

5

3

shotes

pigs

shotes

215

14.3

51

25

80

30

30

60

70

70

— 66

+ 71

^Ten pounds of corn and tankage daily for 2 weeks.
^Calculated by Southern Division.

+ .52

—

.42

+5.662
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the first week but during the next 2 weeks received 10
pounds of grain and tankage daily. Grain feeding was
then discontinued. The sow and suckling pigs were on the
pasture 30 days, and the four shotes, 60 days. 1938: On
May 11, five pigs and three shotes started grazing on one
acre of kudzu and were on pasture 70 days. They received
no supplementary feed. Results of this test are shown in
table 60.

Reference: Southern Division, A.A.A.,
Data on Kudzu," pages 12 and 13.

"Experimental

Rates and Dates of Seeding Supplemental
Grazing Crops
It is

generally accepted that the crops discussed in this

section of the bulletin should be seeded at heavier rates

when planted

for supplemental grazing than

for grain or harvested crops.

when planted

However, with high seed

they are at the present time, there is a question
of seeding might be.
Of course, the prices of the livestock products would be a
determining factor as well as available finances for purchasing seed. Most of the experiment station tests with
these crops on rates of seeding have been conducted where
they were planted as crops to be harvested rather than
for grazing crops.
prices, as

as to

what the most economical rate

Likewise, very little experimental data are available on
dates of seeding supplemental grazing crops in Mississippi,
though it is generally accepted that fall and winter grazing crops should be planted as soon as weather and moisture
conditions will permit and land is available in order to get
the maximum length fall and winter grazing season. General observation and experience has shown that, unless fall
and winter grazing crops are planted early there is quite a
period between the time summer grazing plays out in permanent pastures and the time when grazing can be had

from

fall

and winter crops.

Considering

all

these factors, the Mississippi Agricultur-

Experiment Station makes the following general recommendations below in table 61 as to rates and dates of seed-

al

ing supplemental grazing crops discussed in this bulletin.
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Table 61. Recommended dates and rates of seeding supplemental
pasture crops in Mississippi.
Plants

Oats

Rye grass

Date of

Rate of

seeding

seeding

By

Sept. 1

4

bushels

By

Sept. 1

25

pounds

—
—

Hulled Sept. 1
Unhulled Aug. 15

Crimson clover
Vetch

October

Bur clover

October

15 pounds
40 pounds

30

1

pounds

—
—

Hulled
10 pounds
Unhulled 10 bushels

1

6 feet each way
(approximately 1000
crowns)

In rows

Kudzu (crowns)*

Feb. 15 to Mar. 15

Lespedeza sericea

Seed one summer
Graze next

35

pounds

Lespedeza

By March

30

pounds

Wild winter peas

October

1

40 pounds

Persian clover

October

1

10 pounds

1

*Date and rate of setting crowns.

APPENDIX
The Delta Area

was not included

in the
Neither are
any experimental tests shown. This is due to the fact that
a small percentage of the Delta land is devoted to permanent pasture and not as much improvement and experimental work has been done as in other soil areas of Mississippi.
However, Dr. H. W. Bennett, Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, State College, Mississippi, made a special
study in 1944 of pastures in this Area, a summary of which
Recommendations are also given on land
is given below.
preparation, seeding and pasture management.

of Mississippi

special pasture study

shown

Study of Pastures
That practices

in this bulletin.

in the Mississippi Delta*

in pasture

making and management

for

the Delta will closely parallel those found essential and ef*Article by H. W. Bennett, Mississippi Farm Research, Vol. 7, No. 10, October
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, State College, Mississippi.

1944.
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with few exceptions, was shown
by an observational survey made during the past spring
and summer of Delta pastures. The principal exceptions
are directly related to soil fertility, and some deviations
from the recommended State-wide pasture mixture will be
necessary for larger yields and a longer summer grazing
ficient in the hill sections,

period.

This survey was made by the writer through the cooperation of the District and County Agents of the Delta,
interviews with planters, and A.A.A. records as to acreage, numbers and types of animals grazed, and included
studies of method, time,

and mowing,

fertilization,

amounts and kinds of seed sown,
and other management practices.

Unfortunately, good permanent pastures, especially during July, August, and September, are in the minority in

the Delta; but the fact that some do exist indicates that
more good pastures can be developed in this section.

The survey has

shown that those engaged in
made excellent progress in pasture development. It has as forcibly shown the lack of the
application of some practices known to be sound and efficient, especially grazing management and timely mowing.
forcibly

livestock enterprises, have

level of fertility in the Delta soils, combinations of spring clovers with summer clovers and grasses were found difficult to maintain, requiring special attention to seeding and management. An urgent need for

Eecause of a higher

experimental work on pastures for the Delta Area was
clearly shown.

The

opinions, observations, and recommendations herereported are those based entirely on the impressions and
information gained by the writer from this survey and are
not to be construed as a report of experimental information or data. However, most of the recommendations will
be based on these spring and summer observations in conjunction with information from data obtained from pasture experiments carried on in all parts of the hill section
in

of Mississippi.

Preparation for Delta Pastures
It

was noted that many seedings, regardless of whether
were thin, and some entirely lost.

:grass or clovers or both,
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because of not allowing time for the prepared seedbed to
become firm. Such preparation has proven worse than no
preparation at all, other than removing extremely large and
dense growth of undesirable weeds or other plants.

Many areas were plowed deep with moldboard plows and
then disked or harrowed until a good seedbed was prepared
on the surface. In the process of this plowing, clods, grass
and weeds were buried from 6 to 9 inches deep, and after
the subsequent disking or harrowing or both which perhaps completely pulverized the top 3 or 4 inches of soil
there remained a layer of clods, grass and weeds, some 3
to 4 inches thick between the pulverized surface and the
plow-sole.
Seed grown on such areas germinated, started
to grow, but when the roots struck this "spongy" area, in
seasons of small showers or light rainfall, they died. Seed
sown on areas well disked and harrowed immediately afterwards, without firming with rain, suffered a like fate or
else were buried by heavy rains.
Areas disked, harrowed,
seeded, and cultipacked is -by far the better method where
time is not allowed for firming.

—

A

firm seedbed

lishment.

It

is

is

an accepted principle

recommended

in pasture estab-

in Mississippi

Experiment

Station Bulletin 356 that "where soil preparation is made,
it should be done far enough in advance of planting for
All experimental evidence
the seedbed to become firm.
points to the necessity for seeding on a firm seedbed." A
mixture of white Dutch, hop, and Persian clovers seeded

on pastures at the Natchez Branch Station, October 1943,
without any preparation was 3 to 4 inches higher the first
of April 1944 than on adjoining areas that were disked
and harrowed just before seeding. Recommendation: Under all types of preparation, prepare land far enough in
advance of planting for the seedbed to become firmed by
rain.

Seeding Mixtures
Observations, Delta wide except for the foothills, proved
that some changes are necessary for the Delta from the
now State-wide recommended seeding mixtures. Almost
in every case, where there were spring clovers, there was.
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little or almost no summer grazing.
This indicates that
winter or spring growing clovers had smothered and killed
out the following lespedeza and much of the grass, except
where severe periodic grazing or mowing were practiced.
This is also true of fertile bottoms in the hills, or pastures
heavily fertilized with minerals, and the present recommendations are to sow a spring clover without lespedeza on
grass in the bottom sites and lespedeza without a spring
clover on grass on the slopes.

Johnson grass appeared to be the only grass able to produce after spring clovers, which is due to the fact that
this grass begins growth later in the spring than Dallis.
Dallis grass begins growth with the first warm weather in
the winter and spring and is therefore competing with the
winter and spring growing clovers or ryegrass.

However, several Dallis grass and white Dutch pastures
were furnishing good summer Dallis grass grazing, but
these had been grazed heavily during the spring.
This
heavy grazing prevented excessive growth of clover and allowed the Dallis grass to grow in combination with the
clover.

Winter ryegrass seeded on so-called permanent pastures
and summer growing plants. There
were several pastures in the Delta consisting of Dallis and
Bermuda grasses and lespedeza, but no spring clover, which
were furnishing excellent grazing during August and Sepalso smothered spring

tember. Also several pastures consisting only of Dallis
grass and lespedeza were being grazed in those months.

Under conditions

observed

in

the

Yazoo-Mississippi

Delta
1. Because of heavy growth
of spring clovers, other
plants usually included in pasture mixtures to provide season-long grazing, were difficult to establish or maintain

and furnished scant grazing.
2.

Johnson grass withstood the clover competition most

successfully.
3. Lespedeza was not successfully grown in combination
with spring clover in any pasture or under any manage-

ment

practice observed.
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and Bermuda grass were successfully
combination with spring clovers only where the
spring clover was severely grazed or clipped.
4.

Dallis grass

grown

in

and lespedeza as well as Bermuda and lesgrown in combination in pastures
where there was no ryegrass or winter clover.
5.

Dallis grass

pedeza, were successfully

These conditions are due mainly to soil fertility and moisture conditions. For pasture clover production in the hills,
relatively heavy annual applications of phosphate and periodic applications of lime and potash are recommended due
to the lack of fertility in the hill soils. Most of the Delta
soils, however, are so fertile as to produce an excellent

growth of pasture legumes without the addition of mineral
fertilizers. A comparison of the range of available amounts
of phosphate (P-0') and potash (K-0) in the hill and Delta
soils is

shown below.
Pounds available

K20
Hills

Delta foothills
Delta proper

per acre

90

-

150
375

-

250
375
690

Pounds available
P205 per acre

20

-

100
800

-

200
400
1600

Along with this high content of minerals so beneficial to
legume growth, ample rainfall is usually had during the
winter and spring, and these result in a heavy growth of
spring clovers and a subsequent smothering of plants that
begin growth later in the spring.
The summer-growing
plants are often handicapped by insufficient rainfall.
Soil fertility,

moisture conditions, and plant competition

makes the phrase ''permanent pasture" a very doubtful one
for most soils of the Delta. Rather than so-called permanent pastures, this survey points to the use of

''rotational

pastures."

Recommendations

of Seeding Mixtures

1. Use spring clovers (white Dutch, hop, Persian, wild
winter peas, bur, alsike, red, crimson, on sandy well-drained soil) only as winter and spring temporary pastures. Do
not sow on areas where lespedeza is wanted. Cattle should

